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Sexual predator tries for parole 
By JEFF NAGEL parole hearing every year if he wants Kevin Oatway (.previously Willoughby) tional centre near Abbolsford in October, ly disguising themselves for privacy, but 
TERRACE's most notorious sexual of- one. 
fender will get a shot at parole this Last year he turned down a hearing, 
month, but this year it's going ahead - -  on April 
Robert Roland Willoughby has been in 17. 
prison for l l  years for his sex crimes Parole board spokesman Debra Kihara 
against young children here. 
And the Standard has learned Wil- 
loughby has changed his name while in 
prison. 
Now known as Kevin Roland Oatway, 
said anyone can apply to the parole 
board to observe the heating, which will 
take place at Mountain Institution. 
So far the 47-year-old inmate hasn't 
been granted release of any kind. 
he remains behind bars at Mountain In- But victims in the Fraser Valley are 
stitution ear Agassiz in the Fraser Val- keeping dose tabs on another sex of_ 
ley. fender named Oatway who has been 
Willoughby became eligible for day released. 
parole in 1989 and for full parole in Bobby Oatway was previously known 




130 protest dramatic 
fishing fee increases 
By DAVID TAYLOR 
WORRIED BUSINESS owners in Terrace 
rallied outside the Access Centre last 
Thursday to protest a huge leap in fishing 
licence fees that could result in millions of 
lost tourist dollars. 
But in spite of the public outcry, B.C.'s 
environment minister was somehow bliss- 
fully unaware of any possible crisis. 
" I  haven't been approached with those 
concerns," Cathy McGregor told the Stun- 
(lard last Thursday. "But I 'm willing to sit 
down with people and talk about it." 
When asked if she was worded that the 
huge increases would drive away tourists, 
she simply said, "No . "  
In fact, McGregor insisted she was not 
aware of any concerns about potential huge 
dollar losses for local businesses because of 
the fee increases. 
And she says there are no plans in the 
works to reduce the more than $40 per day 
it will now cost out-of-province tourists to 
fish in the northwest. 
"We wanted to put the interests of B.C. 
fishers first," McGregor said. "These clas- 
sifted waters are very special. Non residents 
should pay more to fish in world class 
rivers." 
McGregor said that reducing the non- 
resident angling fees isn't in the cards right 
now because the price is actually quite rea- 
sonable. 
"Our fees are very low compared to other 
areas like Europe, and there haven't been 
any increases here since 1990," she said. 
"And most of the money from the higher 
fees will go into habitat conservation." 
But former Steelhead Society president 
Bruce Hill says the minister must have 
known about the cancellations and lost 
revenues. 
"That's horseshit. She has been called, 
faxed and sent letters by the Steelhead 
Society, the BC Wildlife Federation and 
many others," he says. "We've been trying 
to reach her since last week but she's being 
shielded by her staff and she's getting some 
really bad advice." 
Hill also says the minister was informed 
of the protest rally held Thursday in front of 
the provincial government's Access Centre 
on Eby street. 
About 130 guides, lodge owners and other 
business people attended the rally. Lodge 
owners complained cancellations had al- 
ready resulted in losses of hundreds of 
thousands of dollars. 
Other business owners said they had 
received phone calls from foreign 
customers wanting to know if the rumours 
were true. 
"We had people calling from the States 
on the f'ust day this was announced," says 
Laurie Schuhneister of Misty River Tackle. 
"One set of gentlemen from Oregon has 
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been coming here every summer for 20 
years. This year they aren't." 
Liberal environment critic Christy Clark 
says she also asked the environment minis- 
ter about he fee increases during Question 
• Period last week, but failed to get a satis- 
factory ~swer.  
"I don't think she has a clue what effect 
this will have on people," Clark says. " It 's 
like she doesn't want tourists to fish in 
B.C.. I thought it was a good thing to have 
visitors come here and spend their money." 
Hill, who helped organize the protest, is a 
longtime NDP member, not normally taken 
to protesting against his own government. 
" I  voted for these guys and I'm just total- 
ly flabbergasted," Hill said. "And we can't 
get through to them." 
Hill told the crowd northwesterners are 
going to have to keep pushing until the 
government pays attention, 
" I f  they don't listen to us we'll come 
back nett week and wrap this building with 
fishing line," 
in prison, unleashing more protest from fornler 
The two sex offenders are reported to " victims. 
have "married" each other in prison and Reform MP Randy White cites the 
then Stevens changed his name to Oatways' name changes as evidence of 
Oatway. 
Bobby Oatway was paroled ~om 
Mountain Institution last March after 
sewing two-thirds of a lO-year sentence 
for buggery, bestiality, rape and gross in- 
decency. 
Oatway was initially released to a 
halfway house in Toronto but public out- 
rage there forced him to ask to return to 
prison. 
He was returned to B.C., where he was 
released again from the Sumas correc- 
the need for legislation preventing 
violent offenders from changing their 
names in prison. 
"All B.C. if not Canada knows of the 
terrible deeds of Robert Roland Wil- 
loughby," White said. 
"For Corrections Canada to allow him 
and Robert Gordon Stevens to both 
change their names in prison is an of- 
fence to right-minded citizens out 
there." 
White said such offenders are not like- 
SPORTRsHERMEN,  guides, tackle store 
owners, motel operators and others milled 
against angling licence fee increases that-~ 
took effect yesterday. At top is Seerle 
Philippe, who works at the Terrace Co-op's 
ne~v tackle shop. Above, sportfmhing ac. 
tivist and NDP member Bruce Hill speaks 
out against the govemment's decision, 
are "very likely planning to reoffend U n- 
der another name." 
Sex offenders are very difficult to track 
after a name change, he said. 
White claims B.C. sex offender Robert 
Noyes has changed his name as well, but 
the authorities won't disclose it. 
"Neither Corrections Canada, the 
parole board nor the police will not give 
the public his new name," ~0~nite said. 
"They say 'We tell each other.' But 
that's not adequate. What they have to 
do is tell the public." 




Failed vote has no effect here 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE DEFEAT of the gepap-Avenor merger doesn't 
change a thing for workers and contractors in the north- 
west. 
Avenor shareholders ejected the watered-down deal by a 
wide margin last Wednesday, briefly fuelling speculation 
that it could change the status of Repap's operations here. 
Hut Repap B.C. remains protected from its creditors by 
court order. 
And the Royal and Toronto-Dominion Banks ended all 
speculation on Thursday by exercising their option to take 
over the shares of Repap B.C. 
With those shares completely divested from Repap En- 
lerprises, nothing that happens to the parent company now 
will have any effect on northwestemers. 
"They are now the owners of these operations," Repap 
B.C. vice-president Rudy Schwartz said of the banks. 
"Now we can get on with life and start working on the 
plan." 
Repap B.C. will also be changing its name to reflect he 
change in ownership and separation from Repap, he added. 
"We're working on it," Schwartz said. "A lot of weird 
ideas are coming out. Someone suggested we call it Plup, 
or pulp spelled backwards." (Repap's name came from 
paper spelled backwards.) 
The next step for the company is to work with the banks 
and the court-appointed monitor to restructure the compa- 
ny and try to put it back on sound footing. 
"Our focus is going to be to put together astructure that 
will get the maximum return to the c~editors," Schwartz 
said. "Stability and repayment m that's my focus." 
Meanwhile lawyers for various creditors will find out on 
April 8th whether the Supreme Court will allow the forma- 
tion of a creditors' committee toparticipate in the restruc- 
turing. 
Monitor David Bowra is expected to release his interim 
report on the state of Repap B.C. around the same time. 
The defeat of the merger of Avenor and Repap Enter- 
prises is a blow for Repap shareholders, especially compa- 
ny chairman George Petty. 
The original proposal was fought by pension fund and 
other shareholders since it was tabled in December. 
That led on March 3rd to the exclusion of debt-laden 
Repap B.C. from the deal m forcing rite subsidiary to seek 
bankruptcy protection - -  and Repap EnterPrises hare- 
holders agreed to dramatically slash the number of Avenor 
shares they would get in exchange~ 
But in the end even that wasn't enough for Avenor share- 
holders, 75 per cent of whom voted against the deal Wed- 
nesday. 
,Continued Page A2 
A wild moose chase 
A MOOSE MADE a wrong turn last week, and some- 
how ended up on Loen Ave., leading RCMP and con- 
servation officers a merry chase. 
CpI. Ray Griffith was part of the posse, and he says 
the moose likely wandered into town on Wednesday 
night, then rested in a small wooded area. 
Heavy traffic on Thursday confused the yearling, 
causing him to wander around the Loen area, looking 
for a way out. At one point here was a concern that he 
moose would head towards E.T, Kenney Primary, 
where students were getting out for the afternoon. 
Conservation officers attempted to dart the moose, 
but he eluded attempts at capture and ran between the 
court house and the social services building into the 
bush. 
Officers tracked the moose quite a ways into the 
bush, to see if it had been darted, but Griffith said, 
4,  * there was no tndtcation of it slowing down." 
i iiJ i 
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"Shell game' budget 
cuts taxes, dumps 
costs onto FRBC 
By JENNIFER McCLARTY 
B.C. FINANCE MINISTER Andrew Petter delivered a 
budget last week that hands out a personal income tax cut of 
two percent. 
That will put $128 per year back into the bands of a family 
of four earning $50,000 a year. 
The B.C. govermnont's deficit for 1997 is projected to 
come in at only $185 million- low given dire projections a 
few months ago. But that figure was achieved by!oading 
many costs onto other agencies. 
Key among them is the slashing of $152 million from the 
forests ministry budget. Fores[ Renewal B.C., which is off of 
the government's balance sheets; is to replace about $100 
million of the Cut tbr silviculturel 
Reforestation consultants slammed the transfer of respon- 
sibility its a thinly disguised raid ofFRB C coffers. 
Rob Roulston, of Smithers-basod Silvicon Services Ltd., 
said FRBC was supposed to b e for innovative projects that 
went beyond basic silviculture. 
"With these cuts they (the NDP) are just offloading their 
basic program onto FRBCI  don't see any difference bet- 
ween this and the proposed raiding of  FRBC last fall," he 
said. "It's just ,'t shell game,"  
The government has also demanded greater dividends 
from Crown corporations like B.C, Hydro and B.C. Rail, 
even if they have to borrow money to pay tbem. 
Highways ministry spending has been cut by 19 per cent, 
because highways and roadwork will now be paid for by the 
B.C. Transportation a d Financing Authority. 
Other budget highlights: 
[] Close to 40,{kq0 new jobs are expected to be generated. 
[] Car insurance premiums; B.C Hydro and university 
tuition fee rates will remain frozen. 
[] The total debt as of March 31 will be $29.4 billion. The 
forecast for March 31/98 is $30.9 billionl 
[] Overall spending in the next fiscal year is estimated to 
be $20.471 billion, down more than $100 million from 
1996/97. 
[] Total revenue is estimated to be $20.286 billion, up 0.4 
pet' cent from last year's budget. 
[] Spending on health care is up $300 million. 
[] Just over $1 billion will be borrowed for new schools, 
roads and hospitals. 
[] The Jobs and Timber Accord - still being negotiated 
with the tbrest industry - is predicted to create 21,000 jobs 
by 2001. 
[] The Guarantee for Youth program will spend $23 mil- 
lion to provide jobs tbr 12,000 youth. 
[] The aviation fuel tax will fall from four cents per litre to 
three this year and two cenls the following year. 
Fatal car crash 
A MALE TERRACE YOUTH is dead after a single car 
accident near Kitimat late Sunday afternoon on Highway 37. 
Four other passengers - also believed to be Terrace teenag- 
ers - were treated and released from hospital. 
The accident happened 10km north of Kitimat on a 
straight stretch of road near the Kitimat airpark, according to 
Kitimat RCMP Const. Cam Muir. The southbound ear 






i'evelation early last week that Avenor ignored its proposal 
~for a new three-way merger of Avenor, Repap and Domtar 
~ ' ]ne . -  a third Montreal-based forest company controlled 
: by Caisse. 
~' Avenor officials said they wanted to complete the Repap 
: ~takeover before considering other offers. 
~" Repap shareholders voted overwhelmingly in favour of 
'..'the deal. 
'~ ; Skeena MP bfike Scott, who went to the Repap share- 
?Jaolders meeting in blontteai to fight the proposal and 
~highlight e plight of northwestemers, didn't get far in his 
. In lSS lOn.  
' -  Scott had proxies from three northwestern Repap share- 
holders and hoped to vote those shares against he deal and 
~ speak on the proposal. 
~. The proxies were deemed invalid, however, because they 
;~eren't registered by a broker. And Scott never got a 
', chance to speak, 
l P  • - "It lasted all ofabont 25 minutes, Scott said. 
i :  He said he was "astounded" by the entry of Domtar into 
; ihe picture, adding the Repap rollercoaster ride is under- 
" ilcored how disconnected northwestemers are from where 
: ihe decisions are being made. 
"-" "There's a high stakes game being played," he said. 
s ?'All of the players of that game are situated in Montreal 
~ Mthough the effects are being felt in northwest British 
: I2olumbia." 
- ." "Wc don't even know who all the players are. Every so 
~often we find oat there's omeone new sitting at the table. 
I 'm absolutely astounded at the cvents." 
• " Scott said he's now hoping the restructuring of Repap 
[ B.C. will be successful. 
2 "I hope that at the end of the day the ownership of 
~Repap B.C. ends up .in the hands of British Columbians 
rather than in the hands of people from Ontario or Quebec 
or wherever." 
'" Quebec-based pension fund Caisse de depot, which holds 
10 per cent of Avenor's stock, was instrumental in tor- 
% 
:., pedoiug the deal. 
Its fund manager vowed to vote against he deal after the 
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Offender changed 
name, seeks parole 
"These people may indeed be in Terrace, 
Prince Rupert, Prince George, Vancouver. 
~/e just don't know." 
One of Bobby Oatway's victims in the 
Fraser Valley said she wants to know if 
~/illoughby (Kevin Oatway) is released as 
well because the pair would likely end up 
in the same place. 
"Our lives are at risk," the woman said. 
Willonghby was a brown-haired, blue- 
eyed, baby-faced musician when he lived in 
Terrace. 
And he was also a sexual predator who 
used his own children to lure other young 
victims to his Queensway Ave. mobile 
home. 
The offences took place between 1974 
and 1983. 
Willoughby was initially convicted and 
sentenced in 1985 to eight years in prison 
for sexual assault and gross indecency. 
Then two years later Judge Paul 
Lawrence sentenced him to life imprison- 
ment on three counts of having sexual inter- 
course with a female under 14. 
The girls Willoughby had sex with were 
as young as seven to their early teens. 
The number of such incidents was "in the 
naany hundreds, if not the thousands" 
Judge Lav,,rence stated on passing sentence. 
Psychiatric evidence, before the court in- 
dicated that Willoughby "offended as fre- 
quently . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  would 
permit; that it was not physically possible 
for him to offend more than he has in that 
period of time." 
Psychiatrists said he showed no evidence 
of true remorse and described his potential 
for re-offending as "very high." He was 
diagnosed as a fixated bisexual pedophile. 
la handing down sentence in 1987, Judge 
Lawrence also called out for care in dealing 
v,,ith Willoughby's eventual parole 
elig~ility. 
"Any doubts should be resolved in 
favour of the protection of the public, par. 
ticularly the protection of the children of 
the public," ruled Lawrence. 
Caregivers vote to strike 
MORE THAN 40 community living work- 
ers in Terrace could soon be on strike unless 
an agreement is reached between their union 
and the government-funded Health Employers 
Association. 
The workers are members of the BC 
Government and Service Employees Union. 
They voted 87 per cent in favour of strike 
action last week. 
The caregivers work with people who have 
institutions," says union representative Soren 
Bech. "But they're doing it for much less 
money and no benefits." 
Bech says money to pay home workers 
comes from the government. But the workers 
are getting paid about $5 per hour less than 
their Counterparts in government-run i stitu- 
tions and in some cases earn minimum wage. 
And Beth says these caregivers are working 
With Clients who have been moved out of pro- 
mental and physical disabilities. In Terrace, vincial institutions tocut costs. 
those workers are employed with Thompson Becausethe caregiVers' work is considered 
Residential and Community Services. an essential service, strike action cannot be 
Thompson runs three group homes here taken until minimum staffing levels are 
including one on Spruce Street. 
The key issue for the workers is wage equal- 
ity, as well as benefits, pensions and job 
security. 
"These workers are doing the same jobs, 
with the same clients as those in provincial 
established, ; 
That step is required bylaw to make sure the 
people who live in the homes m'e not put at 
risk by a strike. 
Mediation talks between employers and the 
anion are tentatively set to begin April 8. 
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Electronic classrooms are here 
" Future promises 
individual learning 
"THAT LOOKS pretty good, 
Warren. You've been doing 
your homework," says a 
voice over a speaker phone. 
The voice belongs to Gerry 
Paille, a teacher in Fort St. John. 
He's talking to Warren Wilson 
from the Northceast Distance 
Education School here. 
. . . .  =As Paille speaks a cursor 
moves over a graph prepared by 
Wilson and sent electronically 
to Paille. It's on a computer 
screen that's been .projected 
against awall. 
The pair are demonstrating the 
future of schooling - -  teachers 
and students connected by com- 
puters and phone lines. 
Where a student lives and where 
a teacher lives aren't barriers - -  a 
student in Atlin, for instance, will 
:have the same access to education 
as one living in West Vancouver. 
The system Wilson and Pallia are 
demonstrating is called New Direc- 
tions in Distance Learning WARREN WILSON demonstrates the future of distance education with a teacher connected to his tormi- 
(NDDL), a venture of distance edu- hal here from Fort St. John. Distance could cease to be a barrier to learning in the future, he says. 
cation schools (once called cor- 
respondence schools), the Open 
Learning Agency, the education son. ago on, says Wilson. lines of open colleges and univer- 
ministry and school districts. "It works for students in small "Eventually there will be no bor- sities that can serve students any- 
In essence, the system provides schools where there is no teacher ders," he said. where. 
for an elecl~onic classroom where a on hand for specialized subjects or Wilson prefers the NDDL ap- 
students from all over the province for schools where there are too few preach over other distance duca- 
at onetime are connected with a studentstoofferaconrse." tion methods such as paper-only 
teacher. It even works for students in large "It works for students correspondence ourses or courses 
Computer software gives students schools who may hot be able to in small schools  where offered via electronic mail. 
and teachers the ability to write take a course because of timetable there l$ no teacher on Having students connected to a 
comments and change information difficulties, Wilson adds. 
just as if the group was huddled in In the northwest, he system is of- hand for spoMalized sub- sistanceteacher ndProvideSstructureimmediateto learning.aS" 
front ofablackboard, fared in Prince Rupert and in leers or for schools  "Individual learning depends 
There are now 300 students in the Stewart. where there are too few very much on the motivation of a 
system which is in its fourth year. It's not yet in place in Terrace but students to otter a student," Wilson said. 
The kind of computer equipment The goal for this fall, says Wil- Caledonia officials and other edu- course.'" 
son, is to have 1,(DO students regis- cation specialists did attend a brief- and software needed to participate 
tared in nearly 30 Grade 10 to ing several weeks ago. is much the same that more and 
Grade 12 courses. Having a student registered with more households are getting to con- 
"This is responsive to individual the system now depends upon What's happening, Wilson con- nect to the World Wide Web. 
student needs, to students at home reaching agreement with a school tinues, is the construction of an Courses cost $500, twice that of a 
and to adult students," notes Wii- but that could change as the years "open" school following along the normal correspondence course. 
Airlines to address ticket pricing pleas 
THE SECOND of two meetings between air- and Canadian airlines agreed to examine their proved service for medically required flights 
line representatives and a Terrace committee northwestern mutes. They will reveal their con- and direct flights to Vancouver. 
keen on improving air service here takes place clusiom April 5 and regional district chair At the last meeting, the airlines told the com- 
this Saturday. Jeanne Monaghan says their visit will be more mittee that the short hop between Terrace and 
The meetings began late last year, when mere- than a token gesture. Rupert was a big money-loser. Monaghan says 
bars  of the: Kitimat-Stikine Regional District " I  don't think they'd bother coming back if if the airlines drop that flight and fly to Van- 
and Terrace city council decided something had they didn't have something constructive to couver direct, ticket prices could drop by as 
to be done about poor service and skyrocketing say," Monaghan says. " I 'm very optimistic much as $200. 
fareshere, about it." The meeting will be held Saturday at the 
After the f'~t meeting, raps from beth Air BC Monaghan says two possible changes are ira- Coast Inn of the West from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.. 
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Shames decision soon 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN ski hill representatives will 
meet with the regional district board next month to dis- 
cuss the poss~ility of forgiving the mountain's debt to 
the district. 
The ski hill owes about $450,000 for chair lifts and 
other equipment purchased from the RD when the Kit- 
sumkalum ski area was dismantled inthe fall of 1986. 
"It's been 10 years," says Thornhill director Les 
Watmough. "It's time this was settled." 
The meeting will take place at the next hoard meet- 
ing, April 25. 
Roadchecks net drivers 
VF.JtICLE INSPECTORS and Terrace RCMP were 
out h full force looking for unsafe vehicles two 
weekends ago. And they found plenty - -  resulting in 
some 26 charges being laid. 
The roadchecks were held March 22 and 23 in Ter- 
race and Thornhill. The cops focussed on insecure 
loads enroute to the dumps, unsafe vehicles and 
Uailem. 
Four people were charged with driving without insur- 
ance, two for not wearing seatbelts, six for insecure 
loads, four for driving defective vehicles, two for not 
having a driver's licence and one for being overweight. 
Seven miscellaneous charges were also laid and 21 
warnhtgs were issued. 
Eight cars were found to be so dangerously defective 
they were removed from the road inunediately. A fur- 
tiler eight owners have been given 30 days to bring 
their vehicles up to roadworthy condition. 
The police say they are planning to hold several more 
roadehecks during the spring. 
City goes on the web 
IN'TERNET SURFERS will soon be able to rind the 
City 0fTerrace on the World Wide Web. 
City officials are working on a web site that will be 
up and running later this month. 
"VVe plan to put on council agendas," says city eco- 
nonli¢ development officer Ken Veldman. "There will 
be some form of archiving council minutes. You'll also 
be able to e-mail any of the councillors or mayor." 
In addition to local interest information the site will 
• also tnarket the city to Internet surfers from far away. 
A community profile with information on the econo- 
my, local services, business and induslry will be geared 
to potential developers and workers thinking of relocat- 
ing or building here. There will also be a section aimed 
at tourists planning trips to the area. 
Veldman said the budget for the project is a "couple 
of thousand dollars", adding design is being handled 
by local design fhm Web North Marketing, The web 
page will be put up by local service provider OSG In- 
teractive. 
Beware of funny money 
POLICE ARE asking businesses along the Highway 
16 corridor to keep an eye out for a man trying to pass 
off photocopies ofmoney for the real thing. 
IkCMP in Vanderhoof say a man about 5'9" tall and 
weighing some 200 lbs recently tried to pass off a 
colcured copy era $100 bill there. 
T~e man Jmay be driving a dark-coloured Jeep with 
Yukon licence plates. 
, s -E -,e ace 
Kitimat 






Automotive Fuel, Conversion & Service Centre 
"SPR ING"  " Forward Into "Savings 
Convert Your Vehicle To... 
Natura l  Gas  
.100% F I N A N C I N G  
Ava i lab le  upon Qua l i f i ca t ion  W~, , r  - ~mc' -mr lT -  . . . .  
WE'RE STILL THE LOWEST - 28 .50  PER LITRE 
SEE YOU AT THE TRADES FAIR'S IN 
PRINCE RUPERT SMITHERS TERRACE [ 
I APRIL 11t 12 & 13 APRIL 18+ 19 & 20 APRIL 25+ 26 & 27 
Mention this ad and receive a $100 discount for 
ANY' CONVERSION DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL 
I I 
Terrace Standard and Overwaitea 
Volunteers of the Year 
Nomination Form 
The Terrace Standard and Overwaitea host the 3rd Annual Volunteer of the 
Year contest. If you know someone who's helped make Terrace a better 
place, tell the town/ 
Name of Volunteer: 
Phone numbers volunteer can be reached at',. 
Organization(s) volunteer is active in, and number of years in each: 
Nominated by:. .Your Telephone: 
Volunteer's profile. Please provide a brief history on the nominee. How long have 
they been active in organizations in Terrace? How have they helped make Terrace 
a better place? 
Who's eligible: Anyone who does unpaid volunteer work. Membership in a group 
or society is not mandatory Nominees from past years can be entered again. 
Drop off form at Overwaitea, Skeena Mall, or The Terrace Standard office, 
fax to 638-8432, cr mall to 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C,, V8G 5R2 
DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES IS FRIDAY, APRIL 4/97 
Winners will be determined by a panel of three judges and will be announced in April. 
" Overwa,tea  , I q  ' 
u . , ~ . t x . u  -, , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  = . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Fish folly 
THIS IS A story about the big one that got 
away. Effective April 1st - -  and with about two 
weeks' notice - -  angling licence fees for non- 
residents and fees for angling guides and lodges 
went through the roof. 
A couple from Alberta coming here to fish for 
two weeks expecting to pay the $400 in fees they 
coughed up last year will this time be surprised 
by a bill for $1,300. 
One lodge operator will see angling guide 
licence fees that amounted to $1,127 in 1996 
skyrocket o an astonishing $12,637 in 1997. 
Some will eat the licence fee increases for their 
customers as well rather than risk cancellations 
or a damaged reputation. One lodge owner 
anticipates that will cost him $50,000 this year 
basically his entire year's profit. 
These fee increases are in some cases as much 
as 1,100 per cent. Put together they amount o an 
A-bomb dropped on the sportfishing industry, 
which brings more than $16 million a year in to 
the northwest economy. 
Locals can be excused for thinking it's an Aprii 
Fools' prank. But unfortunately this is no joke. 
They could also be excused for thinking it's a 
deliberate act of sabotage on the part of the 
provincial government. But that's not tree either. 
There's no malice or humour involved here. 
What there is, however, is a dangerous blend of 
greed, short-sightedness and desperation. 
Clinging to a promise of no tax increases as 
forestry revenues ink like a stone, the province 
is hunting for any fee that can be increased. 
The bean counters of the finance ministry evi- 
dently zeroed in on non-resident angling licences 
as one area they thought they could milk without 
enraging B.C. residents. Jack the fees for those 
rich fishermen from Germany, was their logic. 
Most of the waters in the Terrace area are clas- 
s i f i ed -  and thereby incur the extra $42.80 per 
day fee. In fact two-thirds of all the classified 
rivers in B.C. are in the Terrace/Smithers area. 
The families from Alberta that travel west 
every summer will not stop in Terrace and camp 
along the banks of the Skeena this year. They'll 
either turn south at the four-way stop and go to 
Kitimat - -  where they can fish the non-classified 
waters of the Kitimat River at a fraction of the 
cost - -  or they'll continue on to Alaska. 
In Germany, fishermen who have planned for 
years to come here are faced with a last-minute 
complication for the second year in a row. 
Last year many cancelled their trips after feder- 
al officials made it sound like they wouldn't be 
allowed to catch and keep chinook salmon here. 
Now Victoria has brought in astronomical fee 
increases at the last minute. Word of the B.C. fee 
increases is beginning to spread in European 
fishing magazines and operators here are once 
again bracing for cancellations. 
In future years will these well-heeled tourists 
even bother booking trips to B.C.? 
This decision is not only catastrophic to the 
Skeena area and unfair to its tourism operators, it 
will backfire and result in less revenue - -  not 
more - -  coming to the province. 
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Sihota get; off on technicality 
VICTORIA - -  Moc Sihota weighed the reasons that might Premier Glen Clark felt eom- 
was not in a conflict of interest 
when he accepted an offer 
from his loug-time friend Herb 
Dhaliwal to cosign for a mort- 
gage, and the latter was sub- 
sequently appointed to the 
B.C. Hydro board of directors. 
That's the ruling Conflict of 
Interest Commissioner Ted 
Hughes brought down this 
week. But timing is every- 
thing, as the report shows. Had 
the Conflict of Interest Act not 
been amended between 
Dhaliwal's initial appointment 
and his rcappoinlment a year 
later, Sihota would have been 
on the hook. 
Hughes ruled that Sihota 
wasn't in an actual conflict of 
interest when he 
"participated" in Dhaliwal's 
original appointment. Even 
though Sihota played a role in 
attracting Dhaliwai as a poten- 
tial appointment, the order was 
actually signed by then 
premier Mike Harcourt. 
Hughes further ruled that 
Sihota was neither in an actual 
nor an apparent conflict, of in- 
terest when he participated in 
Dhaliwal's reappointment to 
the Hydro board. Sihota signed 
that order. 
But Hughes adds that if the 
current def'mition of apparent 
conflict of interest had been in 
force at the time of Dhaliwal's 
HUBERT BEYER 
original appoinlment, Sihota 
would have been in trouble. 
" I  would have had no hesita- 
tion in concluding that Sihota's 
participation in that appoint- 
ment constituted an apparent 
conflict of interest," Hughes 
says in his report, 
Sihota, the original survivor 
has, therefore, escaped again 
by the skin of his teeth, a l -  
though Hughes notes on 
several occasion that at no time 
would a reasonably informed 
person have come to the con- 
cinsion that Sihota was at any 
time in a real or actual conflict 
of interest. 
Hughes interviewed 11 
people during the course of his 
investigation, including Sihota 
Dhaliwal and Harcourt. And he 
points out that he carefully 
have led Dhaliwal to cosign for 
Sihota's mortgage. 
"There can be no doubt hat 
B.C. Hydro was one of the 
most, if not the most, impor- 
: tent of the Crown corporations 
and  that appointment to the 
Hydro board of directors 
~would be a matter of sig- 
nificant prestige," Hughes 
says. 
"On the other hand, the 
long-standing friendship be- 
tween Dhaliwai at~d Sihota 
also provides ome explanation 
as to why Dhaliwai would help 
Sihota in theway he did. 
Hughes condudes that there 
was no evidence of any quid- 
pro-quo arrangement, and that 
• Dhaliwal's co-signature was 
offered solely as a sign of 
i friendship. 
Hughes also says that Har- 
court, during his interview, 
made it clear he wanted 
broader ethnic and regional 
representation  all provincial 
boards and commissions. 
Dhaliwal, according to Har- 
court, was a perfect candidate 
whose appoinlment he 
enthusiastically supported. 
The question ow is whether 
Sihota, having been cleared of 
this particular allegation, will 
be welcomed back in cabinet. I 
wouldn't hold my breath, for a 
number of reasons. 
First off, I!m not so sure 
fortable with Sihota's 
legendary ability to dominate 
the headlines and steal his 
thunder. 
Which he did on more than 
one occasion. 
But more important, there 
could well be another eom- 
)laint to Hughes waiting in the 
wings if Sihota is appointed to 
a cabinet post. And that one 
may be tougher to fight than 
the Dhaliwal issue, v~hlab w~ 
put before Hughes by' Liberal 
MLA Mike de Joag. 
That time bomb involves 
Sihota's interference last year 
with the Motor Carrier Com- 
mission during the applications 
process for a taxi lieence. So 
far, the opposition has only ac- 
cused Sihota of having been 
very rude during sorcte phone 
calls to the commission. 
As long as Sihota is on the 
back bench, the Libenls will 
probably let it go at that. I f  
Clark brings him back into the 
cabinet, however, the opposi- 
tion is bound to retra~ its guns 
on Sihota. 
. After all, it's more produc- 
live to go after a cabinet minis- 
ter, especially oae with 
. Sihota's high prorde and cocky 
attitude, than a back bencher. 
Buyer can be reached at Tel: 
920.9300; Fax: 385.6783; E. 
Mail: huberl~cooleom,com 
Old-timers face new barbarism 
ESKIMOS had the fight idea, 
harsh tough it was. Feeble old 
folk were left alone on barren 
ice to await death by starvation 
if not by hypothermia. 
Releasing family of the old 
person's care freed the 
younger members to travel in 
their hunt for food. When food 
was found, each survivor got 
to eat a larger portion. The dif- 
ference could save the lives of 
children. 
We find Eskimo practices 
barbaric, yet Terraceview 
Lodge is so short of beds, 
would-be patents are being 
shipped out of town to other 
care facilities, far from family. 
Imagine the depression of an 
old age pensioner who has 
lived in Terrace for forty years, 
waking up in Prince Rupert or 
Surrey. They may be separated 
from their spouse, children, 
grandchildren, friends and 
neighbours. Even the view 
from their window is foreign. 
Those dependent upon some- 
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one else for every comfort sud- 
denly rind themselves at the 
raercy of total strangers. Staff 
may take excellent physical 
care of them, giving them daily 
baths, meals on time, and 
medication at reliable inter- 
vals, but staff know nothing of 
patients' personal histories, 
likes, or worries. And their 
hugs aren't the heartiest, ei- 
ther. 
The older we get, the more 
we look forward to little 
pleasures - -  siring in our 
favourite chair, watching ahalf 
hour of "IV with oar spouse, 
reading a book with a grand- 
child, swapping ossip with a 
friend. 
But even these simple, or- 
dinary treats are denied if an 
old-timer is warehoused miles 
from his cimle of family and 
fiiends. Where, then is the joy 
in prolonghig life? 
No doubt much Ter- 
raceview's bed shortage is due 
to funding shortages; otherwise 
an extra wing would have been 
built on long ago. 
Still health officials seem to 
have diffi~lty estimating fu- 
ture long-term care needs 
though many of these oc- 
togensrians have resided in or 
around Terrace for decades. 
The school dislfict - -w i th  
only a four year lead time - -  
usually estimates closely how 
many students to expect each 
September. Perhaps the school 
district could give Tenraeeview 
some actuarial pointers. 
Regardless of why Ter- 
raeeview is too small to ac- 
commodate our aging popula- 
tion, it's regrettable. In- 
humane. InconvenienL In- 
tolerable• 
It's incomprehensible why 
we'll spend a million dollars to 
save a life born several months 
prematurely with extensive 
physical deformities that may 
require expemive, heroic 
medical interventions for years 
... but we don't have a local 
bed to comfort the final days 
of a 75-year-old who's worked 
all his life paying taxes to help 
provide those life-saving 
measures. 
Isolation from family and 
friends creates a limbo - -not  
quite life, not quite death - -  
that can exist for years. 
Exposure and hypothermia 
kill within hours. 
So who's barbaric7 
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sense c l pride 
Cultural renewal, sweeps Nass 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
A CULTURAL renaissance. 
That's the only way to describe 
what's taking place in the Nass. 
lit the last five years seven 
poles have gone up in the Nass 
Valley. Alver Tait has carved 
four of thenl himself. The new 
poles flank the slew bridge to 
Gitwinksihlkw, stand in front of 
the new school in that community 
and in New Aiyaash. 
"It 's quite a revival," said TaR. 
He has just carved a mortuary 
pole for Kincolith last fall, the 
first to go up in that commuuity 
for decades. 
A mortuary pole honours the 
life of an important elder and is 
raised after that person is dead. 
And there are more poles 
plauucd. Four twenty-foot ones 
will be carved for the new recrea- 
tion centre, expected to open in 
December in New Aiyansh. 
Other poles are being planned 
up the Kalum Valley to mark out 
the boundary between the Kit- 
sumakalum territory and the 
Nisga'a lands. 
Another carver, Dennis Nyce, 
was just commissioned to do a 
totem pole in honour of his 
grandfather, Clarence Anderson. 
"There's quite a few cultural 
projects happening here," said 
Nyce. "It started in 1992 
that's when the first pole was 
raised since 1977. It's a renais- 
sauce of file arts." 
Every conmmuity also now has 
a travelling dance group, he 
pointed out. Even Nisga'a people 
living in Vancouver have formed 
a dance group. 
"They're away from the valley 
but the spirit is still there," said 
Nyce. 
"Villages arc being more cul- 
turally and traditionally aware. 
They're taking some pride in 
their own conuuuaities." 
Local residetlts have a chance 
to see most if not all of the dance 
groups during the Riverboat Days 
parade. 
Nyce isn't sure whether to at- 
tribute the resurgence to treaty 
negotiations or to an increased iil- 
terest by his people in their own 
culture. 
However, molncutunt is still 
LOOKING FOR ARTIFACTS - -  Harry Nyce, Rod Robinson and Bertram McKay were part of a 
team which travelled to Hull, Quebec, to visit the Museum of Civilization. They were there to look 
at the museum's collection of Nisga'a artifacts. However, theii joe was difficult because many 
Nisga'a pieces were labelled as Tsimshian, due to an historical error by an early anthropologist. 
The three men are hoping that they'll soon be able to bring back a portion of the collection to the 
Nass valley. 
gathering. 
The YMCA iu New Aiyansh is 
sponsoring a canoe building pro- 
ject, says Brad Tait, head of the 
YMCA there. 
He plans to build a 50 ft. canoe 
astd a smaller 26-37 ft. model. Al- 
ver Tait would be the master car- 
ver for both projects. 
Brad Tait wants the larger 
canoe to be carved by the first 
week in July. hi preparation for 
Games iu Victoria this August. 
Following the games they'll head 
to Washington State for a gather, 
ing of native canoeists. 
Tait says two logs have just 
been fouud ft:r each canoe the 
YMCA hopes to build. The log 
for the larger canoe is six feet 
wide at its butt. They were 
donated by a local contractor. 
It's difficult to find logs that 
large because they tend to be rot- 
"There's quite a Jew cultural projects happening here. 
It started in 1992 ~ that's when the first pole was raised 
since 1977. It's a renaissance of the arts." 
this, expert paddlers from other 
nations will be coming to the 
Nass to train a paddling team. 
That team will then take the 
canoe over to Prince Rupert, 
meeting up with seven other 
teams there. They'll then head 
dowu the coast for the 1997 
North American Indigenous 
THIS BOWL is part of a collection at the Museum of Civilization in Hull, Quebec. 
It was likely collected sometime in the late 1800s to early 1900s. Some of the 
pieces in the museum will be returned to the Nass once a museum quality build- 
ing is constructed. (Photos by Gary Fiegehen.) 
THIS MASK is also part of the same collection. It was 
contribuled to the museum by a C. Perry, likely 





artifacts were taken out of 
the Nass Valley in the early 
part of this century and late 
1800s, far more were 
destroyed or bunted. 
The bumings were en- 
couraged by missionaries 
who wanted the Nisga'a to 
get  rid of symbols that 
',perverted the teaching of 
Christianity," said Nass his- 
torian Bertram MeKay. 
Missionaries labelled the 
artifaels as pagan, attd 
thought hey interfered with 
the conversion of the 
Nisga'a to Christianity. A 
great many itnportant cul- 
tural itenas were lost during 
this t ime.  
Some Nisga'a realized 
what was happening to their 
culture, and hid importaut 
items. 
For example some of the 
last of the old poles in 
Gitwinksihlkw were used to 
form the foundalimts of the 
Village's old Anglicau 
Church. 
ten on the inside once they get 
past four feet wide. 
valley. Hc hopes to train yonng 
people to take tourists out in the 
canoes on Dragou and Lava 
lakes. 
Another project the YMCA has 
on the go is the construction of a 
loughous¢ with a carving shed at- 
tached to one side. TaR hopes to 
get money for it from corporate 
sponsorships. The labour will 
come from YMCA members. 
He wants to build the longhouse 
near the site for the new rue 
centre iu New Aiyansh. It will 
provide a central ocation for eul- 
rural and youth training projects. 
For exalnple, carving, story tell- 
ing and drum making could be 
taught here. 
"A lot of it is for the kids. I 
really want them to learn new 
things," said Tait. 
Work onthe large canoe should The New Aiyansh council is 
begin any time, provided another . also looking at building a long- 
grant can be found, while the house. It also would bc a base for 
smaller canoe will be started in craft making - -  learning how to 
the fall. make tools, weaving baskets 
Next year TaR says the canoes and ccrcnmnial dances could be 
will be available for use in the taught here. 
"My great.great grand- 
father did thai to his poles, away," said Harry Nyce of 
He wasn't going to have the Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
attybody taking his poles Some sntaller artifacts 
Artifacts will 
return to Nass 
OLD NISGA'A TOTEM poles, wooden masks, soul 
catchers and rattles are scattered throughout he world, 
squirreled away iu muscmns attd private collections. 
The artifacts number in the thousands, and include some 
significant cultural items. 
Many of the artifacts were taken from the Nass by mis- 
sionaries or through barter with Hudson Bay Conrpany 
traders in the late 1800s and early part of this century. 
For a number of years now the Nisga'a have been trying 
to locale these cultural artifacts. 
Many are in the Musemn of Civilization in Hull, Quebec, 
the Royal British Colmnbia Museum and the Royal 
Ontario Museum. 
One of the problems with locating the artifacts was that 
many at the national museum were wrongly attributed to 
the Tsimshian nation, said Nass historian Bertram MeKay. 
That's because the first anthropologist to visit the valley 
mistakenly thought he Mass River was in Tsimshian terri- 
tory. 
So McKay and a number of elders recently travelled to 
the Museum of Civilization to identify the artifacts. 
"Seeing those artifacts - -  it was an experience you can't 
cxplaln," said McKay. " In a sense those artifacts were 
held in confinement." 
"There are pieces in Ottawa and Ontario that haven't 
been viewed by the general public in over a hundred 
years," said Joe Gosnell, president of the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council. "Some of them are absolutely fabulous." 
As part of the Nisga'a land claim agreement in principle 
both the Museum of Civilization and the Royal B.C. Muse- 
um have agreed to return some of the artifacts to the 
Nisga'a. 
There are 400 Nisga'a items in the provincial museum. 
The museum and the Nisga'a have agreed that 150 of those 
items will be retunted to the Nass Valley. 
Among those items being returned arc any considered to 
have bceu gathered illegally or in other questiouable fash- 
ions. 
The province wants to retain a representative sanrpl¢ of 
artifacts from the' Nisga'a and from other First Nations 
groups across the province for display at the mnseum. 
There arc 46 items on display now at tho museum iu a 
pemmneut exhibit, 
Similar negotiations are taking place with the national 
I l lUSeUtn. 
"We're getting into the filial drafting of custodial agree- 
meats," said Gosneli. 
Before the artifacts can be returned to the Mass, a 
museum.quality building needs to be constructed for their 
safekeeping. 
"It would have to be fairly similar to other museum 
buildings ~ temperature controlled for example," said 
Gosnell. 
Money for a building will come from that obtained 
through a treaty settlement and perhaps through contribu- 
tions. Some Nlsga,a are also being trained to become 
curators. 
As for artifacts at other museums outside of the country 
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- -  they've been found in the U.S., England, Scotland attd 
Gennany. 
It's mdikely that the Nisga'a would be able to retrieve 
were hidden by elders, and many of these pieces, but Gosnell hopes to catalogue and 
passed down to this genera, photograph them, Nisga'a artists are very interested in 
ti0n. seeing them, arid perhaps making copies, said Oosneii. 
The Mail Bag 
Remember the little guys 
Dear Sir:. 
It is confirmed that Canadian Tire will be setting up 
in Terrace. I imagine many are experiencing a little of 
the same type of excitement that was present vJhen 
Rcpap announced the establishment of a subsidiary 
mill in our town. 
The haunting wail of truckers horns last Tuesday, 
March 18 sounded like the tolling of funeral bells 
announcing the desperation and death of many satail 
players in the forest industry because of decisions 
made in sky-scraping towers, in giant cities, so far 
removed from our little corner of northwest B.C. 
So often, I hear a heavy sigh from a discontented soul 
wishing to return to small-town values. I believe small- 
town values were a guaranteed fruit of people livisg in 
those small towns, controlling their own interests, and 
supporting the people who smiled at them each day and 
who knew their children by name. 
We have many individuals like that in our wonderful 
little city. People who have chosen to reside in Terrace, 
raise their families here, and establish small indepen- 
dently owned retail operations. These people are here 
in Terrace, smiling at us when we enter their business 
or hire their services, and oh so importantly, fully 
realizing the value of keeping some of their business 
revenues circulating within our community, and using 
some to sponsor community activities, local sports and 
acts. 
So often it seems, big business influences enter mto 
oar northwest haven and dramatically alter the qmlity 
of life for us and our children. 
It is just too easy to forget that a local referendum a 
few years ago confirmed that a majority of us w, ished 
retain a guaranteed one-day-a-week business desure 
a guaranteed day of rest, leisure, and family time. 
Outside interests who see us only as numbers on 
ledger sheets used their heavy-handed tactics to steal 
our right to dictate our future according to demv.eratic 
process. To me, this still remains absolutely un- 
conscionable. 
There are still a number of retailers in town who still 
close their doors one-day-a-week, giving themselves 
and their employees a guaranteed leisure and family 
day. I choose to support hese retailers. I choose to sup- 
port the small player who resides with me in this little 
city we call home. I choose to support he retailers who 
recirculate their revenues, within our community, 
thereby protecting the future security of our children. 
Tats is not a boycott Canadian Tire letter. It is a plea 
to not forget he pain that can be inflicted by big corpo- 
rate players, who do not necessarily have the best inter- 
ests of our community's economic and social wall- 
being at heart. 
It is a plea to remember that we each have the power 
of choice regarding "where" and "why"  our dollars 
are spenL 
It is a plea to remember the backbone that is the 
slzength of our community ~ the little business owners 
who live with ns and need our support. 
Gordon Schuss, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Don't open on holidays 
An open letter to Chamber of Commerce members: 
Say 'no' to Statutory holiday openings. We give up 
four stst holidays this year. Next year they v/ant a 
couple more. Then a couple more the following year. I
guess that means we get to work 365 days a year. 
I think it's time us workers got together and gave our 
opinions. Our husbands and kids get the day off  and 
want to go to the lake but guess what, mom's ve0rking 
this stat - -  no long weekends for us. 
You give tourists as the reason for wanting all the 
stores to be open. Well it sure is a sad day in Terrace 
when all our tourists want to do is hang around the 
malls on their holidays. 
I would think Terrace has a lot more to offer ~ Rsh- 
ing, boating, hiking or just spending time outdoors. 
I also do not think it is fair for the Chamber of Com- 
mcgee to send letters to their members (some 300 of 
them) and ask theh' managers or owners of that busi- 
ness to vote on whether we should be open or not 
Why not ask us, the workers. Come on people, lets - 
put a stop to this now. 
Diane Pipe 
Terrace, B.C. 
Parents are to blame 
Dear Sir:. 
Violence m everyone seems to think it only happens 
to women. Guess what? Wrongl 
On Saturday, March 15th, 50 to 60 teens were wait- 
ing outside Chalky's to beat a young boy! 
I was disgusted at the pleasure they took in this, teens 
on cell phones telling their friends about the happen- 
tags. 
I had to go down and escort some kids out to their car 
because they were panicking. I only regret I dichn't stay 
to help that young boy. 
These weren't street kids or kids from low income 
families who usually get the blame. 
These teens are running in packs like wild animals 
beating other teens, sometimes even to death. They 
have no feelings of guilt and suffer no consequences. 
I 'm sick of this crap, I 'm a parent and if those teens 
were mine I'd be disgusted and sick with shame. They 
are violent animals and they should be dealt with as 
they act 
They get away with beating people, murder and 
YES!I It happens in Terrace more than you know. I 
saw a boy who was beaten with an ax by 6 teem, They 
smashed his car and came close to killing him, Iqow he 
lives in fear. 
It 's not rare, this disgusting, violent animalistic dis- 
play. It made me so angry. 
One day these kids who are being terrorized will 
choose to defend themselves. They will ann them- 
selves because living in fear will get to them. "The kid 
who is the terrorizor will one day pay a price and it 
~von't be something that will end happily. 
You parents who raised those teens, what did you 
Ieally think they were doing Sat. March 15 between 113 
and 11 p.m. 
These were your kids who beat the crap out of a 
young boy who will never be the same. Fear will now 
nn  his life and that isn't something I 'd put on a child. 
Juile Corn 
Terra~, ]B.C. 
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f i sh ing  fee hikes ~~i~ !~~~~!i~i:}~i !   aann~_f'iT~_r~ '~'~' Reverse 2 FOR 1 
Am open letter to Cathy McGrego G i - - I P " r 'v ' ' " - - ' '~s  
;~e,~:~:mrem~seb~umia~:~iCdm: ~~! ih~. ' tck~i i  Buy anyoneofourterriflcappetlzers Minister of Environment, Lands & [ off our NEW MENU and receive a 
Park~ 
Dear Ms. McGregor: year in advance. It will have to absorb woes. As for Repap's financial over financial responsibility subject to the timber-jobs [i i  second of equal or l esser  va lue  FREE 
p~upl~ ~! i  ~ i Reacting to the suggestion: woes, he said, "You can't for $100 million of sil- accord. : )ave  Z i rnhe l t  ..... ~ ~lictafter4 p.m., one coupon peroraer 
CommerceThe Terrac is &concernedDistrict Chamberabout the°f vationsthese increaSeSas the foreigner risk IosingfLsbersitsgoreser-else. importantWhich bringSpoinLUSThetO thehigherneXtfeesequallYwill i~! s increased stumpage rates tell me industry didn't make vicultural (reforestation) Although so far there are savings would be achieved I :: ~! ~o~ros A~rit 5/9~ 
recently announced increase in licens- 
ing fees for non-residents to fish in 
"classiiled waters". 
We understand that the exorbitant 
fee increases, which are scheduled to 
become ffective April 1, 1997, were 
established without consulting the 
recreational fishing industry. We also 
understand that the affected parties 
were not made aware of the iucreases 
until mid-March of this year. 
We appreciate your ministry's con- 
cerns about overcrowding in the clas- 
sifted waters and the need for some 
action to preserve the quality of the 
angling experience. While we can 
even support modest fee increases to 
address the problem, we object o the 
level of the fee increases, the lack of 
consultation and the manner in which 
where to avoid the high costs. Many 
stand to lose substantial sums of 
money as a re.suit! We are aware of 
one lodge whose angling uide license 
fees are increasing from $1,127 to 
$12,637, an incredible 1,121 per cent. 
And the noa-guided fishers will not 
fare much better! The angling fee for 
"classified" waters increasing from 
$10 to $40, some 400 per cent. That is 
on top of the $60 cost of a B.C. fish- 
ing license. 
There are 42 classified waters in the 
provhlce, 28 of which are in the Ter- 
race and Smithers areas. A non- 
resident couple would spend up to 
$1,359 for two weeks fishing on the 
local Skeena river. That same couple 
would spend only $161 to enjoy a 
similar fishing experience in an un- 
also have a 'significant negative im- 
pact on local tourism revenues. Those 
same tourists, who spend an average 
$1,000 in the community, will take 
their spending cash with them when 
they go elsewhere to fish. This will 
have a devastating affect on our com- 
munity, which is already beset with 
problems related to forestry. 
We implore you to reconsider the 
planned increase in angling and guid- 
ing fees, to consult with representa- 
tives of the recreational fishing indus- 
try regarding required changes, and to 
introduce those changes in a manner 
that fosters and protects the industry, 
not destroys it! 
Skip Bates, President 
Terrace & District 
Chamber of Commerce 
Beyer was off base on salvage 
Dear Sir:. else's private property, is considered the stability of the terrain prior to har- 
This letter is in response to the 
recent I{ebert Buyer column about a 
helicopter logger from the Cranbrook 
area, apparently being thwarted from 
access to salvage timber due to 
"excessive r d tape". 
Unfortunately the article has some 
significant flaws in it and these should 
be pointed out to your readers. 
The Forest Practices Code brought 
into British Columbia a certain set of 
principles for the management of our 
forests. Certain operational plans, 
necessary for prescribing standards on 
the harvesting and reforesting of 
forest had, were made mandatory and 
enshrined in law. 
In the example (Matthew Creek) 
mentioned by Hubert Buyer, areas set 
i: At Soda Creek 
i og Homes, acrew from 
the Soda Creek Band is 
!,!i iearning 10g home 
!i manufacturing from the 
~i! ground up.At lhe 
Kyahwood plant 
ii~ near Smithers, 
i Moricetown Band members 
i~ are now turning out 
i~i fingerjoint lumber, 
And in Fort St. James, 
i TUOH Forest Products has 
~ created dozens of skilled jobs 
for Nak'azdli workers makin[ 
~,~ wood I-beams. There's no sec 
~} to these successes. People plu 
;i training plus funding frpm 
Forest Renewal BC are addin[ 
~: value to British Columbia's 
~ forest industry, 
Forest Rettewal BC is a sport, vesting. From the assessment, pro- 
tective requirements are built into har- 
vesting and silviculture prescriptions. 
While it may have the appearance of 
being bureaucratic, magine the public 
outcry if such work wasn't undertaken 
and some form of catastrophe oc- 
curred as a result. 
While the need to recover salvage- 
able timber is always a priority, there 
are other considerations that Hubert 
Buyer failed to point out. There exists 
the requirement for some recognition 
of the biodiversity requirements hat 
the Forest Practices Code has em- 
braced. 
Salvage timber also has value in the 
form of snags and coarse woody 
debris for wildlife. Snags are favourite 
;t Rene~val BC . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
,arh~ershit~ of 
I conl/~a~th's, 
t ' r s ,  etlVirOlllltelltal 
ps, First Nations. 
mmities and 




unauthorised harvesting and dealt ~ 
with accordingly. ~i " of the Northern Wood Fomm, 
Also mentioned in the article was ii May  8.10, Williams Lake, B._. 
the shutdown of operations for en- i~ For mare information i  t/our area/,lease call :::i 
!~ Prince George (250) 565-4400, Williams Lake (250) 398-4900 or 5,tilllers (250) 847-7838. C! 
While it may itave the ap- 
pearance of being 
bureaucratic, imagine the pub- 
lic outcry if such work wasn't 
undertaken and some form of 
catastrophe occurred as a 
result. 
vironmental l'essons. Matthew Creek 
is a community watershed. The Forest 
and the cost of following the money (in past years)." work currently handled by no details on how that ac- 
Forest Practices Code had Zimheit said it was time the Forest Service, Zimheit cord might work, Zirnhelt 
made logging uneconomic: for the companies, corn- explained it was a case of said "It can contain any- 
here, Zimhdt exploded: munities and workers to the government"gettingout thing that'srelatedtojobs." 
"That's a bull shit argu- "step up to the table" with of things FRBC has a The budget also included a 
meat." Forest Renewal BC projects mandate to do." $152 million oat - -  nearly 
Maintaining the problems that would create jobs in the Describing FRBC as "the 25 per cent - -  in the forest 
were caused by poor man- short-term, something he logical agency" to co- ministry's budget. With 
agement, he charged that suggested they should have ordinate silviculture, he said FRBC apparently going to 
unless companies were ai- been looking at already, the Forest Service would cover $I00 million of that 
lowed to ',absolutely rip As for what the govern- concentrate on the planning by taking over silviculture, 
and tear (the forests)...it ment was doing to help end of forestry. Zirnhelt was asked where 
wouldn't solve the problems northwest industry weather He also anticipated total the rest of the swings were 
of industry in the north- the financial storm, he silvicultural net expendi- going to be made. 
west." pointed to the bridging lures in the province would Offering elticiencies in 
While he appreciated the f'mancing - -  loans - -  being rise this year from $315 rail- operations when it came to 
~oncerns of people in the offered through FRBC, ad- lion to $400 million or permitting as one potential 
'~ - more. area, he added many of the 
{ 3'he City Beat 
,,,,w,.,~ Bench apartments opposed 
~ RESIDENTS on Mouatainvista Drive are mobilizing to 
~,! fight a proposal to build an apartment building in their 
neighbourhood. 
Several residents ay they'll be at a public hearing at 7 
~:l p.m. next Monday at city hall to oppose the rezoning. 
~ The 1.5-acre property owned by Maggie Hedges is just 
east of Floyd Ave. on Kalum Lake Dr. 
Council has already, introduced bylaws to change the 
property's zoning from R1 one-family residential to R5 
multi-family residential and to change the Official Com- 
munity Plan designation tomulti-family apartment. 
Resident Samantha Plovie said neighbours are concerned 
that the building there would look over the Skeena Saw- 
mills mill yard. 
"We're concerned it's going to be low income," Plovie 
said, adding that would affect property values. "No one 
with any kind of money is going to want to overlook the 
mill yard." She said they also think access to the property 
out for harvesting have boundaries es- Practices Code, in recognition of the haunts for cavity nesting birds like could be dangerous. 
tablished which dictate where timber high water quality standards that all woodpeckers and bluebirds, important Pictured: Paderno Frying Pan, Stock Pet, Steamer and Dutch Oven. There are 30 different items on sale atS19.99to $142.20; 
may be harvested. British Columhians desire, has sig- components of our forests, most are under$80, and allearrya25yearwarrantV. Billboard revenue eyed 
Any transgression of these bound- nificant protective measures for com- JannaKumi, RPF P o t s  for ] ternity BILLBOARDS on the sides of city garbage trucks or aries, along the same principle as munity watersheds. These measures Assistant Deputy Minister snowplows? 
someone trespassing onto someone include the legal requirement to assess Ministry of Forests Okay, maybe not. Bnt city councillor David Hull wants 
council to consider some kind of advertising billhoard pro- :l:le ends Saturday ject to bring in extra revenue. SKEENA VALLEY GOLF ~ M He's asked council to think about he idea at its upcom- 
• & COUNTRY CLUB , • ~ : ing ,'mink tank" session. :" " " 
, " I  don't think you'll see the sides of our city works 
tzueks carrying corporate loges, but i think there's ap- ANNUAL WINE & CHEESE . . . . .  d"  proprtate areas where advert~smg rs not unexpeete . 
~>~ ' :  ~ 
I:":::..C. : , ,~  :~ ;~ : 
Attention 1997 Brides: 
.,~::i . "~'. Don't wait until the last .;:~{~ : .  
':i 
minute. Start your ,'~ ;i, ~iii~' :,' 
.... ~' ~ i'i fittings now. ..,::!: 
Selection is good! ::i~: 
'i i~ 
Grad Dresses I ~_. 
Arriving Weekly!J :~:Z, ''~ ::,q 
Wailable across BC Alia Sask & Man. Call 1-800~263-9768 for the dealer nearest you:. 
Spring Jackets Now In Stock! 
#112 - 4710 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
-=, Ph: (250) 635-8118 Fax: (250 635-7896 =| 
REGISTRATION NITE 
Apr i l  5 - 7:30  p .m.  
.... ~i~i~ .~he Clubhouse  
~iii~i f!An exc i t ing  
i l l(year o f  go l f  i s  
l) i~i~uat: a round 
!iiiiii~the corner .  
~ t  BOX 865, Terrace, B,C. 
I II .~..~dz,,~ II 635-2542 
i [1~ &COUNTRY cO, all Fax: 635-4800 
PADERN0 Pots for Eternity. Made from pure stainless teel, with a special heat- 
conducting aluminum bottom pad attached. Superior, world Class cookware. 
Rapid, even, heat distribution for bette r cooking control. Astonishingly durable, 
yet surprisingly elegant. Made in PEI at backed by a 25 Year XVarranty. 
If you already own Paderno, you'll ove our new products. Ifyou don't, discover 
. . . . . .  the co0kware you'll use every day and love for a lifetime, . . . .  
40 - 75% off list, April 3 - 5 only 
New:Excalibur Non-stick frypans, 
mEGGa Poacher, Pasta Insert and ~nore 
"Try One" I litre casserole w/cover, 




Terrace Home Hardware 
4818 Hwy 16 West 
635-7335 
Th/Sa 8:30-6 Fr 8:30-9 
The Administration and Staff of 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Wish To Congratulate 
Kathleen Duff,, Robert Hewitt, and Ryan Orr for 
achieving a Standard Ministerial Score Total of more "
than 1,700 in their three best Scholarship 
Examinations, based on the results of the January 
1997 Provincial Examinations. All three will qualify 
for $1,000 Provincial Scholarships valued at $1,000 
each orovided that they fulfill graduation require- 
ments Thirty.two other students had forty'three quali- 
fying Standard Ministerial Scores of more than 475 
and have a very good chance of qualifying for pro- 
vincial scholorships in June 1997. 
The Standard Ministerial Scores of the successful 
SCholarship students are as follows: 
Kalhleen Duffy: Biology 12 (SMS 703), Chemistry 
12 (SMS 682), English 12 (SMS 653), Physics 12 
(SMS 592), for an SMS total of 2, 036; 
Robert Hewltlt: English 12 (SMS 514), Geography 
12 (SMS 603), Mathematics 12 (SMS 612), for an 
SMS totol of 1,729; 
Ryan Orr: Chemistry 12 (SMS 800)**, English 12 
(SMS 615), Mathematics 12 (SMS 636), for a SMS 
total of 2,051. 
Chemistry 12 (SMS 800)** is a perfect mark. 
A Rewarding Future 
On Our Team 
Reid Crowther, one of Western Canada's 
largest and most respected multi- 
disciplinary engineering firms, has built its 
reputation on employing ta lented 
Individuals. We have the following opening 
in our new Kitimat office: 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL and 
MECHANICAL TECHNICIANS 
• experienced in industrial electrical and 
mechanical projects using EPCM 
approach 
• familiar with safety requirements of 
industrial plants 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER 
• experienced in managing construction of 
industrial projects using EPCM approach 
• familiar with safety requirements of 
industrial plants 
CADD OPERATOR I COMPUTER TECHNICIAN 
minimum 3 years experience drafting of 
• industrial projects using AutoCAD 
:' exCeilent Computer skills ~,~ • 
• knowledge of AutoLISP an asset 
SEC RETARY / RECEPTIONIST 
• minimum 5 years experience using 
Microsoft Office 
• good interpersonal and organizational 
skills 
All these positions require: 
• excellent written/verbal communication 
skills 
• willingness to take safety / technical I 
corporate training 
Submit your detailed resume with salary 
expectations to: 
Mr. A. A. (Met) Ulker, R Eng. 
Reid Crowther & Partners Ltd. 
300-4170 Still Creek Drive 
Burnaby, B.C. Canada 
V5C 6C6 
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE 
CoOnSull[ng Engineering rldwiae 
through measures announc- 








INDY 700 It 
"Sled of the 
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AM MIX 59 ~: i~  
location! on 
"~]~ AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 KeithAvenue, Terrace, B.C, • 635-6334 
i! :!iiii!i ? :i ;i 
GIBSON 
Futons 
Frame & Mattress 
(not including covers) 
~tar~'ng $9~ 
fPam ~.~ 




Pictured unit on sale 
for $499 
Sta~tiag $ 900  
g'am t . ,~  
i; 
7" 
.!~t*l~'~m2~ '/~tlllll.i~!: ::~ :L.:: ..... 
~Magic  Chef" 
Refrigerators 
19 cu,ft, as shown 
..s8881 
15 cu.ft, not shown 
. s$99 




Choose from modern or 
























ruble & Two Chairs....$~t79 
Table & Four Chairs,.,$399 
Table & Six Chairs ..... $549 
(not exactly as pictured) 
Totem's 
Countffwide 
Furniture & Appliance 
'The value has never been better' 
4501 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
1-800-813-1158 
63B-1158 
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Recycling plan ditched 
RECYCLING IN Terrace will have to 
wait. 
The regional recycling program sup- 
posed to get underway this year has 
been postponed. And a secondary plan 
to conduct some form of public edu- 
cation on the reuse and reduction of 
waste was squashed two weekends 
ago by t]he regional district. 
"It's jest mot a priority right now," 
says RD ~asager of works and ser- 
vices Ro~er Teems. "It's a very 
tough time to introduce a new pr~ 
gram." 
The regional recycling program was 
dropped two months ago when Ter- 
race city council and the district of 
Kithnat decided they could not afford 
their share of the program's estimated 
$430,000 start-up costs. 
As a less expensive alternative, the 
group overseeing recycling in the 
regional district, the Plan Monitoring 
Advisory Committee (PMAC), 
recomraended the regional district 
Landfill problems 
are region's priority 
hire a recycling coordinator to devel- 
op a public awareness program 
focussing on reducing waste. 
Recycling and garbage reduction are 
part of the solid waste management 
plan developed in 1995 which aims to 
divert 33 per cent of the waste cur- 
March 21 to scrap the idea of hiring a 
recyding coordinator, atleast for this 
year. 
"We're still moving ahead," says 
Teems. "But our priority right now is 
on the landfills and lobbying the 
government to bring back funding that 
was originally part of the recycling 
plan." 
The regioml district is currently 
looking for the best places to house 
future landfills in the district, includ- 
ing a sub-regional dump for greater 
rently heading to area landfills. 
Fifteen per cent of that waste reduc- 
tion is expected to come from reduc- 
tion and reuse, which would have 
been the focus of the recycling coor- 
dinator. 
The now plan would have cost the 
region about $110,000, to be shared 
by Terrace, Kithnat, the regional dis- 
trict and poss~iy First Nations. 
However, the regional district board 
voted unanimously at a meeting 
Terrace. 
And Teems ays their work on these 
other aspects of solid waste manage- 
ment will likely appease the environ- 
ment ministry, which had required the 
RD to develop a regional recycling 
plan by this year. 
"The ministry won't be un- 
reasonable," Teems says. "I think 
they will find our work quite accept- 
able, even if we aren't jumping on the 
three R's." 
Rosswo )a power extension explored 
ROSSWOOD may soon 
have power, depending on 
the results of a B.C. Hydro 
study currently underway. 
The r~ional  district board 
two weekends ago voted in 
favour of working with the 
Rosewood Community As- 
sociation and B.C. Hydro on 
a plan to extend hydro ser- 
vice to the area. 
The b~ard also agreed to 
finance $1,000 for the study. 
Regional district adminis- 
trator Bob Marcellin told the 
board that he project looked 
promising. 
"From the preliminary 
numbers there's a pretty 
good chance of this going 
through," he said. "The 
cost doesn't appear to be 
outrageous, around a couple 
thousand per house." 
However Marcellin cau- 
tioned the board that those 
numbers could change, 
depending on the results of 
the study. 
Area E director Gordon 
Robinson also told the board 
he had spoken to people in 
Rosswood about the hydro 
extension and they were 
generally in favour of it. 
"The community is aware 
there will be costs in- 
volved," he says. "They are 
willing to pay for it." 
Rosswood residents would 
likely pay their share of the 
extension over time through 
a property tax levy. 
The community is current- 
ly powered by 55 diesel and 
gasoline generators. 
Knox United Church 
4907 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Tuesday 7:00 p.m. 
0ffer valid for a limited time only. GST not included. Cannot be combined with any 
other offer and is not available for "At Work" or Community Meetings. As people vary so do results. 
© 1997 Weight Watchers International Inc., owner of the Registered Trademark, all rights reserved. 
O APPLAUSE '97 
TEI.ETHCN 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
Would Like to Applaude 
YOU 
Our Community for Making 
Applause '97 
A Great Success 
Cheques  & Donat ions  towards  our  in t imate  
Per fo rming  Ar ts  Cent re  on  the  banks  o f  the  
Skeeno  R iver  can  be  made payab le  to  the  
Ter race  L i t t le  Theat re ,  3625 Ka lum St reet ,  
Ter race ,  B .C .  V8G 2P4  
"Le o o Hand, 
~1 Bu, the Flrts" 
Applausel 







2 F 3 1 1 4  ~,di~ .R "re,. co,., Paraplegic --Vob Bureau 
Terrace / ' 1 ~  Ca~. Parents for 
Blueback Elks I - -~  IN isga 'a  Tribal French 
Council Head & Slloke Swim Club Ter.,~ti'Poverty I I 
6 Skeena I 7 18 
Junior I Terrace ermode 
Secondary I Minor | Friendship 





10 t ,~ Big ~ 0 Tolem i 
i =Brothers& I ¢. Saddle Club 
Terrace Bicl Sisters P.A,C.E.S, 
Minor Softball Nisga'a Tri~ Terrace 
Ter ~ti.Poverly Coundl Skating Club 
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Senior Shdne Club 
Seconda~/ K'san House I #18 Tenace- 
Schocl I Baseball I Society I ~limat 
Sat. Af ternoon Games Doors  11:30 a.m. Games  12:45 
Evening Games Doors  4:30 p.m. Games6:15  
Thurs.,  Fri., Sat. Late Night Games  Doors  9:30 p.m. Games  10:00 p.m. 
Family B ingo Every Saturday Af ternoon Last Wednesday of the month IsDOUBLE BINGO 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
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Doom talk overblown 
We're not turning into a ghost town, say realtors, businesses 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
CONTRARY TO recent BC'TV 
broadcasts, Terrace is not turning into 
a ghost town, says Lisa Godlinski, of 
the Northwest Real Estate Board. 
She and others are disputing the 
Vancouver-based news program's 
gloomy interpretation f how Terrace 
was dealing with the Repap failure. 
Footage depicted a deserted town with 
an empty car lot and 50 per cent off 
sale signs in business windows. 
"It's not as bad as what's been 
spread all over the BCFV news," said 
Godlinski, of Coldwell Banker. 
"We're not a ghost own. The picture 
that's being pofurayed is that we're to- 
tally dependent on the logging indus- 
try. That's not the case now." 
She's noticed that some purchasers 
are speculating that house prices may 
go down, but that hasn't happened she 
says and people are still buying. 
Terrace has had a booming real 
estate market for the past 11 years, 
says John Evans of ReMax. 
During those years housing prices 
have risen steadily, sometimes as 
much as 10 per cent in a single year. 
"We're on par with what we were 
doing last year," he said of sales. 
Godlinski agreed, saying the market 
might be stabilizing, but it certainly 
isn't dropping. 
Evans says he's noticed just a slight 
impact from the Repap situation. But 
the spectre of rising interest rates is 
TERRACE'S HOUSING MARKET 
hasn't been affected by the Repap 
failure, says realtor Lisa Godlinski. 
encouraging people to buy. 
The only portion of the housing 
market which is sluggish is homes in 
the $200,000 plus nnge. But God- 
linski says sales of those homes 
slowed last year, when a glut of them 
appeared on the market. 
Evans says if Repap were to shut 
down completely then the impact 
would probably be more severe. But 
the equipment and the trees are here, 
he added, saying sooner or later some- 
one would buy iL 
Sellers of other big ticket items have 
noticed more of a slow down, but it's 
not as bad as some might hink. 
Jake deJong, one of the co-owners 
of Totem Ford, says used and new car 
sales have been slower than usual the 
last month or two. 
"It's the uncertainty of everything," 
he says. "It's one of those things." 
Although he acknowledges the 
plight of those affected by the Repap 
situation, he also thinks there's too 
much negative talk. " I 've lived here 
for 45 years. We're going to survive 
this one ~ det'mitely." 
Furniture store owners have also 
been affected. 
"We do feel it somewhat, but it's 
been okay," says Ben Kondola of 
Kondola's Furniture. "It 's been slow, 
there's no doubt about iL" 
Ed Moldenhouer of Totem's Coun- 
trywide Furniture and Appliances 
thinks that until the dust settles people 
are going to be holding back on ~najor 
purchases. "Things that aren't ab- 
solutely necessary are going to be put 
off," he says. 
While we might be hurt in the short 
term, city economic development of- 
ricer Ken Veldman says the forest in- 
dustry is still viable in the ~nedium 
and long term. 
And should Repap shut down, Void- 
man says it won't be the death knell 
for the town. "We're not a one horse 
town anymore. We're a regional supp- 
ly and service centre." 
Repap's difficulty hasn't affected 
the decisions of major new retailers 
such as Canadian Tire and the Real 
Canadian Wholesale Club - -  who in- 
tend to start construction soon. 
Holiday Value on 
Your Kind of Fun:. 
A Carnival Floating Resort Holiday offers almost 
every activity you could possibly want while 
visiting warm tropical ports of call. 
• Las Vegas-style shows * Fabulous Meals 
• Exciting Casino * Spacious Sun Decks • Much more 
PI~# ztour f#n@lled ~/~/lee hol/d  4 odo4! 
ONE WEEK 
Program may n0l be combined with any olher promotional oriel and is capacl~ controlled. Prices are per pem0n, double 
occupancy, Cut.4 and based on Carnival's FunEx program. Guaranteed exchange based on current FunEx rate at time 0f 
advetlJsing. Air & pod charges additianal. Ships' regislry:Liberia & Panama. 
. . . .  ..... .... iiill i iiili 
. .  : .. THEMOSTI)j! . . . .  :, 
: :ii " 
Call your Uniglobe Cruise Specialist today. 
[ Z ~ W E  4718 A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 






DAILY FERRY sailings 
to Port Hardy and develop- 
ing Prince Rupert as a con- 
tainer port are among the 
key recommendations of 
Northwest Tramportation 
Corridor Task Force. 
The task force reported 
last week, releasing recom- 
mendations for revitalizing 
the $18 billion economy of 
northern B.C. and northern 
Alberta. 
It concludes that changes 
in rail transportation and 
pricing ~ in particular the 
switching of cars from one 
railway to another - -  would 
be key in putting more 
cargo on the northern route. 
Task force representatives 
say a level playing field be. 
tween the ports of Prince 
Rupert and Vancouver 
would result in more use of 
the northern mute, because 
it's 30 hours closer to Asia 
by sea than any other west 
coast port. 
Developing Prince Rupert 
as a container port shipping 
to the Asian market would 
the best way to use that ad- 
vantage, the report says. 
The task force adds its 
voice to those of many 
others across the north who 
say daily ferry sailings 
particularly in the summer 
would pour tourism dol- 




B.C. provided jobs for 947 
in the past year, while forest 
sector unemployment is 
estimated at 5,500 to 8,500. 
FRBC officials said it had 
"assisted over 5,784," but 
only 947 actually got jobs. 
The rest were pieced b 
training and career pro- 
grams. 
FRBC president Colin 
Smith says the agency is 
changing its policy of en- 
couraging sh0rt-term 
projects lasting weeks or 
months. It's now seeking 
long-term proposals from 
the forest industry providing 
several years of employ- 
mont. 
The government created 
FRBC in 1994, bankrolled 
by higher stumpage rates, 
and said it would spend 
$400 million mnunlly 
revitalizing the forests and 
create 5,000 new jobs each 
year in the woods. 
FOR A LIMITED TIME RECEIVE A FREE KODIAK PACKAGE INCLUDING 
VEHICLE DECALS It. YOUR CHOICE OF KODIAK WORK OR HIKING BOOTS 
Kodiak trucks start at 
s18.988 
You timid know ~i~ "Pr~ce/lease ro~ ,ehkle o~ de~cr~d Licence, intoforce o~J ~axe~ 
r~t included. Leo',• payments based on 3b month S~,l:L[~[ Secul*t}~ deposlt of 
$300/275/250 Anl~u~l kdometel I,n~ 20,000 kin, $008 per e~cesl '~ i~ter  bealel 
may tell/lea~e for te~. tOOth paffnenl may be required k~nlted time offer. Of fee rna, 
not be combined o~ used * in  0l~er offer s. *iOffer opple~ Io no* 1997 or dernomtrator 
modeh. OAC. See your deale~ for co4xl,tio~s and deta;qt Ore* e=pires Aped 30,1997. 
SMARTLEASE OPTIONS 
MONTHLY[DOWN-[  TOTAL 
PAYMENT PAYMENT OBLIGATION 
,o I ,Ol,9OO0 
$225 $879 $8,979 
$199 $1,731 $8,895 
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Tsimshian frustrated 
by treaty talks pace 
ONE LOCAL native makes the Tsimshian talks 
group says it sometimes 
feels like it's wasting its 
time in treaty negotiations. 
The Tsirashian - -  who in- 
clude Termce's Kitsum- 
kalum and Kitselns bands 
plus villages up and down 
the coast around Prince 
Rupert - -  say the pace of 
talks is excruciatingly slow 
at times, 
The "]'simahian first enter- 
ed the treaty process late in 
1993. 
They've just entered the 
substantive phase of talks 
and it's expected to take 
them three to four years 
now to reach an agreement- 
in.principle, 
That means a target date 
of the Year 2000 - -  more 
than six years ince entering 
the talks, says Tsimshian 
negotiator Gerald Wesley. 
"The children we say 
we're building a treaty for 
aren't going to be children 
- -  they're going to be 
adults," he told his federal 
and provincial counterparts 
at open treaty negotiations 
in Terrace last week. 
Wesley also noted that 
money being lent to the 
Tsimshian to pay for their 
negotinting team's operating 
expenses inust be repaid, 
adding the native group is 
going deeper into debt. That 
money will be deducted 
from the eventual cash com- 
ponent of the treaty settle- 
ment. 
"We don't want to enter 
further and further into 
liabilities that will have to 
Gera ld  Wesley 
be addressed down the 
mad," he said. 
Federal negotiator Pauline 
LaMothe said the Tsimshisn 
frustration is typical of 
groups in the earlier stages 
of negotiations, 
That's because much of 
the work so far revolves 
around gathering informa- 
tion so specific negotiations 
can take place. 
Which subcommittees do 
that kind of work and 
whether that information- 
gathering evolves into 
"uegotiation' ' also becomes 
an issue. 
Provincial negotiator 
Mark Stevenson said a rule 
in place at the Tsimshain 
talks that says "negotia- 
tion" can only happen at the 
main Ueaty table ~ and not 
at the subcommittees - - is 
slowing down the progress. 
"These working groups 
should do more than just 
gather information," he 
said. 
He said another hctor that 
more complicated is the 
diverse range of the group. 
Seven different villages 
are represented with widely 
varying interests. The Tsim- 
shian have indicated they 
want the flexibility to have 
subagreements that deal 
with each village individual- 
ly when that's desired. 
The sheer number of dif- 
ferent interests and view- 
points involved makes the 
Tsimshian negotiations 
more complex than a group 
such as the Haisla of 
Kitamaat Village, where 
there's really only one vil- 
lage involved. 
"It's a pretty big diverse 
group with diverse inter- 
ests," Stevenson said, ad- 
ding he didn't expect hey 
would have progressed as 
far as they have under those 
circumstances. 
Stevenson said the talks 
are unfolding as each side 
outlines its areas of interesL 
That's a ¢lifferent style of 
negotiations from traditional 
offer-counteroffer bargain- 
ing. Negotiators say the 
interest-driven style is 
slower but also less con- 
frontational. 
Wesley said the Tsimshian 
are also frustrated by the 
refusal of the other two 
governments to negotiate an 
interim measures agree- 
ment. 
That would protect 
resources and sites of sig- 
nificance in their traditional 
territory while negotiations 
continue. 
Nisga'a, Gitanyow 
talks advance quickly 
PROGRESS in treaty negotiations with 
northwest native groups is being described 
as "slow b~t steady" by provincial negotb 
ators. 
Mark Stevenson represents B.C. in the 
Tsimshiau, Haisla, Heiltsuk, Gitsnyow, 
Lake Babine, and Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en negotiations. 
He says the gradual - -  some say glacial 
pace of the Tsimshian talks is similar to 
the rest of the other groups in the north- 
west, with the exception of the Nisga'a and 
Gitanyow. 
The Nisga'a are close to signing the first 
modem day treaty in B.C. after several 
years of full-scale negotiations. They 
celebrated the signing of an agreement-in- 
principle a year ago and speculation is the 
final document could be finished by sum- 
mer. 
That treaty is expected to be the model on 
which the subsequent settlements will be 
based. 
The Critanyow are negotiating at an ac- 
celented pace in part because their territory 
centred on the Meziadin Lake area overlaps 
with the Nisga'a. 
Stevenso~ said the Gilanyow, from the 
village fonmedy Imown as Kitwancool, are 
aiming to reach an agreement-in-principle 
by this summer. He called that target 
"optimistic." 
"We may have something in the fall," he 
added. 
As for what the treaty will look like, he 
~ays to expect something similar to the 
Nisgn's treaty only smaller, given the 
~msiler number of people there. 
"The Gitanyow population is about one- 
seventh or one-eighth t at of the Nisga'a," 
Stevenson said. "You can draw your own 
conclusions." 
The Nisga'a deal will hand over nearly 
2,000 square kilometres of land in the Nasa 
Valley, about $200 million, and rights to 
timber, fish and other esources. 
"The Niagara negotiations reflected the 
broad provimcial interests," Stevenson said. 
"Any CAtanyow treaty will have to reflect 
the broad provincial interests." 
By contrast, the Haisla, Heiltsuk and 
Lake Babiue talks are, along with the Tsim- 
• shim, at much earlier stages of negotiation. 
The GitLsan negotiations, however, broke 
off eady ia 1996, when government egoti- 
ators cited irreconcilable differences. The 
Gitksm claim a large area of the upper 
Skcens watershed centred on the Hazdtons, 
The GRimm are now appealing their land 
claim court case - -  which was rejected by 
B.C. courts - -  to the Supreme Court of 
Canada. The country's high court will hear 
the Delgatn Uuitw case starting June 20. 
Negotiations with the Wet'suwet'en of 
the Mcrieetown-Smithers area were also 
suspended last year because the court case 
includes both Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
territories. 
Logging dispute in court 
THE LEGAL DISPUTE over logs cut by 
the Port Simpson band has been separated 
from the Tsimshiau treaty negotiations. 
The bad  is suing the federal govern- 
ment for tlhe value of the logs, which were 
seized last summer after the band pro- 
ceeded to log on reserve land without a 
permit. 
That court case hasn't been resolved. But 
Departmemt of Indian Affairs spokesman 
Toni "l'im~ermam said the band agreed to 
wi~draw the part of its statement of claim 
that declaled aboriginal ownership of the 
area in question. 
That assertion had sparked fears among 
federal negotiators that the Tsimshiun land 
claim negotiations could undermine the 
federal position in the court case, or vice 
Versa. 
Indian end Not-them Affairs minister 
Ran L~b zesponded by delaying the sign- 
ing of a framework agreement sending the 
Tsimshian treaty talks into substantive ne- 
goilations. 
The change to the band's statement of 
claim dimlnated that concern, and Irwin 
signed the framework agreement in late 
February. 
The dispute over the 2%000 cubic metres 
of logs ~ worth an estimated $5 million 
- -  is to be back in court on April 14, Tim- 
mermans said. 
Federal lawyers will try to persuade the 
court o award ownership qf the logs to Ot- 
tawa, after which other claims of money 
will be settled. 
The band, a Japanese company buying 
the timber, and m helicopter logging con- 
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Dr. Tom Strong 
Registered Psychologist 
Now Regularly Practldng from Mms 
Memorial Rospital. 
Relationship & Fornily'lherepy 
: Full Range oflndividualPsythothmal~/ 
• Training and $eminms 
• Brief results oriented 
• Chronic pain & illn~ consullaliom 
Ask about the couples consultations. 




Presents :  
THE DINNER THEATRE 
i~roduc!  i ( ,n  o l :  
TltE BABY SITTER 




Doors open: 6:30pro 
Dinner: 7:00 pm 
Sl~0wtime: 8:00 pm 
- -  Tickets 
Available at s30.00 ml~u~.  E..,:. 
irdv01 
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~,~.e~ ~b..  NORTHERN 
" ~ HEALTHCARE 
1/2 MILLION $ INVENTORY 
PRICED TO CLEAR 
7 
WE ALL WANT THE SAME THINGS. 
At the Forest Alliance 
of British Columbia, we don't see 
environmental protection and economic 
stability as mutually exclusive, And we're 
not alone, Fact is, the vast majority 
of British Columbians upport 
the direction forest 
management has taken in recent 
years. And support is growing for a 
balanced approach toward the issue, But 
we need your help. Join us, And have a voice 
in the most importan! issue facing 
British Columbians today, 
Call 1-800-576-TREE (8733), 
FOREST ALLIANCE 
O/ BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Comr l to .  se l l se .  Co lB l l lOn  ground. wVvw.forest.org 
LOCALS GET A SAY 
Doors open to scho ol 
board budg  t sessions 
1T COSTS more than $50 
million to educate students 
for a year in the Terrace and 
Kitimat school district. And 
this year for the t'ust time 
the Terrace community gets 
to have a say on how that 
money is spent. 
The only problem is there 
isn't n lot of leftover money 
to make any decisions 
about. 
After the Terrace and 
Kitimat school districts 
combined in December, the 
newly dected trustees 
promised to make the dis- 
lrict more democratic. 
Part of that promise 
resulted in a budget ad- 
visory committee, made up 
of parents, teachers, upport 
staff, native representatives, 
principals, trustees and 
some school district admin- 
istrators. 
In the past it was the 
trustees alone who decided 
how the district's money 
would be spent. They still 
have the decision-making 
power, but now it's easier 
for the community to make 
its wishes known. 
The budget committee 
meets for the first time on 
April 8 to see what it can do 
with the $51.6 million the 
provincial government is 
giving the district for the 
97/98 school year. 
The money represents an 
Barry P iersdorf f  
increase of about $492,000 
from last year's Terrace and 
Kitimat budgets. 
On the surface that sounds 
like good news, but it's not. 
And secretary-treasurer 
Barry Piersdorff says there's 
little discretion as to where 
that money can be spent. 
The money also has to 
spread a little thinner, since 
the student population has 
increased by 68 full time 
students. 
The government has tight 
controls on how it wants the 
school district to spend its 
money. So it "targets" 
money for specifie things, 
like special needs and 
aboriginal education. 
So while the budget has 
increased $492,000, the 
amount of money targeted 
for special programs has in- 
Parents pan 
extended day 
Skeena school plans debated 
THERE ARE lots of questions but not few answers about a 
replacement school for Skeena Jr. Secondary. 
A year ago the school district was promised nearly a mil- 
lion dollars to plan a replacement for the aging building. 
The money was to pay for architect fees and design cun- 
suitants. But it was put on hold as part of a capital spend- 
ing freeze the NDP government put in place soon after 
being re-elected last year. 
: The purse strings tarted to loosen in March. Ent the pro- 
vince said school districts that want to build new schools 
will have to bring in an extended ay at the new school, 
scale back comtmction costs and plan a smaller building. 
At a meeting last week secretary-treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff said he hadn't received any further guidelines 
from the minister. 
"We don't know what the minister intends," said 
Piersdorff. His calls to the minister's office were not ans- 
wered last week. 
During the meeting there was confusion about how ap- 
propriate an extended ay would be for rural communities 
such as Terrace, which bus many of their students. 
Piersdorff explained the government hoped to save 
money by extending the school day by one hour. That 
meant the school could offer one more hour of classes dur- 
ing the day, theoretically increasing student capacity by 25 
per cent. 
However, he questioned how well such a system would 
work in Terrace, saying it might be more appropriate for 
schools in tSe lower mainland. That's because it might be 
difficult here to remove 25 per cent of students from the 
building, so more could come in. 
"The system will not work here," complained one of the 
20 or so people who had come to the meeting. 
Aside from the extended ay issue, there are n number of 
things that need to be decided. Where the school should be 
located and what grades hould be in it are two examples. 
No decisions were made by the old replacement com- 
mittee - -  they had just started exploring what their options 
were. The last time that body met was last June. 
The school will either be located in its present location, 
which will probably mean building over the track facility, 
or on the bench, on a 28 acre parcel of land bordered by 
Mt. Vista, Bailey, Soucie and Marshall. 
That land belongs to the provincial government and the 
district has first dlbs on it. Should it decided to locate the 
new school there, the land the old school was on will 
revert back to the provincial government. 
The grade ranges at the new school could also impact he 
other schools, poss~ly changing Caledonia Secondary and 
Thoruhill Jr. Secondary to 8-12 schools. 
"You need to deterndne what it is you want to end up 
with," said Christeusen. Keeping the current Skeena build- 
ing is also an option, he added. 
Keeping in mind the government's current penny pinch- 
ing mood, the school district is inviting anyone with any 
ideas for the new school to submit hem to Harold Cox at 
the district office. The community advisory committee 
eteased $518,000, says 
Piersdorff. And that means 
the shortfall must be made 
up somewhere lse in the 
system. 
The majority of money the 
school district spends goes 
to teacher salaries, bussing, 
maintenance and targeted 
ale.as.  
"There's very little 
money left over at the end 
of the day," says Pieredorfl~ 
For example, in the up- 
comhng year tSe district 
must deal with a combined 
incrense of $300#00 for 
teacher salaries, he says. 
That increase was approved 
during the last set of 
province-wide t acher nego- 
tiations. 
Maintenance costs ~ in 
particular utility bills - -  
have gone up as well. 
When the budget com- 
mittee meets next Tuesday, 
it won't be decided what to 
spend where, says 
Piersdorff. 
"Right now the issue is 
dealing with expectations. 
Starting one program means 
dropping another," he says. 
Amalgamating the two 
districts was supposed to 
save money. And the pro- 
vince has cut some of its 
grants to the district, and 
will likely cut more in the 
future. 
But Piersdorff says he 
doesn't know if the district 
will see any other savings 
Atom amalgamation. 
When asked about the 
possibility of additional ad- 
ministrative staff layoffs, he 
says more might still be 
coming as a result of com. 
bining tSe two off'icea. 
There is some good news 
for the budget committee. 
There were no cuts to spe- 
cial education programs as n 
result of combining the two 
districts. That was a big fear 
prior to amalgamation. 
However, Piersdorff says 
the district, in particular the 
Kitimat half, was already 
ovempending the targeUed 
amount. 
The budget advisory com- 
mittee meetings are open to 
the public. It starts at 7:30 
p.m. at Caledonia on April 
8. 
ACTORS, DANCERS, MUSICIANS, SINGERS 
Cold Dark Malter productions in association with the 
Terrace LMe Theatre are holding auditions for 
CRUEL TEARS 
This is a 3 Act Musical which will be performed dur- 
ing Riverboat Days Week, 1997. 
Interested parties please call Mavis and leave a 
message at 635"5170 
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Fee hikes repel first visitors 
Can't.afford to fish here, 
Arnencan anglers say 
By DAVID TAYLOR 
THE NEW FEES just came into effect 
yesterday, but anglers visiting here are 
already heading home in the wake of a 
400 per cent increase in non-resident 
licencing costs. 
"It 's impossible," says Scott Howell of 
Oregon, who visits the northwest to fish for 
several months every year. "You'd have to 
be a king to afford these fees." 
Effective yesterday, anglers from out of 
province will have to shell out $42.80 per 
day to fish in B.C.'s classified waters. 
That's up from just over $10 last year. 
And now visitors are saying they will 
have to find another favourite place to fish. 
"We'll either head home or find some- 
where else to fish," says Howell. "We 
don't want to leave. Terrace has world- 
class fishing like nowhere lse, but we can't 
afford thousands extra to fish here." 
Local business people say Howell's reac- 
tion will be all too conunon when tourists 
find out about he hikes. 
"Anyone who usually flies here will keep 
right on going," says Randy Murray, owner 
of Northeoast Fishing Supply. 
Murray say" travelling to Terrace is already 
very expensive. Add to that the liceneing 
hassles and fee increases and he says people 
will fred other fishing holes. 
"We'll lose a lot to Alaska. It's cheaper to get 
there, fees are less and visitors can take home 
more fish,' ' 
And Murray says Canadian anglers who drive 
to Terrace are in for a shock. 
"They'll be so angry," he says. "You almost 
don't even want to sell the lieences. It's their 
(the provincial government's) problem but it's 
us who's going to take the crap." 
In a desperate attempt to stem a possible tide 
of fleeing tourists, fishing guides and business 
owners held a protest rally and circulated peti- 
tions and letters to government ministries last 
week. 
The letters point out that sportsfishing adds at 
least $16 million to the local economy every 
year ~ r~oaey business owners ay Terrace can 
ill-afford to lose in the wake of the Repap dis- 
aster - -  and ask for licencing fees to be 
reduced. 
But Skeens MLA Helmut Giesbrecht says 
that's not likely to happen. He was in Victoria 
last week and claims the fees aren't out of line, 
just the timing is. 
"Right now, there's hardly any return on our 
Gigi's Pub 
i ~ [.x,,-&eJ ,i~.~.].].[.[, m
AC/DC Tribute Band 
"Great/Scott" 
April 8 - 9 
lkkets SB.O0 Advance 
S10.00 door 
Augies Lounge Saturday 
 k'TnII II IT 
"Bring Your Instrument" 
Every Monday 
FREE POOL 
at Gigi's Pub 
Dance Nitell 
: k~ '  [:'SaTuRDA%'A!R!L'5 : 
Whipcrei r0ni0etitk i I0*
: i WinaP0ai0idCamera : 
!11~ I~q~,~l 
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F~I~ Information 
TWO UNHAPPY tourists. That's Scott Howell and Raquel Fielder from Oregon. The 
couple usually spends several months fishing here each year, but because of recent in- 
creases in angling fees for classified waters they say they can't afford it anymore. 
resource," he says. "It would have made more 
sense for the fees to have steadily increased 
over the last six years, but the actual dollar in- 
creases are manageable.' ' 
Giesbrecht says the average angler spends 
about $230 per day in Terrace, not including 
travel costs. So an extra $32 every day is rea- 
sonable. 
"We'll either head home or find 
somewhere else to fish. We don't 
want to leave. Terrace has world. 
class fishing like nowhere else, 
but we can't afford thousands ex. 
tra to fish here." 
"I worked it out to be about an eight per cent 
increase," he says. "That's not bad to be able 
to use a resource that belongs to the people of 
B.C.." 
Giesbrecht admits two weeks notice was not 
enough, but says there's not much chance of the 
province changing the fee structure. 
"Granted the timing is a real problem," he 
Karen Jamieson Dance Company 
presents 
STONE SOUP 
Foorted by the Kitsunlkalum Dancers 
• ~nd the Many Hati<:ns Dancers. 
Saturday, April 12, 1997 - -  =.- 
7:00 p.m. Kitsumkalum 
Community Hall 
Tickets: $10.00 Adults 
.$5,00 Seniors 
& those under 16 
(Ticket includes real soup) 
Tickets available at: Sight & SoL 
(Skeena Mall) Misty River Books 
Sidewalkers 
Jointly sponsored by Northwe 
Development Education Assn. and 
& District/~ulticultural Assn, 
says "I nave sympathy tar the guides and I've 
passed on their concerns, but I don't detect a
willingness to change the fees." 
The guides have been hit the hardest. Not only 
do they have to contend with the increase in 
angler licencing, but their own fees have 
jumped by 1000 per cent, from $1 to $11 per 
rod day. 
Those fees are supposed to go to increased 
habitat conservation and enforcement. But Mar- 
shal Perrin of Fish Tales says the net result will 
be crowding in un- 
classified waters and 
illegal angling. 
"Everyone, inciud- 
hug guides will pack 
the Kithnat River Coe- 
cause it's un- 
classified)," he says. 
"And there will be 
plenty of people fish- 
ing without lieences 
because they can't af- 
ford them. Next year 
they probably just 
won't bother coming 
at all." Giesbrecht 
The Shriners tJf British Colurnbi.a present the 
Terrace 
& Kitimat 
The Terr-ace/Kitimat Shrine Club would like to thank you 
for your support of the Gizeh Temple George Carden 
Circus last year. We are now in the process of our ticket 
pre-sales and again would like to ask for your 
support of the 1997 Shrine Circus. 
To be held at the 
Terrace Arena 
Wednesday, May 14, 1997 
Thank you for your co-operati0n a d assistance. 
Any inquiries please call 
638-8608 
4 Terrace Co-op 
Garden Centre 
PEN SU .NDAY 
Starting April 6 
9am- 5pm 
VARIOUS SPECIALS 




4617 Gceig Avenue, Tercace • 635-6347 
I 
f Earlier we printed a story from~ 
a person who has dyslexia~ They 
remembered ~ ing  a c~hl i s t  itt ! 
a Reader's Digest which. ~lped 
them i~ntify thezr readmg/p~ 
blems~ lf youknow someo~ w~ I 
has problems reading and you 
wo~r  i f  they maybe dyslexic, 
please read this checklist o them 
~ ~k them to answer the ques. 
tions with a ,Tes ' ,  or "No," If t~  
answer 'Tes"to 10 or more of the 
qUestions, they may ihave 
Adult Dyslexia Checklist 
[] When writing cheques, do you frequent- 
ly find yourself making mistakes? 
[] When using the telephone, do you tend 
to get the numbers mixed up when you dial? 
[] Is your spelling poor? 
[] Do you mix up dates and times and miss 
appointments? 
I~ Do you f ind forms di f f icult  and 
confusing? 
12 Do you find it difficult to take messages 
on the te lephone and pass them on 
correctly? 
12 Do you mix up numbers like 95 and 59? 
[] Do you find it difficult to say the months 
of the year forwards in a fluent manner? 
[] Do you find it difficult to say the months 
of the year backwards? 
ISl Did you find it hard to learn your multi- 
plication tables at school? 
[] Do you read very slowly? 
[] Do you have problems telling left from 
right? 
[] When you have to say a long word, do 
you sometimes find it difficult to get all the 
sounds in the right order? 
[] Is reading a map or finding your way to 
a strange place confusing? 
121 Do you dislike reading out loud? 
[] Do you find it difficult to remember the 
sense of what you have read? 
[] Do you dislike reading long books? 
[21 Is your writing difficult to read? 
12 Do you get confused if you have to 
speak in public? 
[] Do you find it difficult to do sums in 
your head without using your fingers of 
paper? 
~ head: r~~n:Y i t  ers 
Phone 638-1330 Fax 638-1331 
The ~:  Community and 
I/w ters Project iSlhere to helpl If!you~ ii 
li:or/:someone you know, needs help:to 
I!~:i~p~ve their reading :or writing iskllls,:: 
l::~Ca11::~8-1330 and ask for Patricia, We 
::~;a~:l~ated at 4621B ~kelse Avei: n~ i: 
ja., ,n ihe iTc , ; 
I Vo unteerlBn, au omce We 
one~n'one tutoring in readm.g, writing~ 
math, and basic computer sk i l l s ,  
This is a joint project of the Northwest 
Community College, the Terrace Volunteer 
Bureau, and the Terrace Standard.. 
~ NOrtHwEst TT~R~c~ 
CO/&~UNITY II/VOLUNTEER 
COLLEGE V nUrEAU 
STANDARD 
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I T WOULD feature all kinds of 
wonderful women I know, 
forever going to school and 
doing plays and skits, and paint- 
ing their houses and buying and selling and 
cleaning them, and writing e-mail and rais- 
ing teenagers and babies, most often all at 
the same time. Whewl Work work work, 
talk talk talk, scrub scrub scrub. Makes me 
tired just thinking about it. 
Plus they are also highly aggravating, 
thick-headed, blind-spoRed, and oversensi- 
tive and insensitive mostly at the same time 
and all too often. 
And money money money. These women 
constantly natter about money - -  3.99 a 
metre, asking sixteen seven, six re/" twenty, 
half again again, loonies quarters dimes 
nickels pennies, air miles, flyers, airplanes 
airplanes airplanes, the price these days to 
feed babies and teenagers and cats and dogs 
and fish and houseplants, at Safeway Over- 
waitea Co-op Copperside Mohawk Milk 
Store B&G Wayside, mall mall mail. Oh, 
my. For all their work and effort, they 
might as well shred twenty dollar bills 
directly into the compost, some days. 
I hope you're sitting down as you read 
this. 
In my fake talk show I would interview 
the various interesting women I know. We 
would be in a studio, like for Channel 10, 
with two chairs, a low table with a tele- 
phone (it's a call-in show), a fake plant 
(which looks great on TV), and a fake 
studio audience. Perhaps there could be a 
laughtrack/applause sound board I could 
operate with a foot pedal. 
I might first interview Wendy, who 
adopted two babies from Romania (or was 
it one from Chechnia? - -  anyway, VII ask 
her) and she used to do foot therapy for 
seniors out her basement in suburban Win- 
nipeg. Interesting already. Plus, she actually 
interviewed potential husbands she solicited 
through the personals, with a clipboard at 
the Burger King at the comer of Portage 
and Home. I would ask her about all these 
things, or rather, the callers phoning in 
would. 
This is where the fake part would come 
in. Beside the telephone, or under it, is a 
tape recorder. I say, "We have a caller," 
and press the Play button on the tape re- 
corder. A x, oice (mine, although disguised) 
says, "Yes, I have a question for your 
guest. Could she tell us about her adoption 
experience? Love your show," and then I 
would click it off and turn to her for her 
response. 
It would be interesting to see how long it 
would take various guests to say, "Hey! 
This is fakel Nobody's calling inl You're 
just pressing the Play button on a tape re- 
corded" l don't know how I would 
respond, perhaps I'd go to commercial. 
The commercial could be an infomercial 
with me (in disguise) selling a series of 
self-improvement video tapes called "'How 
you, too can be an active feminist and not 
attend any evening meetings." It worksl 
With a money-back guarantee, void where 
prohibited. This would be fake, too. 
My next guest could be my sister, who 
would demonstrate faux painting techni- 
ques while jiggling an 18-month-old girl on 
one hip; then I would fly in both Jeanne 
MacMillan and Leslie MacCauley and the 
three of us would talk again about how 
much we miss our dead dads; then I think I 
would like a cooking demonstration wilh 
those overhead shots of the pan sizzling, 
perhaps I could teach Jennifer Lung how to 
boil potatoes. I would ask her personal 
questions while we cooked, or rather, my 
callers would, 
The fake talk show could be so over- 
whelmingly popular it could spawn a fake 
magazine (Charlynn Toews Living, avail- 
able at fake newsstands everywhere), and 
then, oh, what fake riches I'd havel 
Volunteer of the Year 
Nominations close Friday 
IF YOU'VE been thinking about 
nominating someone for the 3rd 
annual Volunteer of the Year 
contest, then get those forms in 
soon.  
The remaining nominees will be 
prot"ded next week. Then all the 
nomination forms will be sent 
over to our judges - -Da le  Luf- 
kin, Rich McDaniel and Jim 
Ryan. Lovina Tyler, head of the 
Volunteer Bureau, will oversee 
the judging. 
The winner and two runner-ups 
will be announced on April 16. 
There will also be another award 
given to a volunteer who has 
devoted his or her energy to spe- 
cial services, such as Terrace 
Search and Rescue, victims ser- 
vices or volunteer firefighters. 
Nominees from previous years 
can be entered again. 
All nominees will be treated to 
a volunteer luncheon, thanks to 
Overwaitea. And the grand win- 
ner will receive a dinner for two 
froln the Terrace Inn. 
Below are some of this week's 
nominees wbo've helped make 
our city a better place to live. 
Mike Homenick  
Every day for the past two and 
halt" years, Mike has walked 
down to the Eby St. fish hatchery 
to feed the f'rsh. 
He's there no matter what, 
whether it's minus 20, or Christ- 
mas Day. 
The hatchery is part of a sai- 
m0nid enhancement project. 
Mike's involvement at the 
hatchery ensures that anglers 
have ever-increasing umbers of 
adult cohos to catch. 
It's important for the fish's 
health that lhey be fed every day, 
so Mike's v/ork at the hatchery is
invaluable. 
Martin Forbes nominated Mike, 
and says that it's largely thanks to 
Mike that anglers enjoy such 
good coho fishing. 
"It gives me something to do," 
says Mike, now 80-years-old. 
"Otherwise I'd be sitting at home 
watching T.V." 
He enjoys watching the young 
salmon swarm to the top of the 
water as he throws the pellets into 
the cages. 
Caro l  Zucch ia t t i  
It seems therc's little this active 
volunteer hasn't been involved in. 
"I have known Carol since she 
came to Terrace in 1972/' says 
Jean Thomson, who nominated 
her. "She has always been very 
willing to aceept~social responsi- 
bility by c0ntr~uting her consid- 
erable organizatiollai and per- 
sonal skills as a volunteer 
worker." 
Carol has been the president of 
the Terrace Synchronized Swim 
Club, and a volunteer at Biueback 
swim club inects. 
She's a director with the ad- 
visory board at Northwest Com- 
munity College and been a direc- 
tor of the Aurora Summer School 
of the Arts. 
great musical and arts 
munity," writes Thomson. 
She was also part of the accom- 
modation conunittee for the B.C. 
winter games and a secretary for 
Terrace Little Theatre, and was 
actively involved in a number of 
TLT productions. 
Carol was also instrumental in 
starting the French immersion 
progranl that the school district 
runs .  
The list doesn't end there. 
Carol has been involved with 
the Pacific N.W. Music Festival 
for 22 years, and is currently the 
president. 
When she wasn't president, 
Carol has served in almost every 
other capacity at the festival. 
Her work in the arts also in- 
cludes being the social convener 
for the provincial Festival of the 
Arts and a delegate and secretary 
for the strings section. 
However, Carol downplays her 
involvement with the arts. 
"The music and theatre, that's 
just pure selfishness," she says of 
her volunteer work. " l  just love 
the end result." 
Participants in the Riverboat 
Days festival have also benefited 
from her involvement, as she has 
been a judge for the parade, hat 
contest and teddy bear contest. 
And in her spare time Carol 
canvasses for the l'Ieart Founda- 
tion, Kinsmen's Mothers March, 
Canadian Cancer Society and the 
Canadian Diabetes Assoc. 
"It is through Carol and people 
like her that we are blessed with a 
Lou ise  Mor ton  
Sometimes eniors and people 
who are disabled can't make it 
out to the grocery store. That's 
where Meals-on-Wheels comes 
in. Volunteers deliver hot meals 
to seniors and shut-ins, and one 
of the program's most dedicated 
volunteers i  Louise Morton. 
She started delivering for 
Meals-on-Wheels 16 years ago 
when a friend who was coordinat- 
ing the program at the time asked 
her to help out. 
"She is often the only 0ut-of- 
home contact for some shut-ins, 
and provides a feeling of security 
and safety as they can count on 
her to check on them," says 
Betty Stewert. She non~inatexl 
Louise because she is such a de- 
pendable and dedicated volunteer. 
"She can be relied on to be 
prompt on delivery day," wrote 
Stewert. "She enjoys what she 
does and sees it as a valuable pro- 
gram in Terrace. She also sees it 
as being very rewarding to donate 
her time to an essential service." 
Louise says she likes meeting 
the seniors and other clients of 
Meals-on-Wheels. "I 'm shy 
around sa'angers but not around 
them," she says. 
"The Lord's blessed me with 
health, so I do what I can." 
IF YOU fancy a Scottish jig, then 
there's agreat opportunity during 
the music festival to get a close 
look at the real thing. 
Organizers are hoping to in- 
clude Highland Dance in next 
year's festival, and in preparation 
for that there's a great showcase 
evening this year. 
The event won't be judged, but 
it does promise to be a lot of fun. 
Candy Dilley has been teaching 
about a dozen students the intri- 
cate footwork that makes 
Highland dance so exciting to 
watch. Her students will be joined 
by some other young students of 
Vicki Parviainen and the adult 
Scottish Country Dancers. There 
evening will also feature a chore- 
ographed dance, some old fash- 
ioned fiddling and music by the 
Terrace Pipes and Drums. 
Dilley has been teaching 
Highland dance on and off since 
1980, and this fall she began tak- 
ing on students again. 
Dilley teaches according to the 
roles of the Scottish Official 
Board of Highland Dance, so her 
dancers must follow the tradi- 
tional forms exactly. 
"It requires intricate footwork 
and great dexterity," she says. 
She's excited about the op- 
portunity for her students to 
dance at the festival. There aren't 
many competitions in the north- 
ern half of the province, and al- 
though this one won't be judged 
this year, it will give her students 
some exposure. 
"For some kids, this is there 
only chance, she says. 
She teaches tudents aged six to 
12, and requires long hours of 
practice from them. 
Three of her dancers will be 
going to a Highland dance festi- 
NIMBLE FEET - -  Dea Ward, Undy MacRobbie and Kimberly Penner will be on their toes during the 
first ever Highland Dance Showcase at the upcoming Pacific NW Music Festival. Organizers hope to 
include Highland dance as an official category in next year's festival. 
val in Bums Lake to compete on 
April 11-12. And a few more will 
be going to the Gathering of the 
Clans in F~tce George at the end 
of May. 
As for herself, Dilley isn't Scot- 
tish, but tnight as well have been, 
having been raised listening to 
Scottish records all her life. 
"My dad would put us on his 
feet and dance around with us," 
she says. 
Dilley's been dancing in com- 
petitions ince she was six years 
old, and if she can find some time 
to practice she also hopes to 
dance in the Highland dance 
showcase. It's on Thursday, April 
17 at 7;30 p.m. at the REM Lee 
Theatre. Admission Is free or by 
donation. 
c, om-  
Scottish dance a festival highligh: 




A COFFEEHOUSE - -  The Terrace 
Musicians Assoc. presents Joe Young, 
Greir Kaiser and Roger Carling-Kelly at 
Groundworks on April 19. Admission is 
$5 for non-members and $4 for mem- 
bers. 
A AUGIES LOUNGE in the Terrace 
Inn features Maharlaka, playing soft 
lounge music. Dance Express plays in 
GiGi's Pub. 
• KARAOKE N IGHT is every Thurs- 
day and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's. 
MOVIES 
A Hold onto your light sabre ~ Luke 
Skywalker is back. That's right, STAR 
WARS, the special edition is here for a 
two week run. Two shows nightly, at 7 
and 9:15 p.m. And at 7:15 and 9:30 
p.m. Harrison Ford and Brad Pitt dis- 
cover what they're willing to die for in 
THE DEVI[L'S OWN. 
Starting Friday 
• When you got a good thing, why 
mess it with it. This upcoming week 
features the same movies. See above for 
listings. 
THEATRE 
• AUDIT IONS - -Actors ,  dancers, 
musicians and singers are needed for a 
three act musical which will be per- 
formed during Riverboat Days this sum- 
mer, called Cruel Team. Rumours have 
it that this is a take-off of  Shakespeare's 
O&ello, complete with cowboys and 
truckers, set in Saskatoon. Should be 
hilarious. If you're interested, call 
Mavis at 635-5170. 
D INNER THEATRE - -  Terrace Little 
Theatre presents The Babysitter, a com- 
edy about a couple's first night out after 
having a baby. The play runs April 17- 
20, and 24-27 at the curling club. Tick- 
ets are $30 per person at Unigiobe 
Courtesy Travel. Dinner theatre tickets 
usually sell quickly, so get 'em soon. 
ETCETERA 
A STONE SOUP - -The  Karen 
Jarnieson Dance Company from Van- 
couver does a modem dance interpreta- 
tion of  an ancient European fable. 
They're joined by the Many Nations 
Dancers at the Kitsumkalum Hall, at 7 
p.m. on Saturday, April 12. Tickets are 
$10 for adults, $5 for students aged 16 
and under and seniors. Includes oup. 
& THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
hosts an exhibit oil paintings of Cana- 
dian scenery by Nova Scotia artist Roy. 
Donald D.M. Sharp. The reception ['or 
this show is April 4 at 7:30 p.m. Gallery 
hours are noon to 3 p.m. from Wed. to 
Fri., Fri. nights from 6:30-8:30 p.m, Sat. 
From noon to 4 p.m. and Sun, from 1-4 
p.m. 
• THE K IT IMAT CENTENNIAL  
MUSEUM and the Kitimat Multi- 
cultural Society present a show on the 
many cultures of Kitimat. Also there's a 
travelling exhibition from the Royal 
B.C. Museum, featuring objects form 
the Chinese Canadian communities of  
B.C. 
Make the 'Scene/Cal l  638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
Baby's Name: 
Jake Simon Bllx 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 13, 1997 at 6:50 am 
Weight: 9 Ibs 7 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Jane & Andrew B[ix 
o 
Baby's Name: 
Jade Caitlin Kaur 'l~ndola 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 28, 1997 at 7:20 am 
Weight: 7 lbs 8 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Kulwant & Ben Kandola 
Baby sister for Ashton 
$ 
Baby's Name: 
Tanner John Russell Braid 
Date & 'rune of Birth: 
March 14, 1997 at 6:04 pm 
Weight: 7 lbs 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Tummy &Seen Braid 
A litde brother for Austin & Colten 
Baby's Name: 
Tristan Mexander Walker 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 15, 1997at2:11 pm 
Weight: 61bsgoz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Shannon & Tony Walker 
Baby's Name: 
Brayden Stuart Thomas "[,arson 
Date & ']rime of Birth: 
March 17, 1997 at 2:00 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs 14 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Charmain llull 
& Wade Larson 
Baby's Name: 
Bronw)~ Violet Chisholm 
Bate & Time of Birth: 
March 19, 1997 at 3:55 am 
Weight: 9 lbs 11 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Addenne &Ron Chisholm 
Little sister for Angus 
i I i 
~keeno M oi° ;r- ~-;3:-~080 ~ ~:~;5 -' 080 
Thursday, April 3 
A BREAST CANCER FORUM is 
being held 7-9 p.m. in Skeena 1 of 
the Terrace Inn. There's no charge 
for admission. An evening of open 
discussion with an oncologist, a 
surgeon, a cancer specialist and Io- 
cad healthcare agency members. 
Call 1-800-663-2524, local 294, for 
inforlnation. 
"rICKETS FOR the Shriners and 
Harley Owners Group 5th annual 
motor bike raffle go on sale today. 
The v/inner will be drawn during the 
Riverboat Days celebrations. 
Ssturday, April 5 
THE ALZHEIMER SOCIETY OF 
B.C. holds a symposium in Prince 
Rupert at the Best Western 
Highliner Inn. Free for family mem- 
bers caring for those affected by 
dementia. Call 1-800-900-2288 for 
information. 
747 AIR CADETS hold a "Cold 
Lake or Bust" carwash all day at 
Terrace Mohawk. 
Sunday, April 6 
LADLES AUX. of the Legion hosts 
a Sunday spring dinner at 5 p.m. at 
the legion. 
TERRACE SKATING CLUB hosts 
its potluck dinner and awards night 
at 5:30 p.m. at the arena banquet 
room. All are welcome. For more 
info call Gall at 635-7245. 
Wednesday, April 9 
A REFRESHER DIABETIC clinic 
will be held in the hospital. 
"rhursday: April 10 
TNORINHILL JR. SECONDARY 
holds a Spring Fun Fair from 7-10 
p.m. at the school. Fun for the 
whole family with door pdzes, a fish 
pond, cake walk and hockey shoot. 
Proceeds go to next year's Europe 
travel budget and admission is $1, 
children under 5 are tree. 
Saturday, April 12 
THE 747 AIR CADETS hold their 
first annual garage sale/bazaar at 
the hall at the airport from 8 a.m. to 
2 p.m. All groups welcome and 
donations accepted. 
Sunday, April 13 
NATIONAL VOLUNTEER WEEK 
is front April 13-19. This is a time to 
hank and honour those people who 
donate time energy and expertise 
to the community. Need ideas on 
how to do this? Call the volunteer 
bureau at 638-1330. 
Monday, April 14 
JACKIPINE FLATS Community As- 
soc. meets at 7 p.m. at the 
Beaudette residence on Sockeye 
Crk. road. General meeting fol- 
lowed by elections. On the agenda 
is dog control. 
Tuesday, Apdl lS 
"]rERIU~.CE SKATING CLUB holds 
its AGM at 7:30 p,m. at the 
Clarer~e Michlel school library, For 
more info call Gall at 635-7245. STRETCBING CLASS - -  The Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
B.C. SCHIZOPHRENIA Society tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
support group holds a business ing class from ]-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
meeting at 7 p.m., followed by a Health Unit Auditorium at3412 Kalum 
sharing and caring meeting at 7:30 
p.m. at the Stepping Stones Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more 
info call 638-2202 or 635-8206. All 
are welcome. 
Wednesday, April 16 
REGISTRATION ,~ : FOR CHIL- 
DREN'S spdng programs at the li- 
brary begins at 10 a.m. today by 
phone or In person. For more info, 
pick up a brochure or call the library 
at 638-6177. 
Thursday, April 17 
VILLAGE UFE IN THE GAMBIA 
- -  I.Jz Osborne of Telkwa will pres- 
ent a slide show and discussion on 
the year she spent in Jarkunda, a 
remote (~ambian village in West Af- 
rica. Sponsored by the NW Devel- 
opment Education Assoc. and the 
multicultural assoc. The show starts 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Art Gal- 
lery. For more info call 638-8329. 
SL Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
' I 'M CHI FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Coast Inn of the West at room 328 to 
learn about public speaking in a posi- 
tive and encouraging environment. 
New members and guests are welcome. 
For more hnfc call Andrew Webber at 
635-5776. 
DAIKO Jl SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen tneditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For into 
phone 635-3455. 
SCHIZOP]H]RESIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every month from 
9aturday, April 19 
SINGLES BOWUNG - -  This is the 
2nd fun bowling evening put on by 
a new singles club. It runs from 8- 
midnight at the bowling alley and 
cost is $10 per person. Women out- 
numbered men slightly at the first 
event (25-18) so men are urged to 
come out. For more info call Patrick 
Watson at 638-1135. 
September toJune at 7:30 p.m. at Step- 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks SL 
For more information call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
SHAMROCK 4.1:! CLUB meets 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassio 
Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 
9401 for more info. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia 
band room from 7 to 9 p.m. Call Jim at 
635-4089 for mere info. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
invite boys and gifts ages 8 and up to 
come sing along on Tuesdays from 
6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skcena Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 
for info. 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Wednesdays at7 p.m. and Saturdays at 
7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more'into 
call 638-6114. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a #ublie ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admiasion 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that itent~ be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
Sunday~ April 20 
GARBATHON - -  Spring has 
sprung and that means ifs time to 
clean up the city. The Terrace 
Beautification Society hosts this an- 
nual clean up event from 1-3 p.m. 
Meet at the McDonald's parking lot. 
For more info call 638-0423 eves. 
Saturday~ May 10 
IT'S A LONG ways off, but the Ter- 
race Beautification Society wants 
people to start thinking about 
donating plants to its annual Peren- 
nial Plant Sale. Money from the 
sale will be used for local projects. 




PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. Information and counsellin$ on 
birth control and birth control supplies 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at 
the rear of ~e health unit so go to the 
back door. For more info or to 
~volunteer call 638-2027. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIMg is the 
first Tu~day of every month from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
Exciting 5-Speed or Optional Automatic Transmission 
Safety Features: 
• Fnll lime All-Wheel Drive 
• [)river & Friar I'~-~s Air Bags 
• ChildPr0tt'~t i)0orla)cks 
• Fr & Rr Crutnph.-s Zont's 
•Slde !mpacl Door Ik-ams 
• Anti.Lock Brakes 
• SleeflngStlpport Ik*am 
• Enerl, ~Al,~rblttg Bumpers 
• Child ~ety Seat Anchors 
• 3-Point Front &~at Belts 
Interior Features: 
• R¢-ar Window Defroster 
• Air Condidoni,g (CR:-froe) 
• 995mm Ilead Room 
• AM/F'M Stere() ;assetle 
• 1758 Lltrefargo¢,apacity 
• lilt Cohmn Steering Wheel 
• I'as.~nger Vanity Mirror 
• Reclining Front Buckets 
• 60/40 Split Rear St'at 
• 12- Volt Outlet with Cap 
 SUBARU, 
Exterior Features: TheBeau~ofAll-WheelDrive" 
• Italogen tteadlights 
• Inlemiltent Wipers 
Rear Wiper & Washer 
Dnal Power Mirrors ~ j~. / I1~/  
Convenient U ilily Roof Rack 
• Colour Keyt~l Bumpers 
• Tinted/laminated Windshield 
• 15: Alloy Wheels ' Purd~ pdce Ir~ludes fnlghl & d~er pr t~on 
plus appllcabletaxe~. O,A.C 
Own the Affordable AWl) Subaru Impreza Brighton 
tmpreTa Brighton 
Shown with some available options. 
 L835 
Purchm~e price indndes Freight & dc~er 
prepandlon plus applicable "taxes. O.A£. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p,m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
Doc remembered 
MANY PEOPLE in Terrace 
were very saddened to hear 
of the death of Dr. Gerry 
Hicks. 
Dr. Gerry Hicks died on 
the morning of March 8 
after a battle with cancer at 
the Namim0 Regional Gen- 
eral Hospital. 
Gerry was born in 1927 in 
Regina, Saskatchewan. He 
grew up in that province, 
and took his raedical degree 
at UBC 
I n  1958 Gerry moved to 
Terrace to practice medicine, 
at the 01d Red Cross Hospi- 
tal 
Gerry's brother, Dr. Roger 
.Hicks, was already in Ter- 
race, having moved here in 
1950. Roger was one of two 
doctors at the Red Cross in 
the early days. The other 
one was Dr. Max Weare. 
Gerry and his brother 
practiced at the hospital un- 
til they set up their own 
practice at 4650 Lakelse 
Ave, where Coldwell Bank- 






By PETER CROMPTON 
Legion lxast president 
THERE'S A NUMBER of 
activities coming up at the 
legion in the next while. 
Our ladies auxiliary will 
be serving a dinner at the 
branch on Sunday, April 6 
fIom 5-8 p.m. Cost is $8 per 
adult and $5 for 12 and un- 
der. 
The zone meeting is in 
Smithers April 11-13. The 
provincial convention will 
be in Penticton June 8-11. 
The pool toumament 
finals are set to go on April 
12 at 2 p.m. Wednesday 
night fun darts are still on- 
going, but will likely wrap 
up in mid-April. 
The honoar and awards 
night on May 3 will also be 
a dinner and dance affair. 
Tickds for this affair should 
be available soon. 
The sports banquet and 
dance takes place May 10. 
The "D Day" dinner will 
take place on June 1. I 'm 
sure Crude. Don Cooper 
will be in contact with all 
the veterans in the near fu- 
tare. 
This year's golf tourna- 
ment is on June 8. The sign 
up sheet will be posted 
shortly. 
We re looking for a mem- 
ber who would be interested 
in becoming part of our ex- 
ecutive for the remainder of 
1997. Please contact Cmde 
John Groot is you're inter- 
ested. 
Our next general meeting 
is April 8 at g p.m. in the 
branch. The next steak night 
is Friday, ,April 4. We 
served 120 steak dinners last 
month and Howard says he 
won't run oat of steaks 
again. 
I 'm still trying to organize 
activities for 1999 to 
celebrate our 80 years as an 
organization i Terrace. I 'm 
looking for any information 
about the early years, and 
any old pictures. Please con- 
tact me at the branch, or at 
638-8627. We're planning 
to publish a magazine and 
we'll have a week of ac- 
tivities in May, 1999. 
As you can see we are 
very busy at the branch 
these days. Why don't you 
call into the branch more 
often and check the notice 
boards. 
To those of you who for 
whatever reason have not 
paid your dues these past 
. • two years, now is the time 
to renew. We need you. 
We will retnember them. 
YVONNE MOEN 
Then in 1970 Gerry 
moved to Richmond and in 
1991 retired as an ear, nose 
and throat specialist. 
Although Gerry had 
moved from Terrace he con. 
tinued to visit here on a reg- 
ular basis. 
He was a well liked doc- 
tor. His patients remember 
him as a soft-spoken man. 
When Gerry retired he and 
his wife Anne went to live 
on Gabriola Island. He 
loved the natural beauty 
there. 
Gerry will be deeply 
missed by his wife, daughter 
Wendy, son Brunt of Van- 
couver and sister Peg, and 
the rest of family and 
fliends. 
Both Gerry and his brother 
Roger are now gone. They 
helped many Terrace resi. 
dents in times of sickness. 
New officers for Masons 
THE TERRACE 
Freemasons installed a 
new set of officers on 
March 15. 
The Antient Free and 
Accepted Masons held 
the annual installation in 
their Kitaelas Lodge, fol- 
lowed by a banquet at the 
Elks hall. 
Hugh Giffard was in- 
stalled as Worshipful 
Master by a board of in- 
stalled Masters, presided 
over by Worshipful 
Brother Eric Ericson. 
After this, the other of. 
ricers were installed to 
assist in the running of 
the Lodge for the next 
twelve months. 
Some of the officers in- 
stalled are as follows: Im- 
mediate Past Master: 
Worshipful Brother Wes 
Parker; Senior Warden: 
Brother Kevin Howells; 
Junior Warden: Brother 
Darryl Laurent; Senior 
Deacon: Brother Cam 
Simon; and Junior 
Deacon: Brother Lorne 
Sexton. 
The title Worshipful 
Brother has no religious 
significance. It's a 
courtesy title of respect 
for one who has pre- 
viously been installed as 
HUGH GIFFARD was installed as Worshipful 
Master of the Terrace Freemasons. In honour of 
the ceremony, and recognizing that Giffard is not 
a wealthy man, the members of the Lodge bought 
him a tuxedo. 
the Master of a Lodge. 
It is derived from the 
English custom, where to 
this day, the mayor of 
any town or city is 
referred to as His Wor- 
ship, in the same way as a 
North American mayor is 
referred to as His Honor. 
In order to join a lodge, 
potential members must 
ask any member. Mem- 
bers cannot ask others to 
join. 
i . 
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S,aup .-: r T soul 
THESE DAYS many people get caught up in the dif- 
ferences between cultures, whether they be native, East In- 
dian, European or ,Asian. 
A modern dance company that's coming to Terrace will 
try to use an ancient European fable to show that there's 
more that unites people than divides them. And the 
audience gets a tasty bowl of soup at the cndl 
The Karen Jamieson Dance Company frozn Vancouver 
will be in Terrace on Saturday, April 12 to perform a 
dance called Stone Sottp. 
Stone Soup tells the story of a time of great hunger in a 
small European village. A sU'anger arrives and wants food, 
but the villagers don't have much, so they hide their food. 
The stranger is carrying a cooking pot, and isn't dis- 
turbed by the villagers' actions, saying he can make soup 
from a stone. He does just that, boiling water and stones 
and tasting it. Then he laments that if he just had a carrot, 
it would be even tastier. Someone in the village f'mds a 
carrot and gives it to him. Then the stranger says if he had 
a leaf of cabbage it would be even better, and a cabbage 
leaf appears. Soon the soup pot is full and the village feasts 
and dances till dawn. 
The Karen Jamieson Dance Company is being brought to 
Terrace by the multicultural organization. 
"Dance and song are international," says board member 
Jane Dickson. "This is about weaving cultures together." 
The dance will take place in the KitsumLkalum Hall, and 
Kitsumkalum chiefs will invite the dancers in. Then the 
Many Nations dance group will dance them up to the stage 
to a new song they've written for the event, called Heart- 
beat o/the Nations. After the dancing is finished everyone 
will be invited to enjoy a bowl of soup, which will be 
sewed up by the dancers. 
The dancers will be in the northwest for about two 
weeks, giving performances at a number of native com- 
munities, and holding workshops at schools. 
The Terrace performance takes place at 7 p.m. on April 
12. Tickets are $10 for adults and $5 for seniors and stu- 
dents aged 16 and under. Donations to defray the costs of 
bringing in the dance troupe are also welcome. 
Dodge Ram Club Cab 23C Package: 
• AM/FM stereo cassette w/4  speakers * Towing capacity up to 4900 Ibs 
• S-speed manual transmission *Payload capacity of over 1600 Ibs 
• Bench 40 /20 /40  (double split back) ~ ~ Largest Club Cab in its class 
N, ~ A. sales market growthl 
with deluxe cloth ~ ' • Driver's side air bag :~-i i 
• 6 passenger seating 
. . . .  
Priced to move at  .... /~ , '  
or  
$ g ,); i,:i 
Dodge Ram 
,.x, ' C A R R ¥ Y 0 U R W E I G H T www.bcch  le r .com 
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DAVE TAYLOR PORTS 638-7283 
SKEENAANGLE[  
ROB BROWN 
Rctational angli c 
O ur streams are getting crowded, al- 
though the anglers who Rsh the 
waterways running through the 
Skeena drainage have not yet expe- 
rienced the kind of unrelenting angling pressure 
found on the rivers that have the misfortune of 
lying near large cities. 
The Vedder River near ChUliwack, for exam- 
ple, is a parade route for fisherman during the 
spring steeihead season, and now that chinooks 
have been introduced to the system, is probably 
packed with anglers when those fish are run- 
ning. Many a fisher has awoken before cock's 
crow then stumbled own a trail to the Vedder 
in the dark only to see the telltale glow of 
cigarettes ends, smoked by fishermen awaiting 
the f'ust light of dawn. 
New angling use plans and increased license 
fees notwithstanding, the rivers of Skeena will 
inevitably see a steady increase in angling pres- 
sure. Increases in license fees, or in the cost of 
angling in general, may chase some fishermen 
away, but eventually these fishers will be re- 
placed by those who are willing to pay higher 
fees for the privilege to fish first class water for 
first class fLsh. One has only to look at the in- 
creasing numbers of anglers fishing the Kispiox 
and Eulkley Rivers. 
Closer to home, the Zymoetz has never seen 
as many fishermen during the peak of the steel- 
head season. And, Bruce Hill tells me he and 
Doug Webb one day two weeks ago, counted 
sixteen fishers working the few Copper River 
pools still open to anglers during the winter. 
Dave Haddad and Bill Protheroe counted over 
thirty fishermen on the more accessible reaches 
of the lower Kalum a short time ago. The lower 
section of the Lakelse sees more fishers every 
spring, and during the fall coho run sections of 
the river look more like fairgrounds than a 
wilderness river. 
There was always a handful of spring steel- 
headers willing to crunch through the rotting 
snowy and endure the wintry days of early spring 
to catch bright but sluggish stoeihead, but these 
rivers have never experienced this kind of pres- 
sure. As long as the rivers remain open and the 
supply of fish remains constant, the number of 
, anglers fishing these rivers will increase, posing 
some thorny problems. 
Until now, drift fishers and fly fishers have 
coexisted with little animosity, but now, with 
the opportunity to pursue the resource limited 
by an increase in population, the foot race 
syndrome has started to emerge. Steelhead 
fishers (and to a lesser extent, salmon fishers) 
know that fishing success has a lot to do with 
getting to the fishing hole first. On the Lakelse 
River, where steelhesd go ga-ga over plastic 
egg imitations, rubber worms and fluorescent 
yarn, the first come-first served rule is very 
much in force. If you have the misfortune of 
fishing behind a competent angler dangling a 
gooey bob beneath a float, your chances of 
catching ~ fish are severely reduced, believe me. 
CoMpetitive angling, complete with the race 
to the river before first light to see who can 
catch the most fish, is best leR to bass fishing 
tournaments. The tradition of trout of salmon 
fishers de-emphasizes competition and stresses 
the quality of the fishing experience. On a pro- 
ductive beat of a British Salmon stream, for ex- 
ample, spinning might be allowed, but the 
angle~s will most likely fish the fly. They will 
do this moving downstream at a pace that is 
mindful of the other anglers working the pool. 
For example, a fisher will make a couple of 
casts Ihcn take a few paces downsl~eam until he 
or she has fished all the water. 
Understand that the pace here is leisurely and 
relaxed. No angler would think of standing still 
to monopolize what may be a more productive 
spot. Imtead there is a sense of sharing and 
commnnity, and of providing equal opportunity 
to all, thereby pacing the emphasis on skill. 
I 'm encouraged by the fact that many coho 
fishers working the Lakelse have adopted the 
flyrod, but the concept of rotational fishing as 
described above has yet to take hold. I hope that 
it does, for the runs on the lower Lakeise are 
ideally suited to that approach. The Powerline 
Run, for example, (which actually consists of 
two runs, one above, and one below the spot 
where the power line crosses the river) could 
provide an excellent opportunity for a very large 
number of fly fishers, drift fishers, or a com- 
binati0n of both, provided all the participants 
are in motion. 
For those us who have had the luxury of many 
uncrowded hours on Skeena streams itwon't be 
easy adjusting to crowded conditions, but with 
the adoption of rotational angling and the ethic 
it emlxKlies, angling can still ben pleasant expe- 
rience. 
The mi le  man 
Ansems keeps 
racking up the 
miles in Terrace 
LIKE THE Energizer 
bunny, he keeps going and 
going. 
A Terrace athlete who has 
become a local institution 
hit a major milestone this 
past weekend. 
On Friday, local runner Ed 
Ansems passed the 40,000 
mile (nearly 65,000 km) 
mark in his running career. 
Yup, he's the crazy guy 
you always see running 
down Terrace streets 
whether it's in the rain, 
snow, mud or slush. 
In fact, Anscms has been 
pounding the pavement hcrc 
for 26 years, cvcr since he 
moved up from New West- 
minster in 1971. 
On August 1, 1982, he ran 
the 37 miles non-stop to 
Kitimat. His two day record 
is 52 miles (the distance of 
two marathons). In five days 
he's ran 100 miles, in 11 
days nearly 200 miles and 
over 31 consecutive days he 
jogged 473 miles. In his 
most active year, Ed ran an 
amazing 3,738 miles. 
"That's verging on fanati- 
cal," he jokes. 
With such spring in his 
stop, Ansems seems tailor- 
made for marathon races. 
And he's certainly ran his 
share, with a dozen of the 
26 mile competitions under 
his belt, and dozens more 
half-marathons and 10 km 
"It's funny. People will come up and start 
talking to me like they know me." -Ed Ansems- 
And most of the 40,000 
miles on his 49-year-old 
legs have been run in Ter- 
race. That incredible dis- 
lance is equal to jogging 1.6 
times around the world at 
the equator. 
All that time on our streets 
has even made the Cassie 
Hall teacher somewhat of a 
Celebrity in town. People 
often honk and wave at 
Ansems as they drive past. 
"It 's funny," he says. 
"People will come up and 
start talking to me like they 
know me.'  
It's hard to miss Ansems. 
Who else would be running 
across the bridges during a 
snow storm? Even Ed is 
amazed at some of his 
multi-day distance totals. 
laCes. 
He's a real contender too. 
Ansems routinely wins local 
and regional races. And last 
May, he placed first in his 
age class and 41st overall at 
the Vancouver Marathon 
racing against some 2,300 
other athletes. 
His b~st time at that race 
is 2:28.52, set in 1984. That 
was good enough to score 
Ansems ninth place overall. 
The year before, he was 
34 seconds faster at the Vic- 
toria Marathon and that got 
him a bronze medal. 
And Ansems battery 
shows no signs of wearing 
out soon. In fact, he says 
he's already looking ahead 
to 50,000 miles. 
"I' l l  stick with it," he 
30,090 MILES and counting. That's Ed Ansems closing in on his milestone. 
says. "I  do it mostly to stay 
fit. But I really enjoy run- 
ning. It helps me relax after 
work." 
However, even Ansems 
admits there are times when 
it's tough to get going. 
"Some days you look out 
at the rain and you're like 
do I really want to do 
this?" he says. "And some- 
times firiends will ask me to 
go to the pub instead. That 
can be pretty tempting when 
it's miserable ouL" 
These days, Ansems says 
he's down to about 2,000 
miles each year, but that 
doesn't mean he's given up 
on competing. 
"Next year I turn 50," he 
says. " I 'd  like to try some- 
thing different Maybe the 
Boston Marathon." 
Mens' rec hockey season ends 
ANOTHER MENS' recreational hockey season 
is over - -  a season with its ups and downs for 
all the teams, but throughout i  all a number of 
players consistently played like all-stars. 
In the rec hockey division, number nine Mitch 
Shinde of the Precision Builders Blues leapt o 
the top of the points standings in regular season 
play. 
Shinde picked up a total of 48 goals and 59 
assists for 107 points. That makes him number 
one in assists and number two in goals. 
Top goal-scorer in the division went to Troy 
Farkvam of Chapter One. Farkvam potted 64 
goals this season and picked up 33 assists, leav- 
ing him third in overall points standings. 
Second in points was Mario Desjardlns, num- 
ber 67, of All Seasons. Desjardins cored some 
48 goals to tie for second in those standings and 
had 52 assists for a total of 100 points through 
the regular season. 
Trevor Shannon also had a great year, with 42 
assists and 27 goals for 69 points. 
Bad boy Troy Kage of White Spot muscled 
his way to the top of the standings too. Kagc 
racked up 24 minor penalties and six others for 
a heRy 131 penalty minutes. 
Dan Lindstrom of the Back Eddy Bullies also 
helped keep the penalty box bench warm with 
27 minor penalties and two majors for 122 pen- 
alty minutes. 
And Dave Jones (not the one from the 
Monkees ~ you wish) picked up 29 minor 
penalties totalling 112 minutes. 
Of course, fellow teammate Funky Nike Funk 
couldn't let his friend sit there all alone, so he 
also picked up 29 penalties and 102 minutes in 
the box. 
Meanwhile, in the Oidtimers Division, Pete 
Dureau of SRD Blues finds himself at the top of 
the overall points, goals and assists tandings. 
Dureau netted 36 goals and 33 assists for 69 
points. Larry Payjack was second in points, with 
45 from 22 goals and 23 assists. 
Mike Haworth was third in the points stand- 
ings. He finished with just 14 goals, but also 
had 30 assists for 44 points. 
The Oldtimers have mellowed a bit in com- 
parison to their younger Roc Division counter- 
parts. Nobody broke the 100 penalty-minute 
barrier, but Mike Hayworth came close. He had 
20 minors and four others for 99 minutes in the 
box. 
Actually, the whole Terrace Tinthermen team 
doesn't seem to realize they're supposed to be 
mellowing out. Four of the top five leaders in 
penalty-minutes all came from the'l'imbermen. 
Maybe it's something they put in their water 
bottles, 
See next week's Standard for playoff results. 
Junior bowler bags bronze 
CARL HAUGLAND displays his bronze medal. 
Carl scores big at provincial finals 
AIM FOR the middle. 
That's Cad Hangland's advice on how to 
become a championship bowler. 
Aim for the middle. Could it be so 
simple? Probably not, but Carl doesn't 
seem the type to brag. 
The lanky 12-year-old attended the Youth 
Bowling Championships in Kelowna two 
weekends ago. 
He went down as the Northern Zone 
Champion, but was a long-shot for a medal. 
After all, this is Carl's Fast year in the Jun- 
ior category, which includes 12 to 14.ycar- 
olds. 
That means he was up against an older, 
more experienced crowd. 
But that didn't seem to matter as Carl 
aimed for the middle every time and picked 
up a bronze medal at the event, 
"A few of the games were pretty stress- 
ful," Carl says. "But I did OK." 
Carl says he was a little nervous in the slow down, 
first game and ended up in seventh place, He starts occer In May, 
but that didn't last long, After the second 
game he was second, and after the third 
match he was tiding high in fast place. 
"The third game was exciting," he says. 
"I  gcored a 305." 
That's pretty good, but it wasn't a per- 
sonal best for Carl. His record is a actually 
a whopping 369 - -  out of a perfect 450. In 
that game, Carl rang up seven strikes in a 
rOW. 
Carl couldn't quite keep up that kind of 
strike string at the Provincials, but he 
certainly did well, ending up third after the 
five-game series. 
A grade six student at Clarence Michiel, 
Carl has been bowling for four years. He 
got involved in the sport thanks to some 
wise advice from his friend tMike Dshms, 
and he plans to stick with the sport for 
many years to come. 
And although this howling season ends in  
Aprils that doesn't mean Carl is going to 
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1050 SQ ft 3 bdrm rancher on 2 
acres in Jackpine on quiet 
culdasac, newly renovated 
throughout, 5 appliances, range 
& fridge new $125,000. Phone 
635-1472. 
2 ACRES, 20 x 40 shop, small 
trailer, 10 minutes east of Ter- 
race. Asking $70,000 obo. 
Phone 635-7657. 
2 BEDROOM condo on Lazelle, 
new carpets, n/g fireplace, loft, 
1 1/2 baths, (ensuite) 3 ap- 
pliances, carport, secured en- 
trance, quiet end unit, and al- 
most downtown. Call 638-0797. 
3 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill, with rented shop, renovat- 
ed, on 1/2 acre near schools. 
Phone 638-0873, 
COLORADO, USA. 35 acre 
ranchette with Panoramic 
Mountain view, $14,990.00 
$150/mth, owner will finance. 
Ph, 1-800-758.5.364. 
FOUR YEAR old 2900 sq. ft. 
house for sale with 5 bdrms, 3 
baths, gas  fireplace, in 
horseshoe area close to 
schools and town, with double 
.qara.qe. Phone 635-6123• 
HOUSE FOR sale. 4 bedroom 
house natural gas heat, hot 
water fireplace & dryer. Newly 
renovated throughout, double 
car garage, large treed 
surrounded lot. $165,000, 3287 
Crescent Street.635-6891 
IN THORMHEIGHTS, 3 bdrm 3 
bath, finished 1/2 basement, 
fenced yard, spacious kitchen, 
built in d/w, french doors, onto 
patio, 8 years 01d. $164,000. 
2105 Cypress St. Call 638- 
8085. 
LOT FOR sale: 80 x 100 on the 
bench, well treed, country set- 
ting, serviced, asking $44,000. 
Call 635-2519. 
.i 30,  FOR RENT NEW FOUR plex in Telkwa, 3 
bdrm suites, 1040 sq.ft, each 
unit; ng fireplace/ hotwater, 
fully rented, to view or for more 
into. call 250-636-2826. 
OUR STRESS REDUCER 
MORTGAGE can slash your 
payments, or provide cash. You 
only require EQUITY in property 
or mobile. Call Intel Financial 
Inc., Members Better business 
bureau, phone 638-8211, 
REVENUE PROPERTY duplex 
in Thornhill, side by side, two 
bedroom unils, $97,000 for 
more information call 638-0714. 
THE GEM of the Shuswap. Ter- 
rific investment opportunity. 
Mini Mall with Triple Net 
tenants. In the downtown core. 
Cap rate of 9%. Asking only 
$310,000,00. Possible vendor 
financing. For more into on this 
or other Shuswap investments 
contact Bob Dunn 1-800-890- 
9166 Salmon Arm Realty. 
',ROUND LAKE Ranch" 215+ 
acres on Round Lake Rd. Ex- 
cellent, Near new buildings, 
good corrals, pasture .& hay- 
land. Have water dug-out, and 
spring fed well and Round Lake 
water, Equipr~ent available 
separately. 1.250-846-5553. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. Call Altima Flefin- 
ishin!:l. 1-250-638-6388. 
This affordable one of 
a kind New Victorian 
Home is a must to view. 
1330 sq. ft., 
3 bedrooms, 1 I /2  baths 
for on ly  $149,900 oo 
plus G.S.T. 
Call 635-7429 
to v iew or jo in  us at 
2610 Braun. 





are :  
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal  635-3531 
Gil l ian 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
~.n e of us a call. ~,)  
12X66 1972 mobile hor~e, 3 
bedrooms, new line and carpet. 
Must be moved. $15,000. 846- 
9763. 
14 X 70 mobile homes, new for 
sale in Burns Lake. Starting at 
$19,500. No taxes payable on 
our B.C. registered homes, Call 
1-250-692-3375 or 1-250.692- 
7295. 
1979 12 x 68, mobile home, 
bright "roomy", modern decor, 
excellent condition, 4 applianc- 
es, storage shed, $29,500 obo, 
Phone 635-1813. 
1984 14 x 71 mobile home, 
vaulted ceiling, 4 appliances, no 
wood paneling. $28,000.00 de- 
livered. 1980 nabco 14 x 70, 4 
appliances $22,000.00 deliv- 
ered. Five other mobile homes 
to choose from. 1-800-809- 
8041. 
1989 ELITE 30 ft. 5th wheel 
penthouse style, fully loaded all 
ready to move in, set up in Wild 
Duck R.V. Park. #6. Asking 
$19,000. Phone 635-6437. 
COME TO J & G Mobile Home 
Sales Inc. in Alberta for great 
deals on quality guaranteed 
homes. Phone us at 1-403-458- 
6398. 
KERMODE PARK home sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring modular 
homes and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- 
vated 12' and 14' wide homes, 
starting at $8,500 and $15,200. 
New 1997 14 x 70, $42,900. 
Will deliver. Jandel Homes. 1- 
403-478-1404, 
LOOKING FOR a mobile home 
at a great price? 14x60 2 bdrm, 
front kitchen, fridge and stove. 
$19,500. 14x70 3 bdrm, front 
livingroom, new carpet and 
line. $21,500. 14x70 3 bdrm, 
front livingroom, new carpet and 
line, fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer, dishwasher. $27,000. 
14x70 3 bdrm, 2 full baths. 
Excellent condition. $20,900. 
Free Deliverylff Lakeview Mo- 
bile Homes, Moose Jaw, Sask. 
Call today....1-306-694-5455. 
MOBILE HOME pads available 
now. Order your new home to- 
day Boulderwood MHP. Call 
Gordon 635-1182. 
1 NEW 2 bedroom unit in 4 
pies. 5 appliances, n/g 
fireplace, mini sotrage $850.00 
per month. Phone 638-2071 or 
635-4954 eveninqs. 
2 BDRM loft apt, central, 1 year 
old, 5 appL, utilities/cable incl., 
no smokers, $850, BAD Proper- 
ties, 638-0797. 
2 BDRM condo, quiet building, 
n/g fireplace, ensuite, carport 
and security entrance. Ref's, 
$750, B & D Properties 638- 
0797. 
2 LARGE BEDROOM TRAIL- 
ER for rent (addition), 5 ap- 
pliances, pad paid. Thornhifi 
$700 per month, $350 damage. 
Call 638-7690. 
3 BDRM duplex, f/a, included, 
ng fireplace & car port. No pets 
please, $800/month, plus. 
Damage, for more into. Call 
638-1801 aft 6 pm. 
3 BDRM suite with wall to wall 
carpet, large sundeck & large 
yard. No pets, no smoker, ref's 
required. Avail. May 1st/97 near 
uplands school. 635-3827. 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for large 2 bedroom basement 
suite in Horseshoe area. Close 
to downtown, no pets. Refer- 
ences required. Available 
March 15th. Phone 635-9340, 
leave messaqe. 
FOR RENT Available May 1, a 
three bedroom split level condo, 
two blocks from city centre. 
Modern decor. $800 per month, 





FOR RENT in Thornhill trailer 
court. 3 bedroom with hobby 
room available immediately, 
suitable for professional work- 
ing couple references and dam- 
age deposit required• No pets 
635-1393 leave messacle. 
FOR RENT one 2 bedroom 
trailer newly renovated suitable 
for a couple or single person. 
No pets $550 per month. Phone 
635-2319 or 638-8052. 
FOR RENT one bedroom 
house in Thornhill area. No 
pets. Rent $415 per month: 
Phone 635-2319 or 638-8052. 
LARGE TWO bedroom duplex 
close to downtown, includes 
five appliances, sundeck, yard 
with fruit trees. $875 includes 
heat, no smokinfl 635-9202. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St, Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
ON SOUTHSIDE a 4 bdrm. 
1400 sq. ft. one level hme on 
1/2 acre comes with w/d, & 
vacuum cleaner, quality green 
house:,& large,garden space 
$850/mon. 635-1214, leave 
messa~:le. Available April 14th. 
ONE & 2 bedroom suites for 
rent. Ref's required. No pets. 
Phone 635-6428. 
ONE BDRM plus basement su- 
ite, separate driveway $ en- 
trance, quiet garden space 
available, $450/month. Phone 
638-8250. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, rat's 
required. $500 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
ROOM & board available for 
responsible male in private 
residence. For further 
information phone 635-2842. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share 3 bdrm. house, south 
side area. For more into call 
635-1354, 
SHARED ACCOM. April 1st 
$240.00 including all utilities. 
W/d, shared kitchen, etc. 635- 
6321 Paul, Thornhill Pub area. 
TWO BDRM suite, f/s 1/2 block 
from town, $700/ month. No 
pets, non smokers. Available, 
April 15/97, Call 638-0046. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 




* On-Site Professional 
Manager 
* We Pay Heat & Hot Water 
* Mini-Blinds 
* Laundry Room Facilities 






NEW! NEW! NEWt 
Re/Max of Terrace is proud to announce the 
addition of a new service to the community. 
We are now including licensed property 
management in our family of services. 
Please contact our Property Manager, 
Gloria Kirkpatrick for any enquiries 
~ i i  regarding residential rentals, 
P.F//HI~( o f  Ter race  
"3  638-1400 
TWO BDRM apartment close to 
town. security entrance, non- 
smoker, no pets, f/s, coin 
laundry, $575/month, call 635- 
5653. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment. 
Fridge stove window covering, 
washer dryer hook-up, utilities 
extra, on bench in Thornhill. 
Phone 635-2864. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, cozy charming rural resi- 
dence. All utilities included, 
small pet ok, excellent for one 
or two adults. Refs 635-0198, 
$700. 
WANTED TO rent!! Clean one 
or two bdrm suite/home/ apt] 
for new couple moving in May. 
Please call collect 604-473- 
9729. 
1 
0FFIC..~E SPAC__~E AVAILABLE 
450 square feet, $595/month 
all inclusive in the 
ALMARLIN BUII~ING, 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE 
looking to rent house, trailer or 
house sit. Prefer outlying areas 
of Terrace. Have dog. Non 
smokers. References available. 
Call 798-2265 after 6 pro. 
RESPONSIBLE NON smoking 
couple with no pets looking for 
2 - 3 bedroom house with ga- 
rage to rent in the Terrace area 
for May lsU97. Ref's Available. 
Phone 1-604-576-0202 or 536- 
9781. 
WANTED CLEAN one or two 
bdrm basement suite for May 1 
or 15. Call Shane 604-526- 
1059. 
$$$ SAVE up to 75% on kitch- 
en and bath renovations and 
remodeling. Call Altima refinish- 
ing for a free estimate, 638- 
6388 or 1-800-639-7518. 
1994 DODGE Ram 4x4- 1500, 
26,000 kms, one owner. 
$21,950. Model airplane, 5' 
wing-span, controller end 
accessories $795. Oxy/ Ace! 
complete outfit $165. 847-9174. 
FRESH SEAFOOD 
HALIBUT • SHRIMP 
CRAB • SOLE " COD 
CHATHAM SOUW SEAFOOD 
Tel/Fax 638-1050 
THE ANNLIAL Burns Lake 
Kinsmen Tradeshow. April 11 & 
12 '97. To rent a booth 
($300.00) Call 1-250-692-4137 
for more into. call Todd. 
BAYGEN NO POWER. No bat- 
teries. A radio designed for 
,remote Africa isnow available 
in B.C. Great for disaster emer- 
gency kits, cottagers, boaters, 
hunters, snowmobilers, remote 
camp workers and for people 
who wish to reduce batteries in 
landfills. Available at Smithco, 
R.R. #1, $7 C7, Smithers, B.C. 
'VOJ 2NO. 1-250-847-1997. 
BURNS LAKE Tweedsmuir 
Park Rod & Gun Club, 22nd an- 
nual 1000 yd shoot. May 3 sight 
in only. May 4, shooting compe- 
tition starts 8 a.m. sharp. All 
classes - all open. $25.00 al! 
classes of shooting plus meal. 
Into call Bills Guns 1-250-692- 
3600 or John at 1-250-692- 
3249. 
CRAFT SUPPLIES SALE, 
paints, doll and toy parts, dried 
florals, wood cutouts, fabric, pa- 
per mache. 4822 Loen. Phone 
638-1219. March 21, 7 - 10pro 
and March 22, 9 - 12. 
DINING ROOM table, and 4 
chairs dark wood $300.00, new 
carpet 12x14 $200.00, 1978 
Olds Omeca Ere hatchback 
$900.00, white poodle male/ 
one year, gentle obedient, 
$300.00 obo. Phone 632-4724. 
FOR SALE: Pre-fabbed 
greenhouses and utility sheds, 
wood constructed and 
assembled do-it-yourself kits for 
sheds from $500.00. Dirk 
Bakker 638-1768 after 5 pm. 
SCUBA DIVING equipment 
includes 3 sets of gages, 2 
drysuits, and much more! 
$1200 obo. Also an old parlour 
stove for sale. $100 obo. Phone 
635-4437 & leave a message. 
Hay $4 a bale. 
TWO BIKES, ONE GIRLS 
BIKE LIKE NEW $75.00, ONE 
LADLES MTN BIKE KOKANEE 
NORCO.$175.00 CALL 635- 
3763 FOR MORE INFO. 
"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I 
looking for that 




• Assessments ~'~( - 
• Evoluctions ~ ~  
Terrace, Kifimat, /~ / / /  
Prince Rupert u-, ~/  
Toll Free !-800-665-7998 
PH/FAX 635-7532 
ii 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Slrangway at 635-3333 
TWO BOILERS 3800 btu. ec 
$700.00 each. Call 632-7631 
for more into. 
WOMEN'S SKI boot Nordica 
V25, size 26.5 (8) $120.00 and 
Skits Kastle size 180, good con- 
dition $150. Phone 638-7650. 
WOODCRAFT PORTABLE 
Sawmills Canada Ltd. At!n: log- 
gers, ranchers, lumbermen. 
Break up special. Original 
woodcraft portable sawmill. 
Rancher special $12,799, gas 
fully loaded $22,600, and yes, 
we have Diesel power fully 
loaded $24,950. Make Money 
Save Money. Toll Free: 1-888- 
339-0121. 











Your ad wil l  appear in 
Terrace Standard 
* Smithers Interior News 
• Prince George Free 
Press 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake lakes District 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
• Kitimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven communilies 
for four v~,eks. 
s59 o  
Call Classifieds at 
638-7283 
CASH FOR old synlhs/key- 
boards - looking for Roland, 
Moog, sequential ARP, Korg, 
etc. Even if not In working con- 
dition. Call Kevin, days at 638- 
1158. 
OLDER TRAVEL trailer or 5th 
wheel with one bedroom. 
Phone 635-2556, 
WANTED OLD Indian Baskets. 
Also rare or unusual historical 
items. What do you have? Free 
evaluationsl Phone Colin Walsh 
1-250-836-3242. 
WANTED TO buy. New Holland 
square baler, 276 or similar. 
Reasonable condition, 1-250- 
692-3805 re 1,250.692-3801. 
Also for sale - 7"17 New Holland 
Forage harvester with 540 
P,TO. 
1980 STOCK Camaro Berlinet- 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 
OBO, 635-8200. 
96 -Tl~e Terrace Standard, Wedne'sdav, April 2, 1997 
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'96 Jeep Grand 
CheroKee 
Automatic, ~JC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Crulse, ~lt 
$31,895 
'96 Plynmuth Breeze 
Automatic, NC, Cruise, Tilt 
$17,588 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
$18,995 
'95 Dodge Stratus E.S. 
v6, Automatic, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Wind. & Locks, 
12,000 kin. Now $17,995 
'94 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 Pick up Laramie SLT 
V-8 Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
$23,995 
'92 Dodge Club Cab 
uiesel LE 
1 Ton, ~C, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks 815,995 
160, H I~AVYDUTY 
EQUIPMENT , 
:FORD 
'95 Ford Contour 
Automatic,NC, Cruise 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'95 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $22,588 now $21,588 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Auto., A/C, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks, 28,000 
km 
$17,588 
'94 Ford Escort 
4 Cylinder, Automatic 
$10,995 
'93 Ford F-350 4x4 
8 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Diesel 
was $19,995 now 818,885 
'02 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt was 
$15,995 now $14,095 
'92 Ford 4x4 
5 Speed, Canopy 
was $14,995 now $13,995 
'90 Ford E -1~4x4 
was ~995 now $3,995 
'89 Ford F-150 4X4 
Extra Cab, V-8, XLT Lariat, 
A/C, Power Windows 
& Locks, Cruise, Tilt 
was $11,995 now $3,885 
G M  
'95 Geo Metro 
3 Door Hatchback 
$7,995 
'95 Chevy Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, ~/C Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows 
& Locks, plus more. 
$31,885 
'95 Chew Tahoe 
4dr, 4x4, loaded, super clean 
$36,995 
'95 GMC 4x4 
$20,995 




'97 Toyot$~4 Runner 
8,500 km's,NC, 5 Speed 
$29,995 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
l.indted 
V-6, Auto, Leather, Sunroof, 
Power Locks, Windows & 
Mirrors, He, Crulse & Tilt $42,995 
g5 Toyota. coma 4x4 
E~traCab, 5 Speed 
$21,995 
'94 Hissan Pathfinder 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette, 
Power Wind. & Locks, Cruise 
$24,985 
'94 Toyota Pick up 
4x4 Extra Cab, V6, 5 Speed 
$18,885 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
v-6, SRS, 4x4 - $22,885 
'91 Toyota 4 Runner 












1983 HONDA Station wagon. 5 
spd F.W.D. Good shape. Some 
rust. Very economical to 
operate. $2500.00 obo. 1-250- 
698-7627 eve. 
1985 LINCOLN 4dr towncar. 
New paint, inspection certificate, powertrain, motor, 
brakes, rotors done, 1996 
immaculate high miler $4995.00 
firm. 638-7607. 
1986 FORD Escort GT, Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey:& black, 
Motor in excellent condition, 
$350020 obo. Phone 635- 
8200. 
HUNTERS SPECIAL 1994 
Argo, 8 wheel, conquest, ag- 
gressive tires, handrail, 4200 Ib 
winch. Used one season. War- 
rant,/ $8000 obo, Rob 1-250- 
694-3654. 
SKYLARK 10.5 ft family camp- 
er. This is a toilet model with 
hot water system and propane 
fridge. Also selling the 1988 
GMC regular cab pickup 3500 
series four wheel drive that car- 
ries the camper. Priced at 
$14,000 for both. 4944 Cooper 
Drive, 635-5338. 
1986 HYUNDAI excel, lue, 4 . . . . . . . . . .  
door, Standard trans., one 
owner, 171,978 km's $1500.00; 
Phone 635-2530. 
1987 GRAND Am low km's, 
exc. cond., $5000. Phone 798- 
2002. 
1993 SUNBIRD 4 door, a~n/fm 
cass., cruise, tilt, pwr, locks, 
a/c, abs brakes, g.cond., 
$8000.00. 635-1983 in 
eveninqs. 
1996 HONDA Civic CX, like 
new, 21,500 kms, highway, 
female owned. 4 years on 
warranty, silver, 2 winter tires 
w/rims, am/fro cassette 
$14,500. 636-2623. 
40' TRAILER complete with 
dual washroom/showers $3,000 
Call John or Paul at 847-3308. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver, Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield Be. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or Intarnet ww~.voya- 
~er-RV.com. 
1979 HARLEY Davidson 
Sportster. Aniiversary special, 
1000 cc, black/ chrome, 
$4800.00. Call 250-636-2826. 
1996 ARCTIC Cat Bear Cat 
550, utility sled, suited for 
recreation, 156x16" track. Great 
shape 1600 kms. Extra jet sel, 
other extra's $6000 obo. 636- 
2623. 
J 16 FT. fiberglass wood river 
I boat 50 hp. Mere. Jet. Comes ATTENTION! [ with trailer. Exc. running 
condition $2,200. 638-8809. 
FORD DIESEL TRUCK OWNERS jet, approx 50 hours, with con- 
trols & steering, like new, 
h~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i; ~ E ".'~ ~ ~% ~L $7500. Ca11638-8250. 
See Our Qualified Specialists and Restore your I 
Truck to like New Fuel Economy and Power. 
L'E;J; INTiERNATIONAL ~;. ~i I
3467 H~: ]6Ei TERRACE----- - - - - -  ' i  9 9e ! 
955 J.D Tractor, 30 hours. 
18,500.00, 8' Bigfoot camper 
$8700.00. 1-250-695-6584. 
JD 360 Cat c/w bucket]blade, 
$9500. OC3 Cat bucket]blade, 
c/w spare parts, $4500. Travel 
trailer 12', $2250. 2 Marine en- 
gines with Volvo legs, $4000 
each. 2 aluminum boats with 
trailers. 1-250-697-2474. 
ONE TRI-axle gooseneck 
trailer, right foot six inch deck; 
vacuum over hydraulic brakes. 
Equipment ramps. Spare tire 
and cargo winches. Excellent 
condition, Call Grouse Moutain 
Trucking Ltd. Phone 1-250-345- 
7220 or fax: 1-250-345-7207. 
A TOUCH of the wild. Hybrid 
wolf pups. Excellent compan- 
ions, very intelligent, faithful, 
obedient. Call 847-4959. 
CKC REGISTERED BLACK 
lab retdaver pups. Tattooed, 
wormed, shots. Great family 
dog, ready to go. $300 - $400 
842-6447. 
MOVING MUST SELL. English 
Mastiff 1 year old, very gentle, 
house broken, in/outside dog, 
Brindle color, CKC registered, 
Show quality. Paid $2000. Ne- 
gotiable to the right person. 
846-5758 eveninqs. 
THE TACK STORE. Everything 
for the horse lover. Gifts, har- 
ness and saddlery, 4 kms. out 
of Telkwa on Skillhorn Road. 
Wednesday to Saturday, 10 am 
- 4 pm or by appointment 846- 
9863. 
ALFALFA MIX round bale. De- 
livered semi load lots. Cow and 
horse hay. Call 963-3499. 
GRASS, GRASS mix or alfalfa 
hay, suitable for horses or 
cattle. Also straw, all in square 
bales. Can deliver 1-250-847- 
4083. 
GRASS, GRASS mix, or alfalfa 
hay, suitable for horses or cat- 
tle. Also straw, all in square 
bales. Can deliver 1-250-847- 
4083. 
HORSE AND tack auction, 
Sunday, Arpil 20, 1997, 11:30 
am, Consign your horses & tack 
early. Phone B.C. Auctions 1- 
250-992-9325, Quesnel, B.C. 
LONE FIR ranch reg. polled 
Hereford Bulls, moderate birth 
weights, good selection. Also 
bred commercial heifers for fall 
sale. (250) 690-7527 Fort Fras- 
er. 
FOR SALE - ground square 
bales alfalfa or grass mix. 
$3/bale. Pick up at field or can 
be delivered. 1-250.690-7218. 
FOR SALE: Yearling black An- 
gus bulls. Reasonably priced. 
Phone Bob in Vanderhoof at 1- 
250-567-2872. 
GORGEOUS REGISTERED 
Quarterhoree stallion, breeding 
of worlds top 5 families, lots of 
chrome. Improve your breeding 
operation, 1-250-692-3722. 
MEAT GOAT kids $1.50/Ib live 
weight. Ready for Easter. Avail- 
ability veer round. Reg. pur- 
ebreJ ~,ubian kids and Boer 
crosses in ~av. Kiln 846-5967. 
QUARTER HORSE buckskin 
gelding; 15.1 hh, $2500. 
Arab/Quarterhorse bay mare, 
14.3hh $2500. Western saddle 
16", $450. Wintec sport saddle 
15", $400. Call 847-9113, 847- 
2297. 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Christmas. Everything for 
the horse lover. T-shirts, mugs, 
Breyer horses. Order by Oct 15 
to avoid disappointment. Open 
Wednesday -Saturday, 10 - 4 
pm, Call 846-9863, 
TRANSPORTATION FOR my 
good friend (Darvis my horse) 
from Terrace to the Lower 
Mainland. I'd be happy to fly up 
and share driving or will pay 
straight fee. April-May ideal. 
Please call collect if you can 
help. 1-604-294-6587 evenings 
before 9 pro. Thanks, Cheryl. 
WORMS - Complete starter kit 
or bulkl Compost. Red Wiggler 
Earthworms. Free literature and 
sound advice. On sale until 
April 15, 1997. 15% off regular 
price. (Seniors 20% off). To 
start composting now call: 1- 
25@845-7783 Bulkley Valley 
Earthworm Hatchery. 
1980 FORD ext cab 150, metal ~p( 
framed flatdeck, good running 
condition $3500 obo 842-6739. ir Le t  th  
1981 CHEV 4x4 short wheel ese  ' ~.~ base, new tires, runs good. ~ ~.~" .~. . ,  ~ '~ '~ 
........ f i I h ip  
-~-..,..=~ ~.~ "~ re.." "-~"" - -" ~.-,~ o • ~%~:- ~-~ $2500. Phone 635-1752. Ill - i~ .~.~ p 
..... re ess ona s  e ! 1984 CHEV Astro van, low ~l  ;}~ 
mileage on'rebuilt engine ithy 
asking $4000.00. Phone 692- ) OU W k fr Urthome ,o,, Y 
6.2 ,,,re diesel. 1971 Frontier wor  m e 
camper, 8' too many new parts ~ [ ~ 3 ~  
tolist.$6000oboforboth, Cal, ~ ~ i~ . ~...-... __ ___._ . ~  g d p! 
842-6739. ~ . . . . .  roun u 
1987 MAZDA extended cab ~ ~ . = = . ~ - ~ ~ A  ~" 
pick-up has a canopy, boxliner, , ~ ~ ~ q ~  
5 speed, and low km's $3800. ~ Y 
Call 635-9061. ~ ,~ ~'~ 
1989 FORD Ranger, two wheel ~ J  tvWlNI;t43rLC~3R P AN~ n', .~"~ ~ t~: "~: {~';" ] !~" ~'", ~ ;'~"(~" 
drive, short box, 4 cyl., new ~ -o=; ~:i.~ . . . .  - :'~ 
paint job, good winter tires, c/w ) ,~ / \  ;.:,=~ ~".=; '~:~: I~ i i i  
tool box & summer tires, $5000. li /,.v i~"~ ~'~ /k~' ~," ~( f .~ .~. i  
635-2935. ~' ,:-, - ~ \ .  ?=~-,, ~ ~ 
1990 FORD ranger XLT, new " / i ! . . . '~  ~ . ~  ,~=  
2.9L V6 motor, gas/propane, 5 "~ ~.~ .. ~..: .... t:J,.. ~= 
speed, extended cab, 2 wd, . : .o = = ,. 
asking $5,800 obo. Phone 1- I .. " ~ '; ,'~ . . . .  ~ ~ ~ .~ 
250-567-3912atter6pm. ' ~ I 
1992 3/4 ton Dodge, cummins I : I Ivl;'~l ' - :~ ' : "  I-~I~ ~-~ 
diesel 4x4' 5 spd" L°aded ~I~ J l ~1~ 
230,000 km. 1-250-696-3379. .~k,~ 
1993 FORD 1/2 Ton. Good ~ sn,-o,' 
shape, 4x4, for $11,800 obo. PII 4~ 
635-7794 or 635-1705. , ~ 
1995 F-150 4x4 xcab XL cruise, 
tilt, stereo, A.C. chrome pack. 3 House P lans  Ava i lab le  Through Tear mFRIGIDAIRE ' 
Running boards, box liner. Only 
22,000 km. Only $17,900.00 1- ~" Enterprises ~ , 
250-692"3375. '  ace ] d te:s T,td, ~ i  ~ ~ Parlasoni¢ ) 
Did:l;( zd;ez turbo diesel, 14,600 kms, ~C, )~b Residential cruise, short box, 5 speed, ~ $31,000 obo, 847-9266. ~ General Contracting I '~L~Y~G ~ 
CANOPY (FIBERGLASS), full I =~I IENNI .A IR  I' 
size, it fits S-10 or S-15, or So- .~  i /11 ,' 
noma pick up, 90 x 60. Asking 3207 Munroe, Terrace HOME "The Appliance Experts" --4 
$350, 3 years old. Call 1-250- '~  ....... __ ~:~ . . . .  m.i ~Totem Countrywide Furniture ' ~ 635 6273 " ,  632-3820fOrSMITHERS BA EDm°reinformatiOn'company 'd~ - t iM  r " ~  4501 LokelseAve. 638-1158 1-800-813-1158 ~, 
looking for full or partial Iowbed 
loads from any point from ~ . 31)~i f . .~~ ~ t r 
Prince George to Terrace. Very ~ , ~  Leta.p 
reasonable rates, 1-250-847- rofesswnal do r" I INCEGEOFE For alE your decoratin2  needs 
4083. , ~ ~ ~the/ob ,  call PNJfor: IHome BuJlders', @ ' 
" ' " " " ' * " ' " " ' " ' " " ; ' "  M . in ten .nce  [A~%oc ia t ion  l .' CorpetLinoleum ." LigStingFixtures ' l to rd~vo0d " 
I t  ,, i~  ' :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:- • Insta l la t io tz  Pr i t  Pau l  Toor . Ceran~icTiles • ~/indow 
Coverings , Serv ices  • Service Ph. (604) 564-4990 • Area Rugs ~ r 
3702 Goheen Pl. , YOUR DECOR ' 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 4Z4 
i £~i'iiiia~i:!i  qT ~ ................ . .......... ""~'~"~,~:..~i~...1' "l'he Lennox CompleleHeel Syslem is very 1, w= ~= m, ~ m  : ,,-,,-,;,,,-~, :: .; well adjusted, 
: :.",; ,,.,. i~.i. , ,~. ! 
~" 4,,, . • " 
• Reproduction Furniture • Mirrors • Lamps 
• Home Accessories and ...Interior Decorating Services 
635-7466 
- ",m,,%,%; • .~"<" 
Ph: (604) 635.2801 
"Leadingthe way m ~ Fax:16041635-3612~ 
home decorating 
• Window C0verings • Wallpaper • Ceramic Tile j .~ \ /  ~]  
!~ ~l~.¸  ~. .  
KITCHENS 
CELLIHi,SIGNATURE.CAHAC CABINETS 
] II's a high-efficiency furnace and a high. 
I effidency weler healer wilh e vJrlrudly unlimiled supply of hot waler. In fad, il's 
i so efficienl you'd have In be clazy not l0 
i "~ ( ' ~ , ' " -  :! buyit. LENNO,I¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ib 
Farwlte llterlleattr £ompltlled, ~ 
F :~CF%~gBF~ i 
Northwest Mechanical Inc. l 
5239 Keith Ave • 635.4770 or 63,5.7158 I 
Out of Town 1-800-566-7156 I 
I1E.ESTABLISHYOUn CREDIT 
!90. LIVESTOCK 
I 210; GARAGE .- 
SALES ~ , 
230. PERSONA 
• r 






REG, YEARLING hereford 
bulls, from our new herd sire, 
Good selection, will all be 
semen tested, Also for sale: 1 
ton GMC farm truck. Contact 
The Gattiker Farm at 846-5494. 
REGISTERED QUARTER- 
HORSE, 7 years old, gelding, 
dapple grey, 16.3 hh, beginner 
dressage, $4C00, Call 1-250- 
695-6548. 
REGISTERED YEARLING red 
Angus bulls gentle, halter 
broke. Call 846-5722. 
YEARLING CHAROLAIS and 
"Red Angus bulls. Also 2 - 2 
year old, Red Angus bulls. Con- 
tact Giddings Bros, at 846- 
5628, 
A'n'N. ALL craflers & garage 
saler's. The 747 Air Cadets are 
having a MEGA garage 
sale/craft sale/bake sale and 
you're all invited to attend, To 
book a table just call Karen at 
635-3763 A $10 rental charge 
or $15 for 2 tables, Call now! 
6 Me female cat. Black/ grey/ 
white with ringed tail, goes by 
Scooter. Call 635-6836 if found. 
DID YOU know that,...? Abor- 
tion is "battering" in the womb - 
the earliest and most violent 
form of child abuse.Terrace 
Pro-Life, Box 852 Terrace 635- 
9552 
SWM, 4O'S, clean cut, clean 
shaven, heart of gold, n/s, n/d, 
seeks female who wants a long 
term relationship based on 
trust, honesty and most of all 
love. Race no barrier. Children 
most welcome. All reolies an- 
swer P.O. Box 971, Terrace, 
B.C., V6G 4R2. 
Tired of Counting 
Calories? Hax4ng no 
energy, feeling 
lethargic? Summers 
around the corner. It's 
possible and easy. 
No dieting required. 




One On One 
24 Hrs. A Day 
$3.99. per min. 
Must be 1 8 yrs 
Call 
1-900-451 -5302 
• " EXT 3034 ' "  
| i 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE "rRAMSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
bu can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o,k~ 
It is not e,k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
D 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latler Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messaqe. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, 
Phone 635-6533, 
ADULT On-Set Ache 
Scar Tissue Damage 
Anti Aging. 
All Natural Solution! 
Interested? 





LIVE & PERSOHAL 
RATED #1 IN  CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS tALK 
LIVE i ON 1 
LOVE ~ GIFTED 
MONEY ~ ~ ACCURATE 
CAREER ~__~ PSYCHICS 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99/mln - 18+ 
Lardy Lardy I 
was once 40. 
But ain't it Nifty I 




Robert & Elaine Fell 
of Whltecoufl, A/be[to ate 
pleasea to 
announce the engagement 









Whet u resnnppingal 
;ofewa! lay make sure you 
take the lime l0 suy 
Huppy 40th Judy• 
l ~an.,, irthday Mom! 0re unc u, on, tesley, Rod & Jeff 
Our Siecere thank you to 'M.I our 
family, friends and neighbors for 
their support in the sudden loss 
of our son .'rod brother. 
Thank you for the food, flowers 
and phone c,dls 'also to the 
RCMP, Jasndne and Candea for 
their comfort. 
Mso to McKays Funeral home 
for the kind service, Father John 
Smith for his words of comfort. 
To 'Canada Safeway for the 
numerous amounts of cold 
plates and flowers. 
Speci:d thanks to these who 
traveled from Prince Rupert 
& Vancouver. 
Mr. & Mrs. Ole Eide, Gunnar & 
Carla Eide, Marg Benoit & 
Fancily, Doug Blael~'nore, your 
caring and kindness meant so 
much to us. And will 'always be 
remembered. 
The F~unily of Tony Sutherland 
3-7-97 
Mother, Father. Adeline & Louis 
Nadon ef Terrace. 
Rodney Sutherland efVancouver 
Sisters Adeline lgna.s (Steven) of 
Q.CC, Elizabeth ntterr 
(Stephen) of Terrace, Nephews, 
Nieces & many relatives. 
ANIMAL LOVER woule be de- 
lighted to care for your pet and 
home while you vacation. Day- 
care available for shift workers. 
Lots of rers and experience. 
Phone 635-9193. 
ATTENTION SMALL business- 
es, why pay high accounting 
fees for your bookkeeping 
needs? For confidential, profes- 
sional bookkeeping service. 
Manual or Computer call 635- 
9592. 
CREDIT PROBLEMS? 
Powerful program teaches how 
to legally repair credit, and 
much more! Call toll-free 1-888- 
992-8992. 
DO YOU Need Some R & R? 
Come to Lakeside Retreat for a 
B & B weekend and enjoy being 
pampered. Rainbow trout, 12' 
boat & gourmet meals. "Sweet- 
heart Special", family package 
or give yourself a treat. Phone 
1-604-573-4549. Pinantan 
Lake. Kamloops. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink - reglaze ill Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink-reglaze itl Color chang- 
HOME AND ~et care, Going 
out of town? Call "Keep Them 
Alive." One visit/day $7.00. Two 
visit/day $10.00. Lawns and 
gardens $10/watering day. Ref- 
erences available. 638-8069. 
55 THOUSAflD dollars for an 
established flower shop. Locat- 
ed downtown Prince George 
B.C. 1-250-561-1921 evenings, 
1-250-563-8030 days, 1-250- 
563-4434 fax. 
BE YOUR own bossl - Used 
Kwik Kerb Business package 
for sale - everything you need 
to start your own curbing 
business. Rare opportunity - 
one onlyll Save $$ off the 
original purchase price. Serious 
inauiries only (240) 847-4157 
evenings. 
CHALKY'S BILLIARDS 
Kitimat. Excellent cash flow, 
business, phone Rob at 250- 
638-1162 ir 250-635-6331. 
Serious inquires only please. 
COMMERCIAL FISHING in 
Alaska. Make up to $30,000 in 
three months. Other positions 
available. Men/women. Call M- 
F 8a-10p central time. 1-504- 
641-7778 ext 0565K11. 
DO YOU love Candles? 
PartyLite Gifts Ltd. offers an 
opportunity to earn extra 
income while enjoying beautiful 
candles and accessories. You 
have the freedom to determine 
your own income and hours. 
We offer excellent 
compensation. For more 
information call Carrie collect 
(250) 885-5815. 
ENJOY THE rewards of control- 
ling your own financial future 
while helping others plan for 
theirs, Down-to-earth financial 
management. Money concepts. 
For franchise information, con- 
tact Barrie Sylvester, 1-800- 
838-8331 www.moneycon- 
cepts.ca. Money concepts is a 
member fo the Canadian Fran- 
chise Association. 
EXCELLENT BUSINESS op- 
portunity. Embroidery T-shirt 
shop. Established clientele turn- 
key operation rocated in Tar- 
race's Skeena Mall. Serious en- 
quiries only. 1-250-635-4388, 
FRANCHISE BUSINESS for 
sale. Profitable, well stocked 
store in beautiful northwest B.C. 
Tobacco, gifts and lottery in- 
cluded in turn-key operation. 
Located in Terrace's busiest 
mall. Evenings, t-250-635- 
3166. 
LIFE SAVERS distributorship, 
will not interfere with present 
employment. No selling 
required. Just restock 
established accounts handling 
life savers candy minimum 
investment. $8500.00. Best one 
person business eyed Just ask 
our dealers for free information 
and colour borchure, call 1-800- 
336-4296. 
HIGH PRESSURE, concrete 
foundation damproofing tar 
spray unit business for sale, 
Low investment, excellent re- 
turns, Leave message, ph, 635- 
2556. 
TERRACE STOCK Car Assoc. 
is looking for individuals or busi- 
nesses interested in supplying 
concession services at Terrace 
Speedway for the 1997 Race 
Season. Services would be re- 
quired every second weekend 
from May 11 - Sept 14. Musl 
own self contained unit, hydro 
available, no water. Please sub- 
mit menus, prices lists & details 
of your operation to T.S.C.A. 
P.O. Box 1021 Terrace. B.C. 
V8G 4V1 by April 1, 1997. 
A GROWTH opportunity awaits 
the success-minded self-moti- 
vated individual who is accept- 
ed into our training program. 
For those students with market- 
ing, hiring and training skills, 
fast promotions to Bran.ch and 
division responsibilities are in 
store. Call 635-3066 for an in- 
terview and ask for Kathy. 
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I)iscOvet: the 
A t, ofGreat, p.izza  
Panagopoulos Pizza is one of the leading pizza chains in Western Canada. 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES 
are now available in CRESTON, GOLDEN, KEI.OWH&, 
KITIMAT, OSOYOOS and TERRACE. 
(,o,) 8571568 ' " t314  
Ric aul g3ng 
FOI k ATION 
This Foundat ion is dedicated to f inancial ly supporting 
community recreation projects and the improvement  of 
sports facilities.- 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
Th9 Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
To Book an ad in the Home Based Business 
Call Tracey Tomas at 638-7283 
Te,~ue.~.S V ~ v ~  
All Occassions ~ ~  
Gift Ba6ket : ' - ~ ~  
Heather Kirkaldy " ~ ~  '~ 
Ph: 635-9505 " '~=~ 
or 635-4027 
"Let us add that personal Touch to Gift Givin.q" 
Trumpet  & Brass  Ins t ruct ion  
Bob Butchart 
( B. Music ) 
( ~  20+ years of playing 
. and teaching experience 
%='~J" 638 8025 " 
(A member of TIME) 
GH M DRAFTING 
COMPUTER DRAFTING I 
Residential • Small Commercial ! 3OYeers Experience 
638-8310 (Fax) 635-1247 
Gerard H. Michaud 
4936 Park Ave., Terrace 
J Z ~  HOUSE&CElUNGcLEANING 
I ~Wolk" Ceilings •General Cleaning. Doily • ~eek~f • Moelhly 
POPCORN PART IES  INC.  
John & Heather Austin 
Distributor 
4815 $(0, Avenue 
Terrace B.C. VBG 2B5 (250) 635-2365 
• 'l i i 
::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:i:/::iii:i~::~:.$i:ii 
or Fmnk & So,oh Pongracz and es and chip repairs available. 
rERRACE TRANSITION thetare Wltf~ GraceFelL Ca 562-8766 or 567-4171 I 
HOUSE Weddlngl .kepl=eM P lent i fu l  I Twilight Spas & ~. ump$,pply ~i= ~/11,'I1"/' Whilecourb Alberta UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
t . , l~,~'U'-tHl ' / ,  August 2, 1997 at tub so that it shines like the day I , ~  , Spas & Gazebos 
, ,4FI I~) I JR'~.O.&.Y , W~ite¢ourtUnitedChurch., ,t was installed. Your choice of ' - -  BifliardToh'es&Accessories 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  =~ ~= 180 colours. 1-250-638-6388, r "~.~=' -  = ,= ,~, , ,~ Jk . , , . .  Chemicals & Fragrances 
' " ~ • Hot Tub To s & Accessories 
PPdVE WINNING ANTIPASTO, JAMS AND CIII~YS I ~,gl~Ull l lara$ • Filtre Cleaning Services 
r '~  I TERR A C E I Jeff Town (250)Ph°ne#635 259 I ,,,,; , . - .. , .~ : : . .  ' Pump Repairs 
3675 Walnut Dr. . ~ :b TAb [[) ARD I Terrace, B,C. rax,~ VSG 5G1 (250) 635-0186 
'~v  , - - '  - ,I C0me see us at the Farmers Market May-0dober 
ADVERTISER I - Kookamal Furniture~. ...... ., 
i fine woM wQr~..~d-~>~ry-~ :~ 
"; . . . .  ~M iSi~¢ 3, Co5 
635~29 ) '%efface, B.C. 
Oualily kit(hen vanities and office - '~G 4¥2 
is no w tak ing 
names  for 
Summer R ** or 
All Areas. 
/ Call Karen at 638-7283 for more info 
~ ~'~'_ :~ ::::.---_-=,~.~ . . . . . .  .._== ~: . ,~ -_. . .~ 
I, ---~~-l;~-_l~..~.%r_~,-~l~--~=~l . -~ .  I~  <~ 
" ~r~ "~.~-~[,~ [ , . ~  . -~w-" ---"=:'-- "-'~-I : 
% -=. . . .  .-.= _ _ ~ ....... . ..~_~_- 
x '~"_ -~- - .  :~P .~_~A~_~.L ,~ . . . . . . .  ~( r~ j  ~ t=~=~_.~ 
~" ~ Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
(~'~t'l~ ~ Phone 638-0877 
~ ~ Business Image Design • Small Volume Publishing 
/ / )  Computer Tutoring 
I .~L/ 
OPTOMETRIST ,  i 1
VK TaR P. gA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 , 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Srnithers and Houston) 
furnilure made locally. 
'~ .  .~-:" www. kermode, net 
• email • internet access 
• web pages • training 
Terrace's only locally owned full service 
intemet provider. 
RGS Internet Serv ices  
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 emaih sa les@kermode.net  
i i .  
, l l  
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
Claudette Sandecki 
3901 Dabble St. 
635-9434 
ii I ' 300::HELP 
: . ,  WANTED. .   . 
i "330:  NOTICES 
EARN UP to $700 weekly as- 
sembling simple products. Free 
detailsl Send S.A.S.E. to Box 
2032 Prince George, B.C. V2N 
2J6. 
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COPIER/FAX DEALER has an 
immediate opening for an 
Electronic Service Technician. 
Applicants should possess e 
solid background [n basic 
electronics. We offer a full 
benefit package. Please 
contact: See-Moore Printing 
and Stationery Box 460, 
Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0 Tel: 250- 
847-3220, Faxi 250-847-4533, 
WORKS AND SERVICES POSITION 
The Eegiongl Dislrict of Kitimal.Stikine is looking for a molivaled indi. 
vidual to join our Works and Services learn. 
Working m0inly in Thornhil], lhe position will include a v0riety of lasks 
associated with the operation and maintenance af communily wuter and 
sewer sysferns, parks, and olher public works and service fundions. 
Candidates should have relaled experience and possess avulid B.C. driv- 
ers license. W01er dislribuii0n and waslewafer ¢olledion 0nd treafrnent 
cerlificBlion would be an asset. 
This pasition is subject o seasonal employment and/or a se0sonally 
reduced work week. Weekend work and scheduled on call time will be 
required. The starting rate is $14.50 - S16.50 per hour depending on 
experience. A compelilive benefit package is also availablel 
Applic0nts ore avuilable fa submit resumes by April 14, 1997, to: 
• Regional District of Kifimal-Slikine 
300-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4El 
Phone: (250) 615-6100 





Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus, has an opening for a 
permanent full.time instructor to teach in the Business Administration a d 
Office Technology programs. This position commences June 1, 1997. The 
salary will be in accordance with the Collective Agreement between the 
College and B.C.G.EU. 
Resoonsibilitios: 
To teach courses in Microcomputing from an introductory to an advanced 
level, Intermediate Accounting, Cost Accounting, Taxation; Communications, 
Management, and Mathematics ofRnance. 
Oualifications: 
A Bachelor's degree with a Professional Accounting Designation; proven 
ability to teach at the post-seCondary iovel;~business and/or management 
experience; xtensive knowledge of computers and a variety of computer 
applications i required. . . . . .  
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for 
an interview ill he Contacted. Resumes hould be submitted no later than 
April 2t, 1997 to: 
Competition 97.004B 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4X2 
FAX: (250) 635-3511 
, NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MAPPING TECHNICIAN 
R.J.A. Forestry Ltd. has an immediate perman- 
ent full-time position for a Mapping Technician. 
Reporting to the Office manager, your duties 
will include the production of maps for various 
clients and projects using MICROSTATION soft- 
ware. Other duties will include some manual 
drafting and maintenance of client map files and 
updates. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
The successful applicant should be a graduate 
of technical school program in Computer Assisted 
Drafting. You should have: 
- a good understanding of MICROSTATION 
with a minimum of 1 year of experience 
- have a forestry related background and an 
understanding of forestry mapping standards 
would be a definite asset. 
- have basic knowledge of GIS 
A competitive salary will be offered based on 
experience and knowledge along with a benefit 
package. Please submit your resume by April 4, 
1997 to: 
RJ.A. Farestry Ltd. 
Short Term 
Opportunity 
TPC, AT&T Canada author- 
ized agent is currenl]y filling 
relail RR. positions across B.C. 
WE NEED YOU, If you are 
oulgoing, wilh a professional 
im0ge and like 1o fravel. 
Possible long lerm oppor- 
tuni~ for select individuals. 
Call foil free 
1-800-71 i-8448 for apt. 
Coord inator  
Pad Time 
A~ri121 1o June 27, 1997 
you are an energetic, 
sel[-storter who works well 
with volunteers and enjoys 
relating to the public, this 
part-time job may be for 
you. This job entails coordi- 
naling the 12 Hour Relay 
For A Friend. Your back- 
ground in organlzing events 
will serve you well in this 
pro e<t. 
Mai your resume by April 
9, 1997 to: 
Canadian Cancer Society 
Bax 762, Terrace, B.C. 
t~G 4R1 J 
# 
OFFICE ASSISTANT 
required for a highly motivated team oriented local 
office. Responsibilities to include A/R, payroll, job 
file management, material usage management, and 
other. Minimum of ~o  years in a recognized 
accounting program &/or related experience is 
required as well as a thorough knawledge of word- 
perfect and lotus or similar spreadsheet software. 
Salary based on qualifications. Reply in confidence 
to: Terrace Standard, FILE #49 
3210 Clinton Street, VSG 5R2 
DEADUNE APRIL 4, 1997 
Competition is Open for lhe Position 
ore 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFI(ER 
The Primary r01e of the Chief Execufive Officer is ro ensure limely und orderly administra- 
lion ef Ihe Hisgo'o Tribol Council Cenlrol Office and to eel up end moinloio oppropriole 
coordination, ¢ommunimfion and liaison belween NI"C and ifs affiliated offices, and oulside 
ognnnes. 
QUALIFI~TIONS: 
* A knowledge nd appredolion of the culture values, Innguoge nd the polilicol objedives 
of lhe N~n o Notion. 
* Posl Secondury edumtion i public edministrntion or m0nag0menl [ie#d 
* Proven expnrienre in adminislnring and direrting slaff and programs ina busy, diverse 
and multi-fnceted organization 
* Abi/ily to work effectively wilh bath notive and n0n-native organizalions 
' Knowledge o[Ihe Nisga'o AIP, Treaty and Implementation process. 
"Possess good communication skills 
"Compufer skills are un asset 
DUTIES: 
"Supervises NTC Teom Managers and other senior personnel of the N[sgu'a Tribal Council to 
ensure on orderly and effidenl 0perotion is mainloined 
"Mainlains uppropriole communimlion wilh legal counsel, c0nsullants nnd odvisors Io lhe 
Tribol Council 
"Job DeocHptior~ Avoiloble on Requesl 
~olory tommensurote wilh quolifimlions end experience 
Compeliliun Deodline: 5 p.m. Friday ApriJ 18,1997 
Mull 55 resume wilh refernnces to: 
Pmonne]-Rnonce Cumminee 
Hiujo'a TriSnl Cuundl 
P.O. 9ox 23] 
New Aiyonsh, B.C. 
V0J 1A0 
 HIRE A LOGGER CONSULTING 
{~ A Little Low on Cash~ 
Human Resources Centre (Manpower) can assist with 
the cost of all the courses listed below. 
LEVEL 1 FIRST AID. (wee) 
April 10 {Aiyansh) 8:00am. ,4:00pro ................................. $75 
April 12 (Terrace) 8:DOom. 4:00pm ................................. $7'5 
TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT (WCB) 
April 5 8:00am. 4:00pm ............ .................... $75 
April 7 8:00am. 4:00pro ................................. $7"5 
April 9 (Greenville) 8:00am- 4:00pro ................................ $75 
April I1 (Aiyansh) 8:00am- 4:00pro .............................. , $75 
LEVEL 3 FIRST AID (WEB) 
April/4- 25 8:00am. 4:00pm .............................. $595 
WtiMIS 
April 28 8:00am- 12pro .................................... $40 
TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOOI~ 
April 29 8:00am. 4:00pro ................................. $80 
TRAFFIC CONTROL - Maximum 16 Students 
April 3 & 4 8:00am. 4:00pm .............................. $150 
April 17& 18 8:00am-4:OOpm .............................. $130 
FALUNG 8 BUCKING 
April 25 & 26 ........................................................ $200 
EXCAVATOR OPERATOR 
wanted, experience in road 
building only. Reply immediate- 
ly to File #48 c/o Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace 
B,C. VSG 5R2. 
FLY IN wilderness camp Is 
looking for a person to help with 
these duties: ~ cooking]wood- 
working/maintenance, cab in  
accommodations. If possible 
German speaking. 1-250-476- 
1248. 
HELICOPTER LOGGING 
seeking resumes from people 
with current Occupational First 
Aid ticket for training as a 
Chaser, PreVious experience in 
either conventional or helicopter 
logging an asset. A physical 
check up will be required. 
Please respond by Fax to 1- 
250-286-2120 attention H. 
Barrett: 
PAINTER-HELPER wanted 
with experience need apply, 
Must have vehicle and be 
bondable. Ref's preferable. Call 
Jerry 635-3783. 
WANTED, A caring, 
dependable person who enjoys 
working with people and who 
has the Home Support Worker 
Certificate or 1st year nurses 
training. Apply at Terrace Home 




The Terrace Inn 






1.4 1, - Look ing  fo r  
~ Chi ld  Care?  ' 
I(( Skeena child I care support ~, 
1,4 program can help you make lhe P 
I~ right choice for your Child. For g: 
I'4 information  choosina care and k. 
1,4 ~ j, 
1,4 available options call ~, 
I,¢ ' , 
. Coco at 638-1113 ~, I'4 " I~, 
F4 A flee service provided by the k~ 
k( Terrace Women's Resource Cenlre 1, 
I,~ and funded by the Ministry of k 1,_ . k ~'4 Women's Eq u~lity. I, 
BARB'S CLEANING has 
opening for occas, and bi-wkly 
cleaning• Leave a message at 
635.6197. 
CARPENTER/CEMENT FIN- 
ISHER available for all types of 
home renovations/repairs. Call 
638-0379 for free estimates. 
EXPERIENCED AND kind, 
gentle woman will provide live- 
in/part-time companion to elder- 
ly people with light housekeep- 
ing with good references. Reply 
to Box #47 at Terrace Standard. 
OVERWORKED, CALL us for 
your errands, spring and regular 
housecleaning or moving 
needs. Flexible hours, variable/ 
senior rates. Mes. 635-4555 or 
638-1D51. 
PAINTER 15 YEARS 
ECPERIENCE FOR 
PROFESSIONAL WORK, LOW 
RATES, INTERIOR / 
EXTERIOR. SPECIAL RATES 
FOR SENIORS AND FREE 
ESTIMATE. CALL 635-3783. 
RESPONSIBLE PERSON will 
provide live-in daycare for el- 
derly person. Will do housework 
etc. References available. Call 
THE ANNUAL Burns Lake 
Kinsmen Tradeshow. April 11 & 
12, '97. To rent a booth 
($300.00) Call 1-250-692-4137 
for more inTo. call Todd. 
St. Matthew's  
Angl ican Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worsh ip  With us 
Sundays  10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 




sq  dl~y,,S¢ ridce.~p:45 
Tee ts & M~t ] dble Classes 
Sub 2t& 
o Cool CI F, ~ tgos 2- 12 9:30 
Cone Cmureers 
'cent Ybut a Groups 
A.dud Mtd-w~ek Bible Studies 
~days  9:~se- ~1[O00ct.May 
~OS8~ j 
R-  Ministry Responsible for 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an 
application will be made to lhe 
Director f Vital Statistics for a change 
of name, pursuant to the provisions of
the "Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
Rennie Bert Brown 
ADDRESS: Box 79,10 Mercer St., 
CITY" New,~yansh 
POSTAL CODE: V0J 1A0 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Brown 
GIVEN NAMES: Rennie, Bert 
TO: 
SURNAME: Brown 
GIVEN NAMES: Cad, Rennie, Stuart, 
Caleb 
DATED THIS 20th DAY OF March 
A.D. t997. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
REVA LENORE JURGELEIT 
Re.A. "CEaARVALE CARE" 
NOTICE is I't~eby given that REVA LENORE 
JURGELEIT filed an esagnment on the 17~ 
day of Mach, 1997. zx:l that the first meson9 
el ae~tm ~ll be t',e~d ~I Friday, ele 2rid day 
of May, 1997, at ~ ho~ of 3:30 o'doch in 
tim altermon, at ~e ~o~rt House, I(X) M&~ket 
Race, in the City d Pdnce Rupert, in the 
Province of entLsh Columbia. 
eared at Prince George, S.C, t~s 21st day of 
Mar~, 1997, 
JOHN S. BEVERLEY a 
ASSOCIATES INC. 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
GLEN JURGELEIT 
F.O.A, "CEDARVALE CAFE" 
NOTICE is I~feby given that GLEN 
JURGELEIT filed an assignment on the 17th 
day of Ma'ch, re97. and that the first meedng 
of c~edito~ will be held on Friday, I~e 2rid day 
of May, 1997, at the ho~r or 3:30 o'clock in 
• e aUarnoorL at ~e Court House, 100 Market 
Place, in Ihe City of Prince Rupert, in the 
Province el eritish C..aurni0ia. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. t~is 21st day o| 
March, 1997. 





4833 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace 
Sat., April 12, 
11:30 a.m. 
Warehouse Lien Act Sale of 
household goods including 
dressers, bed frame, mat- 
tresses, chairs, coffee tables, 
kitchen table, sofa, Ioveseat, 
microwave, tools and 
approx 55 boxes of items 
stored by Stan Bevan, Keith 
Maher, Fiona McNeil, 
Howard Green, Dwayne 
Lehman, Jackie Jensen, 
Harvey Temple & Roy 
Lincoln. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Section 49 (1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No: 07079-9704 t 
Location: Thompson Oakanagan, Kootenays, CentraVNorth 
East and North West Regions in B.C. 
Description: To supply as and when required on an hourly all 
found rental fee, a 1990 or newer self loading tandem axis 




litres or more. Equiped with an adjustable 12 to 3.75 meter 
bar and two front and two side flushing, commercially manufactured clam 
shells, individually cab controlled. "AWARD OF THIS CONTRACT IS 
CONTINGENT UPON THE ALLOCATION TO THE MINISTRY OF 
SUFFICIENT FUNDING SPECIALLY FOR THIS PROJECT." 
Sealed tenders, completed inaccordance with the Conditions of Tender on 
the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of Transportation a d 
Highways at 213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B.C. V2L 3H9 until 
2:00 p.m. (local time) on April 17, 1997, when tenders will be opened in pub. 
Uc. (Fax revisions to the tendered amount must be cent o: (250) 565-7016) 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will be required ( in accordance with the 
Conditions of Tender) 
A pre-tender m. eating has not been scheduled. 
Tender documents, complete with envelope, plans, specifications and 
Conditions of Tender are available from the Ministry of Transportation a d 
Highways at 213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B.C. at a cost el 
$17.00 per set plus 7%GST (1.19) and 7,% (1,19) for a total of $19.38; or 
may be viewed/ordered through any Ministry of Transportation a d Highways 
office between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.ml and 1:00 p~m. to 4:30 
p.m., Monday to Fdday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for conlract documentation shall be made by 
cheque or money order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and 
Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further information, contact Mr. Grant Lachmuth a1250-992-4230 or
fax 250-992.4266, oraddress #408 - 350 Barlow Ave. Quesnel, B.C. V2L 
Lale Babine Fami ly  &Ch i ld  Services 
Social Worker  For the Communi ty  of Fort Bab ine  
Lake Babine Fanfily and Child Services is seeking aSocial Worker 
for the commuRity of Fort Babine. Services to children and 
families will be provided according to legislative requirements 
and the cultoral standarcls ofLake Babine Nation people. 
Duties include assisting in the implementation plans of the 
agency, Ihe devehlpn'lent of prevention services, assessing if
childrert are in need of protection, development of inlerventinn 
plans, fulfillmerd of court requirements, counseling families, 
referrals to colnnlutlity services, carryirlg out the guardianship 
functions for children tn care and the maintenance of records. 
Candidates must have excellent interpersonal skills (verbal and 
written), analytical skills, organizational skills and the ability to 
work as a memb0r of a multi-disciplinary team. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
• MSW or BSW and one year relaled exper,ence 
• Knowledge f First Nalions aspirations 
• Three satisfactory references and a criminal record review 
• A va]id drivers licence and reliable vehicle 
Send Resume To= 
Lake Babine Family and Child Services 
P,O. Box 879 
Burns Lake, gC 
VoJ i EO 
Fax No.: (250) 692-2309/7559 
Attention: Robert Chomelsky, Dimctar, Family & Child Services 
Closing Date: Friday, April 18,1997 
4641 tazelle Avenue JJ FIRE SUPPRESSION ] 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 158 I |  April 7 & 8 8:00am. 4:00pro .............................. $200 847-5773. 2C1. 
or FAX (250)635-6592 II i Richard  Thornton  I The lowest or any tender will not - -  , I J  I nece "', accepted Attention: Office Manager . , ) /  
J Consh'uction I Minislry of Transportation ~ • l~ l~ ' ,~AI  
I Fully expedenced carpenler available 
| for construction, renovations or repairs. J and Highways ,~B i i i i i l~ l~rw - I~  
J Call 638-8526 j 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #82 INVITATION TO TENDER 
i ~  (COAST MOU~MNS) 
B i b  In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, "IRST NATIONS RESOURCr CENTRE C[ ERK , , Section 49 (1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: Lake m e  B a n d  S~ENA JL~IOR SECOND&RY SCHOOL ParkBURNSRod &LAKEGun Club,Tweedsmuir22nd an- Project No: 07079.9701 
Terrace, B.C. nual 1 DO0 yd shoot. May 3 sight Location: Thompson Oakanagan, Kootenays, Central/North VOJ 1E0 • TEL: 692.7555, FAX: 692-7559 
in only. May 4, shooting europe- East and North West Regions in B.C. 
P.O. BOX e79 BURNS LAKE, B.C. 
Applications are invited for a temporary (four month), part time tition starts B a.m. sharp. All 
Oeecrlptlon: To supply as, and when and where required five • • EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY  (.5) Category !! Resource Centre Clerk position In the First classes - all open. $25.00 all tandem dump Units wil be required to haul and durno into a B~r~tn~eBC' 
Nations Resource Centre located at Skeena Junior Secondary classes of shooting plus meal. 
• :hool. InTo call Bills Guns 1-250-692- highway spreader, to fly spread sand when required and to 21.~Cmtury 
The Resource Centre Clerk is responsible for the technical nd cledc~J 3600 or John at 1-250-692- haul to pre-selected stockpile sites, The trucks must have a 
services related to the cataloging and annotating of circulating celiac- 3249. legal weight capacity of a minimum of 8.5 cubic metres and come equipped 
tions materials (including print and non-print) receiving md process- with an acceptable hitch for hook-up to the highway spender. "AWARD OF 
tng borrower,s requesLs; updating =rd m,'dn~dldng records of the circu- ~. NIRVANA METAPHYSIC THIS CONTRACT IS CONTINGENT UPON THE ALLOCATION TO THE 
lation collection and inventory; and wttrldng ;~s a member of a tc~Jn to ~ x & HEALING CENTRE MINISTRY OF SUFFICIENT FUNDING SPECIALLY FOR THIS PROJECT." 
ensure the timely resolution of gcne~ Resource (;entre rcqutremenLs, "r"STAIg' YOUR SPRING WITH Sealed tenders, completed inaccordance with the Conditions of Tender on 
using both cumputedzed and manu.,d systelns. APRILWORKSHOPS AT BIRVAI~L~" the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of Transoortalion a d 
~ril 5lh & 6th Highways at 213- 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B.C. V2L 3H9 until Essential Qualifications and Experiences: MEN'S WORKSll0P3HE VENUS FACTOR 
~nl 5lh & 6~ 2:00 p.m. (local time) on April 17, 1997, when tenders will be opened in pub- 
I. Grade 12 gmduaUon INrRODUCTION T0,~10MATHER~Y tic, (Fax revisions to the tendered amount must be sent o: (250) 565-7016) 
2. Previous experience in a library ~rd 12th & 13th 
~ . Keyboarding ability EARTH RELIGION A security deposit/surely bid bond will be required ( in accordance with the . Good org;mizatlon'A, interpersoil'zl mid oral communication skills ~ril 1Olh & 20t~ Conditions of Tender) 
RUNE WORKSHOP 5. Working knowledge of office procedures and standard office t~,1261h Apre.tender meeting has not been scheduled. 
equipment Including persona[ computers and office software ttERg0L~Y Tender documenls, complele with envelope, plans, specifications and 
Rease Prereg~sler 1 t~ek o.o~ l0 
Desirable Qualifications and Experience: wof~op s~an Conditions of Tender are available from the Ministry of Transportation a d 
l. Completion of post-secondary courses in I,ibmry Techno]o~ (e.g. ~la,led 0ufftnesAv@~ble Highways at 213- 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B.C. at a cost of 
cal~o#ng) 3611Cotionw0odln l~0mhitl, 635.Tr/6 $17.00 per set plus 7% GST (1.19) end 7% (1,19J for a total of $19.38; or 
2. I~lowledge of School District administrative software may be viewed/ordered through any Ministry of Transportation a d Highways 
3. @ntreKn°wledge and experteuce working in a First Nations Resource ' Knox United o~Cap.m., Mondeyto Friday, except h t idaysbetween he hours of 8:30a.m. to 12:00 p,m. 0nd 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 
4. Ability and experience In effectively communicating with First Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made by  ,.oas commu.i  men,her., s,.dcn  Ch u rch cheque or money order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and 
Applications must he ae,companled hy letters(s) of reference and tran- 4907 Lazelle Ave. Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable 
635-6014 For further information, contact Mr. Grant Lachmuth at 250.992-4230 orscript(s) that address level(s) of corn )elency In the above ,ualiflca- Y 
Uons. All applicanL,; nlus( comply with the Cdmln.,d Records Review Act. 10:30 a ,m,  Sunda fax 250.992.4266, oraddress #408 - 350 Oarlow Ave. Quesnel, B.C. V2L 
2C1, Ple'.Lse submit applications to: School Ms. Barbara Toye-Welsh, First Natlorm Principal • l'ermc#rl,omhill The lowest or any tender will not ,~  . /H J  
• ",4,na"eneesp,,Z, MIcblelSt..=et. ~.'.'=e'temcn=rmh°".C VS~ ZV, and Worship necessarily be accepted. A I I ~ 1 4  
Phone: (250) 638-6394 Fax: (250) 638-6397 Min is te r  Minisl W of Transportation ~ • ~ 1 ' ! ~ 1 ~   
t; loslngDate: April l l th ,  1997 The Rev. Michael and Highw=,/s ~ | v  "~lg 
Starting Date: ASAP 'after closing date Hare  Province o[ 0dfnh C o ~ u m b ; ~  - - -  - ! 
The Terrace Minor Hockey Association will be holding it's 
YEAR END BANQUETS 
at the lMnhill Community Centre 
THURSDAY, APRIL 3, 1997 
6:00 p.m. Tyke Z Novice 
8:00 p.m. Bantam ilouse, Midget/Juvenile House & All Rep Players 
FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 1997 
6:00 p.m. Atom & PeeWee 
Due to limiled space, one parent player per person please. S5.0O per parenL 
EPILEPSY ~, EPILEPSY -EP LEPSY • EPILEPSY • EPILEPSY - EPILEPSY • EPILEPSY * E PILI~PSY. EI'ILEPSY 
I nv i ta t ion  to 
Tender  
Description I Reference Closing Date 
Unit price distribution line con- I I 
struction in the Northern Region. I Q7-3086 I 23Apr. 97 
Class A Certificate of [ I 
Competency or equivalent issued I I 
by the Provincial Electrical Board I I 
of BC is required in order to work 
on this contract. 
Details available from the office of B.C. Hydro Purchasing 
Manager, 6911 Southpoint Drive, 131h Floor, Burnaby, B.C. 
V3N 4X8; (604) 528-2577/2560. Sealed tenders clearly 
I marked with reference number will be received at the above 
address until 11:00 a.m. on the above closing date. a x ,~ l  
1/111 
Telrace Inn 
Tuesday, Apri! 8,1997 
Terrace, B.C. 
1:00 p.m. - 9:00 pm. 
~ MinisW of ( ~  
Forests 
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE FUTURE OF THE 
SEVEN SISTERS AREA? 
A group of local rericlenls have been meeting for over one year to agree on resource 
monogemenl recommen~talions f r the Seven Sisters Planning Area. 
This group has developecl recommendations for the planning ereo and invites the public 
Io comment elopen houses in Ihe following locelions: 
Gil~ongok Communily Hall 
Wednesday, April 9,1997 
Hazelton Secondary Cafeteria 
lbursdoy, A, pril ]0,1997 
Hozellen , B.C. 
1:00 p.m.: 9:00 p.m. 
" Any inquirim please contad: 
Kitwango High School 
Wednesday, April 9,1997 
Kilwango, B.C. 






11:00 o.m. ~ 2:30 p.m. 
Bulkley Forest Dislrict 
Friday, April !1, 1997 
Smithers, B.C. 
11:00 o.m., 6:00 p.m. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49 (t), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No: 07079-9702 
Location: Thompson Oakanagan, Kootenays, Central/North 
East and North West Regions in B.C. 
Description: The contractor shall supply, one to three pilot ~ild~KC 
vehicles as necessary to maintain up to twenty four hour pilot- For 
ing through various jobs up to seven days a week and an 21stCcntur~ 
average of five flagging personnel will be required aily. 
Veh ces wi be 199¢ 6'r't[ewer," ~:fue't'~fil~'l~n~h t6'coWl approx. 
mate y 500 kr ome{r~'~)ne traffic ontidll~'!oe~ sh'fl's requ'i:e'd topossess a 
valid Level 3, Unrestricted First Aid Certificate, "AWARD OF THIS 
CONTRACT 18 CONTINGENT UPON THE ALLOCATION TO THE 
MINISTRY OF SUFFICIENT FUNDING SPECIALLY FOR THIS PROJECT." 
Sealed tenders, completed inaccordance with the Conditions of Tender on 
lhe forms provided~ will be received by the Ministry of Transportation a d 
Highways at 213- 1011 Foudh Avenue, Prince George, B.C. V2L3H9 until 
2:00 p.m. (local time) on April 17, 1997, when tendem will be opened in pub- 
lic. (Fax revisions to the tendered amount must be sent o: [250) 565-7016) 
A security dep0sit/surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with the 
Conditions of Tender) 
A pre-tender meeting has not been scheduled. 
Tender documenls, complete with envelope, plans, specifications and 
Conditions of Tender are available from the Ministry of Transportation a d 
Highways at 2t3- 1011 Foudh Avenue, Prince George, B.C. at a cost of 
$33.00 per set plus 7% GST (2.31) and 7% (2.81] for a total of $37.62: or 
may be viewed/ordered through any Ministry of Transportation a d Highways 
office between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 
p.m., Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made by 
cheque or money order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and 
Corporate Relations, All purcllases are non-refundable. 
For further information, contact Mr. Grant Lachmuth A/Manager, Seaicoat 
at 250-992.4230 orfax 250-992-4266, oraddress #408 - 350 Barlow Ave. 
Ouesnel, B,C. V2L 2C1, ~d 
The lowest or Bny tender will not 
necessarily be accepted .  , ~ 1 ~  
Minislry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Pro,~nce of British Columbia 
Pursuant la the Hisga'a Agreement in Principle, the Ministry of 
Environment, Lands and Parks, Land and Woler Management is process- 
ing applicelions for 15 fee simple sites and 8 Indian Reserve Expansions 
on behalf of lhe Nisga'a Tribal Council. The general Iocalions are listed 
below: 
Free Simple Sites Indian Reserve Expansions 
Hath Island IR 15 Kinnamax (Kwinamass) 
Fords Cove IR 16 Talahaat (Kwinamass) 
Winter Inlet IR 22 Stagoo 
Nasoga Gulf IR 23 Ktsinel (Perry Bay) 
Echo Cove IR 26 Tackuan 
Kinskuch Lake IR 27 Kshwan 
Jade take IR 42 Dogfish Bay 






Amolh ltea~aters Lake 
Sideslip Lake 
Site maps ore available for viewing al the Government Agent Offices in 
Prince Rupert, Terrace, and Slewad and at lhe Environment, Lands and 
Parks (Land and Water Management) office in Smilhers. Copies are 
obtainable from Ihe Land and Water Management office. 
Wriflen cammenls concerning lhese applications can he made within 30 
days of the last dote of posting Is the Senior Land Officer, Ministry of 
Environment, Lands and Parks, Land and Woler Mansgement, 8og 
5000, !milhers, B.C. VOJ 2tl0, telephone 847-7334. 
Be advised that any responses to this advertisement ~11 be considered to 
be pad of the public record. For informolion, contact o Freedom of 
Information Advisor el the Land and Woler Monogemenl Branch of 
Environment, Lands and Parks, Skeena Regional Office 847-7334. 
, MINERALS NORTH ASSOCIATION 
I 1997 CONFERENCE, 
I HOUSTON, MAY 1,4'16, 1997 
(HO'~vp \ For Details C a l l : ~ ~  
~);~_~'~ 1-250-845,7640 ~ ~ _  / 
,, OUSTON &DISTRICT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49 (1), seated tenders are invited for the following: 
Prolect No: 07079.9703 
Location: Thompson Oakanagan, Kootenays, Central/North 
East and North West Regions in B.C. . 
Description: To s,,pply on an hourly all found rental fee, a 3 I~ildingBC. 
cubic metre loader, to load crushed granular aggregate into fort~ 
dump trucks, The loader shall be a 1992 o~" newer, fou r wheel 21~ Ccncury 
drive, with a minimum of 170 hoursepower. The minimum 
dump clearance will be 2.75 m and have a bucket carrying capacity (at full 
extension) of more than 6 tonnes. "AWARD OF TH!S CONTRACT IS 
CONTINGENT UPON THE ALLOCATION TO THE MINISTRY OF 
SUFFICIENT FUNDING SPECIALLY FOR THIS PROJECT.' 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance wiih tile Conditions of Tender on 
the forms provided, will be received by ttie Ministry :of Transportation and 
Highways at 213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince Geqrgel B.C, V2L 3H9 until 
2:00 p.m. (local time) on April 17, 1997 when tenders will be opened in pub- 
lic. (Fax revisions to the tendered amount must be sent tO: (250) 565.7016) 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will be'required ( in accordance with the 
Conditions of Tender) i 
A pre-tender meeting has not been sche~luled. 
Tender documents, complete with enVelope; plans, specifications and 
Conditions of Tender are available from the Ministry of "rransportati0n a d 
Highways at 213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B.C. at a cost of 
$17.00 per set plus 7% GST (1,19) and 7% (1.19) for a total at $19.38; or 
may be viewed/ordered through any Minis!ry of Transpo~ation a d Highways 
office between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and !:00 p.ml to 4:30 
p.m., Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made by 
cheque or money order, made payable to the MiniSter of Finance and 
Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
For fudher information, contact Mr. Grant Lachmuth A/Manager, Sealcoat 
at 250-992-4230 orfax 250-992-4266, oraddress #408 -350 Badow Ave. 
i Quesnel, B.C. V2L2C1. =fl 
The lowest or any tender will not ~ #AW JI 
necessarily be accepted. A ~ r i A  
Ministry of Transportation A .a, ~ ' l  ,~ l  
and Highw.,ays . ~mt l l t l I~L~'~"  - t1~ ,ram 
Province of British Cobmbia 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 2, 1997 - B9 
30,000 British Columbians 
O) have epilepsy A third are children 
and teens. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
U, ILU, SV soc ,ew 1-888-223-3366 ForMore lnJbrmalion 
I Jfic 
Gas Ltd. 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A DISPOSmON OF CROWN LAND 
In Land Recording District of Smithers and situated at Terrace, B.C., take notice 
that Pacific Northern Gas Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. natural gas transmission & distri- 
bution company, is applying for a Licence of Occupation for statutory right of 
way purposes over portions of the following described lands. 
LOCATION PLAN FOR PROPOSED REPLACEMENT OF 219.1 MM O.D. PIPEUNE 
ACROSS THE SKEENA RIVER, EAST OF THE GITNADOIX RIVER. 
A portion of Unsurveyed Crown Land in the vicinity of the Skeena River, Range 
5, Coast District, as shown on Plan 7011 and containing approximately 1.26 
hectares. 
The purpose for which the disposition is required is for the relocation and 
replacement of a 8" natural gas pipeline by directional drilling. The new pipeline 
will be constructed ad acent to Pacific Northern Gas Lid's existing 8" natural gas 
pipeline crossing of the Skeena Riven Comments concerning this applicatlan may 
be made to the office of the Senior Lands Officer, Ministry of Environment.Lands 
& Parks, 3726 Alfred Street, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO. Telephone: 9250) 847- 
7334. 
Be advised that any responses to this advertisement will be considered to be part 
of the public record. For information, contact a Freedom of Information Advisor, 
B.C. Lands, Vancouver Island Regional Office, Telephone: (250) 387-5011. 
COMMUNITY NBVSPAPER$ 
A S S O C I A T I O N  
British ColRmblu and Yukon 
AUTO 
*NEW AND Used* Car 
and Truck Financing. No 
turn downs, good credit, 
bad credit, no credit, even 
bankrupt. No one walks 
amay,,,everyone drives 
awayl Call Laura 1-888- 
514-1293. 
TRUCKS - 4X4'S, Cars. 
Lease or purchase all 
makes and models new or 
used. Free delivery in 
B.C. Access Leasing 
Corp. D#10387. 1-800- 
330-0299, (604)821-1118. 
AUTOCLASSIC COLLEC- 
TOR Car Show and 
Auction April 25-27, 
Seaforth Armouries 
Vancouver. For consign- 
ment vehicle and bidder 
information call (604)983- 
2662 or 1-888-883-8853. 
D9614. 
CREDIT PROBLEMS 
your job is your credit. 
Low payments, pumhase 
or lease. Cars, Trucks, 
Vans, new or used. 
Trades welcome. Delivery 







available. For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call 1-800-505-8866. 
EX PRESIDENT large 
corporation now working 
with Canadian O I 
Company expanding 
through-out BC Unique 
Distributorships available. 
Unlimited income poten- 
tial. Ran Bidewell 1-800- 
434-4317, emaih 
rbidewell @ intergate.bc.ca 
GASOLINE DIESEL & 
You. Fuel certificatelL 
Canadian company. No 
competition, no inventory, 
no meetings, no kiddingl 
Exciting ncome potential. 
Low startup costs. Toll- 
free 1-888-293-7664. 
PREMIUM VENDING 
Routes, Rival the best 
RRSP. Ask us to prove it. 
Gary Rawlins, Eagle Profit 
Systems (604)597-3532 
or 1-800-367-2274, 
FRUIT OF The Loom® 
GIIdan and introducing 
Tultex Tees and 
Sweatshirts. Best pricing 
in the westl Wholesale 
dealers only. 1-800-665- 
5432, Fax', 1-800-267- 
1030. 
CHECK THE Alberta ad- 
vantagel Profitable hard- 
ware store In small thriv- 
Ing community, True 
Value Hardware, Breton, 
AB. 1-403-696,3557 
evenings or 1-403-696- 
3507. 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon 




WANTEDI Full or Part- 
timel Our business start- 
up  kit reveals 38 of 
today s ~ot E>us nesses. 
Free cassettes and litera- 
ture explain. Call: 1-800- 
343-8014 Ex1.8334. 
VANCOUVER CA seeks 
a CA ~vith mlnlmum Two 
Years Post-graduate 
Public Pratice experience 
as an associate with early 
partnership or succession 
arrangement, All replies 
held in strictest confi- 
dence. Please reply to: D. 
Chan', #208-11180 
Coppersmith PI., 
Richmond, B,C. V7A 5G8. 
NO NONSENSE 
International business 
from your home. Earn in 
excess of $5,000 weekly 
starting In your first 
month. Rot MLM. 
Offshore program. Taped 
into 1-800-982-2682 
SAVE MONEY on gaso- 
line with prepaid gas cer- 
tificates. Hot new network 
company, very low start- 
up. High earnings poten- 
tial using binary system. 
Cal I604)926.6310. 
GREAT CANADIAN 
Dollar Store franchise op- 
portunity now available in 
your area. $55,000- 
$60,000 investment (in- 
cluding stock). P.O. Box 
825, Duncan, B.C V9L 




KAREN WANTS you to 
phonel Free into about 
personal photos, fan- 
tasies, videos', call toll- 
free 1.B0093KAREN or 
write: Karen, Box 670, 
Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 7P8 
(19+). 
CANADA'S BEST 
Meeting place. Talk open- 
ly to other aduJts. For 
Romance & more. All 
lifestyles welcome1 Call 
24hrs 011•592-588-758. 
Low LD only' 18+. Call us. 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS- 
ES others discover facts 
the Society doesn't want 
you to know. Free, confi- 
dential. J~  Facts, Box 
294, Nelson, B.C, V1L 
5P9, web:http:l/www, mac- 
gregorministrles.org/ 
COMING EVENTS 
HOW TO Give your child 
a Spiritual Foundation 
Built on God's Love. 
Eckankar offers ancient 
$ 2 9 0  for 25 words 
$ 6.00 each 
additional word 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCY- 
CNA at (6041 669-9222 
............ COI~ING EVENTS 
MOCCASIN FLAT Ranch 
10th Spring Bull and 
Female Sale, Apr,3/97 at 
1p.m. 35-2year old polled 
Hereford Bulls; 20-2 year 
old Heifers with calves at 
foot. 1/4 mile east of 
Torrington, 1/2 mile south. 




easy payment. No more 
stress. No equity-security, 
Good or bad credit. 
Immediate approval, ira- 
mediate relief. National 








NG Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice, to 
begin this month. Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - a 
areas. We can train you 
right nowl Free job place. 





- Training for men and 
women in an exciting, 
high paying career in the 
forest industryl 
Comprehensive 5 week 
ground crew training pro- 
gram .H.L, Training 
Institute Ltd. (250) 897- 
1188. 
BE A Successful 
writer...write for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home-study 
course. You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing-romances, shod 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and chil. 
dren's stories. Send today 
for our Free Book. Toll. 
free 1-800-267-1829, Fax: 
1-613-749-9551 The 
Writing School, 38 
McArthur Ave., Suite 





Diploma Program. Over 
150 VOA Graduates since 
19931 Join the growing 
ranks of our VOA's work. 
ing throughout Canada, 
Includes *Animal Handling 
Classes *Island Ranch 
ode 's  a * wisdom fort y f rally, Seminar Working 
For a Free Book, call: 1- Praoticum, April-July-Oct. 
600.LOVE GOD(568- Jan, Granville Business 
3463) ask for book #398, College 1-800.661.9885, 
EDUCATION 
CERTIFICATE COURS- 
ES! Learn Income Tax 
Preparation or Basic 
Bookkeeping by corre- 
spondence. For free 
brochures, no obligation, 
contact U & R Tax 
Schools, 1345 Pembina 
Hwy., Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, R3T 2B6. 1- 
800-665.5144. Enquire 





TIVE parts person re- 
quired for northern Alberta 
Ford dealership. Too 
wages, benefits, Ford 
monthly training. New 
premises. 1-403-926- 
2591, Fax: 1-403-926- 
4204. Contact Ran. 
NVERMERE IGA re- 
quires a Baker, 
Journeyman Baker and 
Journeyman rvleatcutter. 
Send resumes to: 
nvermere IGA, Box 2559, 
nvermere, B.C. VOA 1KO 
or Fax: (250)342-9755, 
NTERNATIONAL AGRI- 
CULTURAL Exchange - 
Ages 18-30 with agricul- 
tural experience to 
live/work with family in 
Australia, New Zealand, 
Europe, Japan. Costs/de- 




HELICOPTER FOR Hire. 
Bell 212 is capable of 
4000 Ib lift. We specialize 
in selective logging. 
Please call: Panther 
Helicopters at (604)485- 
6634. 
EQUIPMENT 
NEWI GRAPPLE Skidder 
attachment for your farm 
tractor. Category one or 
two. More efficient and 
productive especially for 
one operator. Tel: 
(6041536-6747, Fax: 
(604)536-6748, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
logs Into boards, planks, 
beams, Large capacity. 
Best sawmill value any- 
where. Free Information 
1-800-566-6899. Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R.2, 
Kilworthy, Ontario POE 
1GO. 
BEST KEPT Secret In the 
Stock Marketl Turning 
over a new leaf, Exciting 
new bookl $37.75 + $6.95 





Construction Penticton re. 
quires experienced paving 
personnel and experi- 
enced crushing person- 
nel. Good wage and ben- 
efit package. Mail re- 
sumes to: Peter's Bros 
Construction, 716 
Okanagan Ave. East, 
Penticton, B.C. V2A 3K6 
or Fax: (250)493-4464. 
EXPERIENCED HUNT- 
ING Guide required July 
to October. Yukon horse- 
back operation. Also, ex- 
perienced basecamp cook 
required. Contact: Chris 
Widrig, Box 5390, 
Whitehorse Yukon. Y1A 




TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
about our used single and 
double wides. "We Serve 
- We Deliver". 1-800-667- 
1533, DL#6813, 
PERSONALS 
1997 FORECASTI NEW 
Lover, New Job, or $ 
Windfall? Accurate, hon- 
est predictions, Free cal- 
endar, 1-900-451-3778, 
24hrs 18+ $2.99 min 
I.C.C. 
ATTENTIONI ARE You 
Lonely? Want to fall in 
love? S~eak with some- 
one tonightl 1-900-451- 
5370 Dollar fifty per half 






largest resale clearing- 





"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonsat-Straightwal l  
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B,C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800- 
565-9800. 
PERMAsTEEL: Western 
Canada's largest distribu- 
tor of steel buildings for 
over 45 years, Standard 
and custom sizes avail- 
able, 40'X40'X14' 
$12,650. For wholesale 
pricing call: Enio "-800- 
567-7745. 
STEEL BUILDINGS from 
one of B.C.'s largest steel 
companies, Arched rib 
and pre.enginesred build- 
ings. Erecting and founda- 
tion services available, 
Phone; Norstesl BUilding 
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i l  Hard, hard[ 
THAT WAS JUST  one  of  the  many shouts  to  be  heard  f rom the Ter race  Cur l ing  C lub  this past  weekend as 
dozens  of  teams competed  in the  Mens '  Loggers  Bonsp ie l .  That ' s  Ma lco lm Baxter  of K i t Jmat l in ing  one  up.  
Ringetl:e s 
squashed i g Sport  Scope 
OUR JUNIOR ringette team was in Prince George two 
weekends ago for the Provincial Championships. 
Uffortunately the 13 to I5-year-oid squad didn't fare 
as well as was hoped, and they failed to post a victory 
in the four-game tonmament. 
"They went and they played really hard," says 
ringette coach Roger Tooms. "But it just didn't show 
on the scoreboard." 
Tooms says the team only found out they had a berth 
at the Provincials three weeks ago, when another team 
couldn't make the trip. 
"Terrace got in through the back door," Tooms says. 
"Azd they were up againstsome pretty tough teama." 
Those teams included powerhouses like Burnaby, 
Quesnel aud Prince George. 
But while the team couldn't keep up with the compe- 
tition on the score board, they still managed to keep 
their composure. 




THE TERRACE PEEWEE rep hockey team would like to 
thank all those who helped contribute to the success of 
their fundraisi~g season. 
"The community's help with our bottle drives, Christ- 
mas hams, raffles and tag day has made this year one of 
memories that will be everlasting," says Wanen Gaden of 
Terrace Minor Hockey. 
Ga~en says community contributions allowed [or a 
schedule of 70 games, of which a whopping 55 were on 
the road, including the final trip to the Provincials during 
Spring Break. 
"Many thanks f~om players and parents," Gnrten says. 
we doing?. 
Whet! u~e fall short of .)~)ur 
expectation, please tell uS. 
When a newsjTapL~" story does 
not seem to reflea fotrly what 
was said, let our editors know. 
Wbt,:l we are llttable to soh,e 
yol#rconlplafttt, We encourage 
.l~m to submit Ir to tbe: 
B.C Press COlltlcil 
900.  1281 W, Georgta St, 
Vancouver B,C. V6E 3J7 
Tel/l,'~x (604) 683-2571 
The B, C Press Cotrnctl was 
cn, atL, d In 198.J as an 
#tdependent ulL'to board to 
protect the puhrlc fnJm press 
#lact'uracy or lttlfalnres~ and to 







~y burning related Is land (leaning 
pres(rilxd fires und industrial burning 
requires o Forest Service burning 
permiL Conrad the neareg Form 
Se~ce oHi(s for burning permifs and 
furthr Mormalion, 
2,(, ~ ~ " 
hov im o 
~ ~mof  foreds 
Hiking season  starts  
SPRING IS HERE and that means the Terrace Hiking 
Club is gearing up for another busy season. 
All hikes are informal gatherings of people wishing to 
explore the local area. The club wants to point out that 
hikers hit the trails at their own risk. That means sturdy 
footwear, food and water and layered clothing is a must. 
Rain wear and a hat should also always be considered. 
The first hike of the year will I~ April 13 at Kitselas 
Canyon. This is an easy 2-3 km hike offering a variety of 
cultural, historical and natural history points of interest. 
Those interested can meet at the i~rary at 10 a.m. For 
more information, call Shannon at 798-2268. 
Still snow in backcount ry  
THERE'S STILL metres of powder in the backcountry. 
Anyone interested in day touring can call 798-2227 or 632- 
6055 to find out where and when trips are planned. 
Also, an introduction to overnight ski touring class is set 
to go April 19 and 20. Instruction will include lessons on 
how to build and sleep in snow caves. 
For more information, call 798-222"/. 
Bi rd -smash ing  contest  
THE TERRACE Open Badminton Tournament is set to 
take place here this weekend, April 5 and 6. 
For more information, call Dan Tuonti at 847-5975. 
Cl imb and crash 
THE FIRST race of the year for the new Terrace Offroad 
Cycling Association (TORCA) is set to take place April 6. 
The race will be the Shames Mountain Hillclimb next 
Sunday. For more information call Mike at 635-5225. 










April 20 • Schnai Dai 
• Sportworld Thrilling Thursday' 
• Meet n' Greet 1/2 Price Weekend 
• Party Time! 
• CMA Thrilling Thursday 
• Central Mountain Air Schuss BOomer 
• Live Entertainment 
• Northern Zone Challenge 
• Central Mountain Air Schuss Boomer 
• Northern Zone Challenge 
• Thrilling Thursday-Sponsorship avail. 





REAL POWDER JREx~J[, PEOPLE 
I "lheTerrace Minor Hockey 11 
,~,,ocialion will be holding it's [ [  
I[ AttttUAt GE "Era!,! II 
April 9, 1997 
7:30 p.m, 
at the 





iMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VSG 4A2 Accepted 




Y0Ur In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute, Please send i 
your donation to the address above, along with the name I 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- I
, for an acknowledgement card, • 1 
Environmer at Health Issues: Zoonoses 
Ihen give your doctor a call ]here 
are more serious concerns that might 
need to be addressed like tetanus 
and rabies. The Health Unil should 
follow up all these exposures. 
(ryptosporidiosis can be very seri- 
ous in the immunosuppressed and 
usually originntes from cow manure. 
However, we've seen a lot from lhe 
consumption of surface water and 
from olher ill people. 
Humans and domostic animals 
hove shared food, water, shelter, 
work end companionship for tenlu- 
r as. Unforlunolely that's n0t oil we 
shore. People and'their animals a!so 
occasionally share diseases, Any dis- 
ease Ihol is passed from olher ani- 
mals to humans is called o zoonosis... 
zoonoses i! you ore lucky enough to 
gel more than one. 
The consequences resulting From 
on infection can range from the 
uncomfortable ringworm rash, to 
explosive diarrhea, (I love .saying 
thai one), to spontaneous abortion 
and death from the aggressive 
norms. Itl quickly touch on o few of 
the more abundant illnesses we ore 
likely to encounler in oar doily lives, 
lheir sources, and tontrols. Your local 
voter norton can give you more 
information on zooneses end animal 
core. 
on o ha  
common causes of dinrshea and 
vomiling and is often found on pup- 
pies, kittens and poultry. Hot many 
of us would think to wash our hands 
after pelting o kitlen, chicks or duck- 
lings, (my Eosler theme). Formers 
.musl a!ways crub up offer handling Uke Beaver Fever il's in most surface 
liveslock, waler and is not easily removed. If
Col-scrolch disease. As m0ny as ill, your child shouldn't altend 
half of cat scratches and bales daycare. 
become infected. Wounds hould be Lyme Disease is spread from the 
cleaned oul with hot walerand soap, bite of a tick. It can cause serious 
chronic health effeds so il is vital to 
Cover oil exposed skin while hiking in 
grassy areas. 
Ra~ies. Most people believe this is 
not of concern in BC hut each year 
we find. up lo 14 cases, especially in 
bats. The pulential problem arises 
when your col gets billen by lhe hal 
lhen spreads it Io your family. II's 
100% fatul ifleft unlreuted, so Ihis is 
Ihe mosl imporlanl zoonosis. Keep 
oil your pal's hols up Io dote. R.epod 
oil bales and scratches 1o your dedor 
and local Heallh Unit and keep a 
safe distance from all wildlife or oth- 
er animals ading out of thorader. 
il~ingworm is o fun# infedion we 
can pick up from our pet's fur. Again 
this is a good reason to wash alter 
palling on onimsl. 
Roundworms can he very nasty, 
espednlly when Ireoled with lhe 
incurred medication, il sod of makes 
them mad so they bolt and damage 
vilol or~]ans. Keep your pets 
dewormed and always ensure your 
cot can t qel access to lhe sandbox. 
Toxoprasmosis i  anolhcr col dis- 
ease spread in their feces. Pregnant 
women and immunosuppressed 
palienls should not handle col lifter 
or garden soil without wearing 
gloves. 
Holy tow, what a list! 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG MART 
4635 Lakelse .Ave Phone: 635-7261 
Note: Shoppers flyers delivered in the Terrace/Kitimat Weekend 
Advertiser on Saturday have a sale start date of Wednesday. 
You BE THE JUDGE 
I 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
Car Goes Up In Smoke And 
insurer Yells "Arson" 
Chris drove his silver Corvette out of the 
office parking lot. He grabbed his cell phone, 
"Rob? It's Chris. are we on for squash?" 
"Absolutely. Hey, you're calling from your 
car. Did you finally get that lemon fixed"? 
"Only temporarily, No.one can really fix it. 
Anyway, I'm getting rid of 'ol Betsy." 
Sure Chris. You're too attached to that 
clinker. You don't have the guts." 
"1 mean it. No more new engines, no 
more second chances. It even started leaking 
oil lately. But I found a buyer," 
"What are they paying, $42.50? No, that 
would be robbery." 
"Quietl The dealer has a brand new 
Corvette for me. I'm going for the beige this 
time. It'll be great." 
"Another Corvette? Are you nuts? Why 
notgo for a- 
Suddenly there was a horrible bang com- 
Inn from the hood. Chris started to panic. 
"Oh my God Rob, something terrtble's 
happening. There's smokel This thlng's on flrel 
Call 9111 
A fire truck came a crowd gathered, The 
car was a write.off. Chris suffered cuts from 
trying to control the fire. He was in shock, 
"What a disaster, I'm lucky to be alive." 
Chris immediately called his insurers to make 
a claim. 
Ten days later, the Insurance company 
called back with an answer, 
"rm sorry, but your claim has been 
denied," 
"What? How is that possible?" Chris was 
shocked. 
"It Is our opinion Lhat the fire was delib. 
erately set, The fuel line was punctured. You 
must have punctured It." 
COURT C A S ~ ~ ~ j ~  
"How can you say that? What proof do 
you have? That's ridiculous. I'm no arsonist." 
Chris was incensed. "Just ask the mechanic 
and the firefighters, they know what 
ha opened." 
Chris ran around getting reports from the 
mechanic and the fireflghters to prove his 
case. But the insurance company wouldn't 
budge. Angry and upset at being labeled an 
arsonist. Chris sued for damages, 
"Your honor." the insurance corn pony 
rose to speak. "There was a hole in the fuel 
line that a0peared to be created with a screw- 
driver. It Iookec deliberate to us. In fact, we've 
never seen a car fire that wasn't arson. We 
did nothing wrong In claiming arson." 
"Your honor." Chris was still shaken, 
"the insurers never made any real effort to 
investigate the fire. It's ridiculous to say that I 
would cut the fuel line and then drive away, 
waiting for fire that might kill me. They Ignored 
all my reports that showed I was not an 
arsonist, 
"Why would I set my car on fire right 
when I'm about to sell it? It's Illogical. This 
whole affair has been very disturbing. I've suf- 
fered from post traumatic stress disorder over 
this. Make them pay." 
Is the Insurance company responsible 
for damages for calling Chris an arsonist? 
YOUl BE THE JUDGE. Then see below for the 
court's decision. 
"He lp iNg  People  Cope with the Legal System" 
:#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE TIIE JUDGE - DECISION 
"The Insurance company must pay Chris $25,0OO in damages, " ordered the court. 
"The company acted n bad faith. It kept Insisting that Chris committed arson despite ell the 
reports that showed otherwise. The insurance company knew It couldn't prove It was arson." 
YeTJ Is based on actual court cases, Today'sJudgment Is baaed on the facts of the case and law of Ontario, 
If you have a similar problem, consult the lawyer In your province, Claire Bemsteln Is a Montreal awyer end 
syndicated columnist, Copyright 1997 Halka Enterprises. B9.12E 
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